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business cards.

PRESS

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

GEO.

Exchange St. Portland.

Eight Dollars a Tear in advance. Tc
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in auTerms:

vanee.

MAOE~STATK

THE

$2 50

la published
year, If paid

a

FRESCO

HAVE

No.

42

Portland,

NILES,
AGENT.

Newspapers of

T. C. EVAJSS,

15,

ARTIST,

Call and examine for yourselves.

L.

mchlSdtf

K EILER,

FRESCO

PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

MAY

C

Portland

Jyl7

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

Me.

Portland Tea Store,
2tawtf
mch7

JAMES

AGENCY,

Slate St., Boston, and 37 Park How, New York,

Norway,

LAW,

AT

LOCKE,

&

BATES

BOW, NEW

34 PARK

J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.

D. IL

Locke,

&

o

Jones, Toledo Bl%do.

Messrs.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.
& Locke are authorized to contract for advertising in the Press.

ST\REErI,

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
to order.
Every thing used in the art of printing
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest caBh
felttdCm
prices.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles anti all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

We the undersigned have formed a copartnership
this duv. Feb. 23.1874. under the firm name and style
ot HOVEY re III.AN. to carry on the business ot
Carriage, Sleigh and Sign Painting In all its branchGrateful for past patronage
es at shop 45 Preble St.
tbev would solicit a continuance. Ad work warrantW. S. HOVEY,
ed to give satisfaction.

S. DEAN,

Notice.
formed

a

Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

Hunt &
Carpenters and

on

Street.

_

E. W.HUNT.
E. A. OSGOOD.
fel7dlm*

Portland. Feb. 16,1874.

NOTICE.

THE

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

a

full

Portland, Feb. 7 1874.

EXCHANGE FIT.,

109

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
work promptly
at tbe lowest prices

lecuted, and
ap22 to

and carefully

FEDERAL STREET,

5 Door. East of Temple St.,

WATER

AND

GAS

PIPING.
ap21

undersigned
the above style for the
THEunder

LIBBY,

(Casco

a

91

"WM. HESRY

ja30

Bank

REMOVAL.

C3F"Agent for the Davis Washer.
Making Furniture to order and repairing promptly
attended to.
358 CONOKE8S STREET.
ja9tf

LANE
HICKORY

COAJLS for Cooking Purpose*, WarrantFor sale at LOWto unit in every case.
EST MARKET RATES by

ed

60 Commercial

C. 8.

J. H. HOOPER,

tf

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

lillfTIIIEIt.

Peak’s Island Steamboat

vote of
meeting March 7.1874, ten days
from March 9th will bo allowedlor the stockholders
to subscribe the additional stock voted at said meeting, alter which the tialar.ee of stock will be open to
the pnblic. Subscriptions to stock will bo received
by the Treasurer, at No. 6 Commeicial Wharf.
Per Order
GEO. TEEFETHEN, Treasurer.
a

ameled

gzp^All

kinds of

joxed and matted.
E.

Chain*, &c,

repairing neatly

KXTKKMINATOR.
By the use of this valuable prepariniested with Moth, Roaches,
household
ation, every
Spiders, Crickets and other destructive insects, will
save many times its cost, and in some cases perhaps
many hundreds of dollars. It will not only repei,
these insecis, but will AUSOLCTELY DR8TBOY them
and their eggs. Especially adapted to the protection
of Carpets. PRICE 25 CENTS.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by S’. J. OKA NT A CO..
mh9-3m
250 Pore Street, Portland.
VI' 11

Notice.
meeting
Executive Commit!ee
of the Cumberland Countv Agricultural SocieAN
will be held at the Portland

ty

done.

Quarterly
f*uboo

Teacher

For Sale.

of

Savings Bank

or.

WEDNESDAY, March 25th at to ovK a M «
which time all parties interested in holding cite next
County Fair, within their several towns, are reoueat
ed to present iheir proposals by letter or in nation
SAMUEL D15.GLEY,
mcl2eu(li20&wlt
Sec’y]

I'orlltind Titriivorvin.
annual meeting ot the Portland Turuverein
for choice ot officers and tlie transaction of the
usual business, will be held at their Rooms on FRl
DAY Evening, March 20th at 8 o’clock. A full atPer order,
tendance is requested.
C. H. WINCHESTER, Scc’y..
mct3td

THE

$100’.10cts_
Stamp and 10 cents to
C. H. BAKU A UO., Box 1580, BlEgor, Me.
eudt

located (so called) Chase place, at
Corner.
It forms the base of
the Village Common, and contains about 9| acres, on
which is a two story house n good repair, containing
11 large, p.easant and convenient rooms, with store
and barn adjacent.
Also story and a half house
with barn, now under lease. Tbe water is excellent.
Will be sold at a barg dn. Apply to
--fITIAll Tn
PPAfTtTPpt^
120 Commercial Street.
mh7eod2w

199,565.36

PIANO
at

Desirable Residence lor Sale at
Woodford's Corner.
property is situated corner of Grove and
Dalton streets,about one mile from Portland,
consisting of a 2J story house, with an ell, piazza
front, and containing 12 finished rooms with an
abundance of closets, cemented cellar, cistern water
and best kind of furnace. A new stable, very convenient, 22x30. £ aero land well cultivated and finely arranged with shrubbery, graoe, and strawbeiry

19,151,587.02

SAID

53,200.00
$19,204,787.02

LIABILITIES.

vines and different kinds of fruit trees.
Enquire of
D. M. C. DUNN, 227 Middle St., Portland. fel8dlm

due subsequent to
Jan. 1, 1874, and Losses
reported,awaiting further

Losses

FOR

proof,. $558,128.84
Dividends declared to Policy Holders, not due,.
239,332.39
Capital Stock,.
150,000.00
Reserved for Re-Insurance
on existing Policies (New

LOT of vacant

the business

ENDERS, Pres’t.

40

ORGAN

FORTE
Stockbridge’s Music Store.

fc2Idtf

LAW.

AT

1.9 EXCHANGE STREET,

(Over Dresser & McLellan’s Book Store.)
Wm. II. Motley.

J. Blethen.

Alden

mar5-3m____

CHAS. J.

SCHUMACHER"

Fresco

Fainter,

Office at Schumacher Bros..
Block.

5 Deer ins

I respectfully inform my
patrons, that I will be
happy to attend to any jobs which may be entrusted
to me, large or small, and that no one is authorized
to take

job*

S.

in my

name.

C.

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

The “Limerick

17,123,888.84
121,187.57 18,192,537.64

mcGd3m

ANDREWS,

Oonnsellor

at

Law,

88 MIDDLE STREET,
(in Canal Bank Building,)

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Will practice in Androscoggin and

Oxfaul^Count-

PORTLAND,

STREET,

MAINE.

For

property in
Ligonia Village, C. E., consisting of
two Houses, airanged for eight families, and land nndoutuuildings connected therewith. These houses are
and thoroughly and substantially built, and
fully occupied by prompt pa>ing tenants. This is a
most desirable investment for any one having funds

Peoples Insurance Co.,
NEWARK, If.

OF

JOHN M.

invest. This property is entirely free of encumbrance and will be sold on liberal terms.
For particulars rnd terms inquire of us, at our
place of business.
ro

J.

CHURCHIlili & MELCHER,
91 Commercial Street, Portland.

RANDALL, President,

ja26__it

I. H, Lindsley, Setfy: A. M. Reynolds, Vice Pres.

No. 42 Pleasant Street.
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.

HOUSE
Portland. Oct. 13th.

$200,000.00

Cash Capital,

Inquire

at

the

ocl3atf

For Sale in the Town of West-

Statement October 1, 1873.

..brook.

ASSETS.

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, \ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 9. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

Uuajusted and unpaid claims,...$12,750.00

J. W. MIJNGER, Agents,
NO. 166 FORE STREET.

Equitable F. & M. Ins. Co.,
providence:, r. i.

Statement, December 31,1873.
Capital

Stack

CAPITAL.
Paid IJp,... $200,000

mh3dlf

Ordinances’*

ASSETS.

Market Value.

Real
00
500 Shares Old National Bank, Providence. 62,500 00
500 Shares National Bank of Commerce.... 25,000 00
200 Shares American Naiionaf Bank. 10,800 00
100 Shares Manufacturers National Bank.. 12.000 00
200 Shares Rcnde Island National Bank.
5,000 00
30 Shares Third National Bank.
3,750 00
100 Shares Fourth National Bank. 12,500 00
100 Shares Union Bank.
5,000 00
100 Shares Butchers and Drovers Bank...
4,500 00
100 Shares First National Bank of Warren,
R. 1. 11,400 00
Bonds Ciry of Jersey City (7s). 9,300 00
Bonds City of Elizabeth, N. J. 23,250 00
Bonds Michigan Central Railroad.
9,300 00
Massachusetts “Back Bay” Bond. 10,000 00
438 28
Cash in Company’s Office.
4,886 90
Cash In Bank.
316 00
Rents.
Premiums in due course of Collection. 13,983 75

Estate..$70,000

Aggregate

amount

of Assets.,..... .$293,924 93

LIABILITIES.

Losses adjusted but not due. $2,926
Losses unadjusted. 9,425
Amount required to safely reinsure all outstanding risks (New York standard). 63,648
183
Dividends unpaid.
Commissions, taxes, office and agency ex4,000
penses.
Capital Stock actually paid up in cash. 200,000

Surplus,

as

regards policy holders. 13,741

TURNER,

W. Arnold, Secretary.

W. MUNGER,

fe25eod3w

NO. 166 FOSE

1

W ood W orking Macli’y
Mill

HILL,

84
50
00
00
59

could make

R. Rail & Co.,
and

No other need

Agent,

Richards,

\

be a tasty
Inquire for 3
mcl4d3t

YOUNG LADY who
bring good reflrences.

can

corner

of

a

Bargain.

stock and fixtures of the Chinaman’s Tea
Store, No 383 Congress street, is for sale. The
stock is fresh and of the very best quality, having
been selected
tne proprietor especially for this
market, and will be sold at a great bargrin. as the
proprietor has businesi which requires his immediate
return to China. For terms &c., apply at the store,

experienced BOOKKEEPER would accept
employment iu the Evenings writing up Books,
making out accounts or any other office work in a
concern where no regular Bopk-keeper is
employed.
Satisfactory reference can be given. Address
mcl3*lw
W. R., Press Office.

AN

inch 10th

New Tailoring

dtf

Establishment,
AT

—

Chambers No.

8,

W. F. CHISAM
pleased

Will be

public

at

with from

instant,

to

matches,

electricity, no taper,
used. Every house, store, and factory
will buy them at once. A child can light up at night
with perfect safety, without removing chimney.
This will be the best selling patent ever known, it
no

no

astonishes all that see it.
Call and be convinced lor yourselves.

Corner of

Congress and exchange
Streets, opposite City Hall,

OF SHOP.

Special

*lw

mel0*lw

Shirts made to measure and Patterns Cut.
Portland, March 9, 1874.

Address
H. H. B.,

Ward Beecher.

Post Office.

Portland,

“Far

Do

Address

No Noise.
NO

OB

BOBBIN.

Child Can Operate It*

makes

the

FULLY

SMART, reliable boy about 16 years old, can
have the opportunity to learn the Job Print-

ing business at this office.

Bent Wanted,
5 rooms,

for

a

References given.

Handsomest and

WARRANTED !

400 Shuttle machines per month taken
in exchange at oar New
York Office.

Fifty Baltimore Physicians advise
score

their

use

the

on

of-Health.

mc4tf

1st Premium Me. State

APOTHECARY CLERK, one that has hart
or three years experience.
Address with

ANtwo

■mfi. miiiw

mc3dtf’

Always Beady.

No Spasms.

SHUXTLE
A

It

a

Strongest Seam.

Boy Wanted.

or

Deceived!

machine that you
can Comprehend and manage.

mch7tf

give steady employment to
Twenty-five Ship Carpenters at Yarmouth,
Maine.
JOSEPH A. SEA BURY.
March 4th, 1874.
mar7dlmeod

CONVENIENT RENT of 4

have tried.”—Mrs. Henry

I

Not Be

You Can Buy

subscriber will

and wife.
A small family—man
Press Office.
Address

superior to any

Me.

Ship Carpenters Wanted.

A

Buy?

Shall We

Journal.

AN with references, P. O. Box 1726.

A

2w

SEWING MACHINE

by a young man of good,
afraid of work.
Would

Wanted.
experienced dry goods salesman.

THE

Garments.

“The Wilcox & Gibbs is the lirst Sewing Machine
that has brought comfort and relief to the household.”—Mis. Mary A. Livermore, Editor Woman’s

Wanted.
steady employment.

paid to

attention

Cutting Boys’

Portland.

mcll

wanted

manner.

WHAT

Office No. 15 Fluent Block,

sober habits and not
EMPLOYMENT
like

branches in best

CUTTING DONE XO BE MADE OCX

Immediately,

$10
MEN,
$20, each, to sell
the Self-Lighting Lamp, Gas and Torch. It lights
LIVE

the

Garments Made and Trimmed.

AN

in an
no alcohol

to wait upon his friends and

place, where he is prepared to do

in all it:-

American GIRL to assist in taking care of
children. Apply at
mcl3dlw
S. B. THRASHER’S, 55 Pine St.

Wanted

above

CUSTOM TAILORING.

Wanted.

BOX 945, Portland.

Fair,

’73.

miCAH SAmPSON, Gen. Agt.
Corner middle and Exchange Sin.) opposite JPoftt Offices Poitland) Ale.
d3w

fe26

Lost.
the Eastern Railroad Depot and Middle St,., Wednesday, the 24th Dec., a wallet
containing from eighty to ninety dollars. The finder will be liberally rewarded by leaving it at this

BETWEEN

GRASS
SEEDS!

dc30

office.

'Wanted.
active Woman to take charge of house-

hold duties in
SMART,

a

boarding house.

Address

HOUSEKEEPER,
Office. Portland.

del7dtf

Post

Booms Wanted.
pleasant part of the city furnished
15* nished,
with
without board.

or

unfur-

or

Address
mavl4tf

E.

B.,

37 Drown

St.,

Portland.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Bakers.

3000 Bags Herds Grass Seeds*
Red Top
1000
“
500
michigan Clover Meeds.
“
TVa. New York Clover Seeds.
500
400
300
150
35
300

“
“
“

300

“

300

“

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT,FO«R& BREED,No,91 Middle

Cabinet Maker.
Cr. F. CAB8LEV, Silver St., opposite the
Market. Office ami Ship Furniture Re-

pairing promptly

attended to.

“

“

and

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed
Store,
Iel9

Street.

Orchard

«
«

KENDALL & WHITNEY’S

Street.

Book Binders.
«n. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’.
No.
Ill Exchange St.
Exchange,
SMALL & 8HACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum

“
Ohio
Pea Vluc
Alaike
“
White Dutch
Illillet
Hungarian Grass

Also, large assortment Vegetable
FI awer Seeds.
For sale at the lowest cash price.

W.c COBB, No., as and 30 P.arl (Street.
On direct route between New Custom
House and Post Office, near the Market.

PORTLAND,

ME.

tf

WANTED.

10,000 Human Feet!
Men, Women and Children’s to fit 5,000 pairs Boots
Shoes, just received and opening at 132 Middle
Street. If you want to fit a

and

del*3m

DIFFICULT FOOT

Confectionery.
J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
and fancy Candle*, 2S7 Congrean St,

Ej.

Portlaud Me.

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Dye-Honse.

Go to M. G. Palmer’s, No. 132 Middle Street, where
you can get a wide or narrow, full or slim Boot, just
the width and length that will be easy and graceful,
and enjoy the rare luxury of wearing a Perfect Fitting Boot. In addition to the Largest and Best Stock
of Custom Made, HanJ-Sewed Roots, we will take
measures for Gentlemen or Ladies who have Corns,
Bunions, large Joints, Ingrowing Nails, &c., and
guarantee a satisfactory fit every time.
fe23d6\v
Al. G. PALMER

Maine Central Railroad Company

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GFOEGK A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Annual meeting.
hereby given that the Annual meeting
NOTICE
of the Stockholders of the Maine Central Railwill be
is

held at the Town Hall in
Company
Waterville, on the 25th da; of March A, D. 1874, at
11 o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following
road

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BEN JF. ARAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

eral Streets.
HOOPER & EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID TV. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
All kinds of Uphols eringand Repairing
done to order.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, N.. 0 Clapp’. Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.
Horse Shoeing and

Carriage repairing

Rone in the best possible manner by S.
YOUNG & CO., No. 102 Fore St.

articles,

ABNER LOWELL, 133 Middle Street.
Acent. for Reward Watch Company.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
A. A. MERRILL
J. A. MERRt

& CO., 139 middle St.
A. KEITH.

XannfiwLurers of Trunks,
Carpet-Bags.

Valises and

TO MERCHANTS !
A Rare Chance
Is

presented to a practical Merchant having
quisite capital, to establish a
now

FIRST

DRY

Masons and Builders.

Paper Hangings,

Window Shades, and
Carpetings.
& CO., 61 Exhnnge
fOTHROP,DEVEKS81.

J. K.

and 48 Market

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARBOUR. 350 Fore Street, Cor. ol

Crons. Portland.

Photographers.

A. 8. DAVIS & CO., No. SO middle
Street.
A. n. LAIISOK, 139 middle
St.,c.r» CroM.

GOODS

a

Phinney

mcll

__d2jw

Steam Saw Rill !
HAVE set up my Steam Saw Mill in Fester’s
Woods, Deering, and will cut half a million feet
of Lumber fox Mr. James Lucas. Others that want
Lumber sawed, can find me at the Mill.

K.

Real Estate Agents.

■’suSt®’ PKOCTEK» Ho.

93 Exchange

Roofers.

DAVIS*
•lm

Sanford’s Improved

Refrigerators.

Fhe three points ot excellence which I claim, are*
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure tfr;

2nd;

ryness, no dampness monld nor taint; 3rd: no
ntet mingling of odors; purity and active air, t he
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulai
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Burnham
ACo.s Tee House. Port-laud, Me.
iefidtf
a

Concern*

SCH. JERUSH A BAKER, 82 tons, old
measurements, Is well found in every rewith two suits of sails, and will be
/XXspect,
sold cheap for cash. Unless sold within
weeks she will be sold at public auction. For further information ayply to
chari.es sa wyer,
No. 123 Commercial Street, (up stairs.)
mch6
dtd

CROASD ALE’S

Sign and Awning Hanging.

S. VOUKO. IVo. 109 Fore Street.

II.

feC6

For Sale to Close

Plumbers.

JaMly

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABWEB LOWELL, 133 middle Street.
Stair Builder.
E' E*
UIBBV.Lo. 333 Fore Street,
Cro». St., iu Deleno’. mill.

eStMit,HOOPE“’

CLASS

I

E. REDLOK, 333 1-3 Congress St.

Sreel

re-

Western New York City. A store room
Iron front, Plate Glass, Elegant anil complete in
all its artangements, centrally located, can be had 1st
April next. Address
G. P. HOSMER,
Lockport, N. Y.
Refer to
& Jackson, Portland, Me.

House, in

A. It. BURAK <V CO., 1M middle and
116 Federal Streets.

N

viz:

1, To hear the reports of the Directors and Treasand act thereon.
2. To fix the number and make choice of the Board
of Directors for the ensuing year.
3. To see if the Stockholders will ratify the contract with the Eastern Railroad Company, dated
June 10,1873.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND,
Clerk M. C. R. R. Co.
March 10, 1874.
mclldtd
urer

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

SUPERPHOSPHATE
FtwiJCommercial
«MS»?rtAar iSSU

Grocers, laJ
cor.

V,,k * MBP,e

Watches, Jewelry,

&c.
f
y-ft II. U. MCOUFFEE,Cor. middl
Al'lioa Mta.

Street

,o27_"eod.
New

Cienfuegos

Mola

few***

sses.

CHOICE New Crop Clenfbe:
W
lamUn* bu'“ bri*

Amidiafforsaleby68’

GEO. S. HUNT & CO

THE

by

weeks.

F. EATON.

H-

Wanted.

ANY

erA,wi,thln

Chance for

fe26dlw

BLACK Setter with white throat and breast,
named Dash. A suitable reward will be
paid
leaving him at 5 Vernon Court.
mcl3*3t

tor

13

niaf3

Watch Doe for Sale.

THOROUGHLY TRAINED WATCH
A weighs
about 100 lbs., attends to his

buslJust the Dog for a

ness

when not

nr

dd led with.

Bank, Warehouse, &e. Address
mcl2dtf

BOX 18W.

_2*

111 Commercia l Birred-

DOG,

HIcdicv.1.

own

1 shal *

the absence of 7Jr. E. Claik
DURING
main at bis office ftoip UtoSP.M.
G. A. OLAR

f«b2*dlw*ttf

~

■

■

■ ~

offered her $5,000 to do so.
Oadrs,
she said, liad sworn that if she
attempted to
annul bis second marriage he would not
only
beat her half to death, but also would never
of the case of a man named Oades, now re- ; live with her any more; that she knew (fades
well enough to know he would
keep his
siding in San Bernardino, Cal., who is reportword; that she wouldn’t mind the beating so
ed to have two wives, and against whom sevbut
that
she preferred to submit to
much,
eral prosecutions have utterly failed to stand.
the preseut state of circumstances rather than
A more detailed account of the perplexity of
to lose (fades altogether,
especially, as being
married to him, she couldn’t marry any one
the outraged and excited people of the place
else. Howlett therefore returned without
is given in a recent issue of the Los Angeles
effecting anything; and, alter consultation of
(Cal.) Express, and the story is of so extra- counsel, was again dispatched to make the
same proposition to Mrs. (Jades No. 2.
But
ordinary a nature the we quote it entire.
The Express says: “The indignation of neither would-be accept the offer. If there was
she
‘of annulling (Jades’ first
the public generally at this disgraceful result any way,’ she said,
marriage,
might be induced to more in
ot the careless manner in which the new
the matter, although she really didn’t miud
Mrs. (Jades No. 1 much, as she was getting
codes have been gotten up is excessive; and
too old to be a very formidable rival, and, beas there is a painful suspicion that other desides, she found her a considerable help about
fects as yet undeveloped may exist, the feelthe house; blit as to her bringing suit to aning is universal that the civil code should be nul her own marriage, there was no use of
at once repealed and the other codes referred
talking about it, as she was perfectly well satisfied with (fades, even with the iucumbrance
to a competent commission to revise them.
ol his first wife and children.’
The case referred to is that of the People vs.
Upon the receipt of this information Key.
Oades, just decided in the County Court Sail Mr. Kiggett, a minister of great and deserved
influence in the community, was
Beruardino. Oades is au Englishman of good
despatched
to expostulate with Oades himself (Jades reeuucauon, wuo came to mat county annul
! ceived him courteously, and discussed the
two years ago, and purchased and settled upmatter with great frankness.
Theoretically,
lie said he was a monogamist, and believed
on a farm in Temtscal Township,
in Janua'
that the law should not allow a man to have
ry last he married Mrs. Nancy Foreland, a
more than one one wife.
He therefore joinyoung widow of great beauty, residing in that ed with his reverend friend in
saying that tho
whom
he
has
since
bad
a
action
ot
by
the
neighborhood,
Code Commission in allowing
could
about
cne
mourn
not
be
now
old.
Both
too
child
higamj
parseverely condemned,
•i'ut such matters.’he continued .‘after all.
ties have always been regarded in the neighare to be settled in each State as the
borhood as eminently respectahie.
legislators in their wisdom should deem
About two months ago a woman, accombe3t, it benow a settled principle in
childien—two
and
a
three
ing
by
boys
panied
jurisprudence
girl—arrived at the City of San Bernardino, that all rights and obligations have their
source solely in legislative enactmeut; that all
and after inquiring ot (Jades’ whereabouts,
proceeded to his residence, where she has the most eminent jurisprudents, including
the New York aud California Code Commissince continued to reside. A short time siuce,
it transpired that this woman and Cades comsioners, are agreed that right is what the Legislature
wills, this being the fundamental idea
ported themselves toward each other as man
and wife, and the neighbors,indignant at such
upon which the Civil Code is based. As to
the old notion of natural right, that is entireopen profligacy, laid a criminal complaint
against them before Justice Billing,uuder the ly exploded. If there were such a thing,’ he
act of March 15, 1872, for ‘open and notoricontinued, ‘the appointment of the Code
Commission to reduce all law or right into a
When the
ous cohabitation and adultery.’
parties were brought up tor trial, however, code would have been as absurd as to have
they produced a cerimcate oi marriage, aim appointed them to comity chemistry or mathproved by it and other authentic documents ematics—would, in short, have been to repeal
that the woman was Oades’ wile—having
principles established by tbe Almighty, and
to substitute in their place the shallow nobeen married to him in Eugland about twentions of ignorant and fallible men. For his
ty years ago, and moved with hint to New
part, he didn’t preteud to be wiser or more
Zealand, where their children had been born.
virtuous than tbe laws, and as tbe laws alThe accused was, therefore, acquitted and relowed him two wives, bis conscience didn't
turned to their home, where Oades continued
disturb him for having them; neither ot hi*
to live with the two women as before.
Thereupon another complaint was laid be- wives was willing to give him up, aud, to tell
the truth, he could not get along very well
fore tbe same Justice against Oades and Mrs.
without both ot them. He loved them both
Mrs. Oades No. 2 charging them with tbe
so well (be added
On this trial it was proven that
same offense.
facetiously) that he was
like the ass between two bundles of hay, and
about eight years ago Oades was living in
Weliiugton Conuty, New Zealand, on tbe didn't know how to choose between them.
frontiers, when, without warning, the Maoris Besides, if either marriage was annulled, it
would have to be the last one; and while he
—a tribe at peace with England—made an in:
road into tbe settlement. Oados was at the might possibly stand the loss of tbe old womtime temporarily absent in Victoria, and rean, (that is, his first wife,) nothing on earth
would induce him to part with tbe last.’ The
turned only to find his homestead burned and
reverend gentleraeu thereupon left in great
Some humau rehis family disappeared.
and just indignat ion, which was greatly inmains were found in the ruiu3, and from this
and from such information as be could gain creased on Sunday at seeing Oades—who had
during the ensuing two years, he was gradu- always been regular in his attendance at
ally lorced to the conviction that his wife ar d church—seated in his pew with his two wives
listening complacently to the sermon.
children were d*d, and being loth to remain
As we staled yesterday, the San Bernardiamid the scenes of his distress, be left New
no lawyers bad written to one of the Code
Zealand and came to California. Upon this
Commissioners.
Our correspondent was
■tale of facts Oades claimed that his marriage
shown the answer, but did not have the opwith Mrs. Oades No. 2 was valid under tbe
second subdivision of the sixty-first section of
portunily of taking a copy. He was able,
however, to send us a very lull abstract ot ita
the civil code, which provides that the marriage of a person having a former bnsband or contents. The codifier, who appears Irom
wife living is void, ‘unless such former hus- his letter to be a much more sensible man
band or wife was absent and not known to than one would think, (judging only from the
codes,) wrote that it was a had thing, and ha
such person to be living for the space of five
didn’t see what was to be done about it, but
successive years immediately preceding such
subsequent marriage, in which case the sub- that the commission was not responsible for
sequent marriage is void only from the time it; that all they bad done was to copy the
code of that eminent codifier David Dudley
its nullity is adjudged by a proper tribunal
Upon an examination of the law this proposi- Field, that it was evidently the intention ot
tbe Legislature that the commission should
tion was fouud too clear to be disputed, as
there was no doubt that wheu Oades married
pursue this course, for if they had wanted a
new
code made they certainly should have
bis second wife be bad been ignorant of tbe
known
better than to refer the matter to
existence of his first wife lor more than five
them; that it couldn’t be expected that a
years. The complaint was therefore dismisscommission of three men, without any speed.
cial training or experience for the purpose,
Oades still continuing in epen cohabition
could complete in two years a work for which
with the two women,, a deputation was sent
by the neighbors to lay the matter before Justinian bad found it necessary to employ
Cokeman, the District Attorney, who, after the great Tiiboniau and seventeen other of
examining the case, referred it to the Grand the most eminent lawyers in the Empire durJury, who found a true bill against Oades for ing many years; a work of such transcendent
bigamy. The trial, which took place last difficulty that the greatest of English jurisMonday, attracted a large 'crowd of eager prudents, Austin, had thought it necesrary to
recommend that a large number ot tbe ablest
spectators, among whom, the observed of all
men should be especially educated for It, aud
observers, appeared the two Mrs. Oades. The
should devote their whole lives to it; a work
same state ot facts was proven, and after the
finally so extensive that it had taken even
close of the evidence, Cokeman, the District
Attorney, opened the case lor the prosecution David Dudley Field some time to accomplish
it. As lor himself, Ik said he never had prein an able and eloquent argument, of which
tended to be much of a codifier, but tbe powe can only give a brief abstiact: ‘The law,’
sition was offered to him with a good salary,
he urged, ‘was to be construed according to
and lie didn’t feel called upon to decline it;
its spirit and iutent, and the language where
was
to
be
disregarded. that be made it a rule never to decline anycontrary thereto,
These time-honored principles have been ex- thing that was offered on account ot his own
pressly adopted in the new code: “Where incompeteucy—that being a matter that concerned only those who employed him; that If
the reason of the rule ceases, so should the
rule itselt.” (Civil Code section 3,510.) Cesany one were to offer to employ him to make
a piano or a steam engine—which was as
sante ratione teyis ceisat ipsa lex.
much out of his line as codylying itself—he
And again, “Where the reasou is the
same the rule should be the same.”
(Id. would accept the offer, provided always that
it
was on a salary, and that he was not to be
sec. 3,511.)
Ubi eadem ratio ibi idem jus.
And again, “He who considers merely the
paid by the job; that, in bis 1opinioo, the other Commissioners were 110 etter than himletter goes but skin deep into the meaning.
Qui haeret in tettera haeret in cortice.” (Co. self. and, finally, that the whole commission
Sit., 283 b.) ‘Now in this case,’ be contin- reminded him veiy forcibly of Pantagiuef*
ued, ‘the evident intention of the law was opinion of the French lawyers, which he
simply tc provide against tbe illegitimacy of quoted as follow): ‘SeeiDg that the law is exthe children of the second marriage, aud it
cerpted out of the very middle of moral and
certainly never could have been intended to natural philosophy, bow should those fools
have understood it who have studied less iu
make bigamy lawful. It is true that at the
date of the second marriage Oades was ignophilosophy than my mule?’
All other means tailing, yesterday a massrant of the existence of his first wife, but his
voluntary cohabitation with uoth women, meeting was called to deliberate about the
matter which was largely attended by the
after learniug the fucts, was to be taken as
citizens of San Bernardino, and also of Losconclusive proof of a guilty intention, ab in
itio.” And, in support of this view.tbe coun- Angeles and San Ditgo. After much di*vu??iuu it
wits
sel cited ‘The Six Carpenters’ Case,”(8 Cokes
uiiuiij proj)u?L*a, as me only
K., 146) That case was very similar in princi- remedy, to petition the Legislature to pass a
ple to this, and it was adjudged that ‘the law special act dissolving Oades last marriage.
judges by the subsequent act, the quo aninio, Uut Oades who was present, immediately'
arose to address the meeting, and told
or intent, for acta exteriora indicant interiora
them
that, that was no go; tor by the twemieth secsecreta.’ ”
fourth
tion
of
the
article
of
the
counsel
iui
iuc
atiuc
UU Hie outer uiuiu,
Constitution
cused relied upon the provisions of the penal of California it is expressly provided that no
divorce shall be granted by tbe Legislature.’
code in relation to bigamy—which expressly
provide that no person shall be held guilty As Oades produced tbe book itself, this argument was unanswerable. It was then
of bigamy ‘whose husband or wife had been
proposed tk 't the Legislature should be petitionabsent for five consecutive years, (prior to
ed to call a constitutional convention for tue
the second marriage), without being known
purpose of aunulling one or tbe other of Oadea
to such person within that time to be living;’
and in reply 16 the argument of the District marriages; but Oades produced the Constiof the United States, and read the
Attorney he urged upon the court that iu tution
criminal matters it wou'd be a dangerous tenth section of the first article which exthat* No State * * •
precedent to adopt so liberal a principle of pressly provides
*
*
*
construction as that contended for by Coke- shall pass any law
impairing the
obligation ot contracts,” and marriage,’ he
man; and he cited, in support of his posiwell
‘A
settled
verbis
said,’was
to
mixims:
be
a
the
le<jis
following
tion,
contract, and
therefore no earthly power-could deptive him
nonest recendum; Index animi sermo, and
Italedicta expositio quae'corrumpet textum’— of his vested right in his two wives.’ This
the meaning of which, as he explained for
brought tbe assembly to a stand still; for it
was very evident that
the benefit of the ‘court, was that in the innothing short of an
terpretation of statutes ‘we mu9t stick to the amendment to the Constitution of tbe Uniletter.” That it is true that the intention ted States could reach his case. At length
must govern, but ‘the language is (he evihowever, the silence was relieved by a prominent citizen of Los Angeles, who proposed,
dence of the intention,’ and that ‘it is wrongly called interpretation when we altar the as a simple and effectual means of meeting
the diffiiculty, to hang Oades.
text.’
This,’ he
said was a very common way of arranging
The learned Judge said that however desirable it might he to convict the prisoner, such affairs in Los Angeles, aud it had always
met tbe public approbation except on one
the position taken by his counsel was clearly
the right one, and accordingly he instructed
occasion, when indeed, thsy had perhaps
the jury to acquit, which was done, and
gone a little too lar in hanging seventeen
This suggestion took so well
Oades returned home triumphantly with his Chinamen.’
with the mcetibg that Oades took the hint
two wives.
Thereupon all the most eminent counsel of and left while the Los Angeles man was exSan Bernardino were retained by citizens in- plaining his views. The meeting at ouce
terested in the virtue of the community, broke up in dispute, but Oades after a close
with a view of ascertaining some means of race, reached his house, where he barricaded
removing this terrible scandal of Oades and himself, and drove off the crowd with a shotgun. After the crowd had dispersed, our
hts two wives, and alter an exhaustive examination of the case, they came to the con- correspondent interviewed Oades at his bouse.
clusion that the only method of annulling the He found him just sitting down to supper
all in high spirits, ami was
marriage was to proceed under the second with his two wives to
join them. He had a
subdivision of the eighty-second section of cheertully invited
long and interesting conversation with Oades
the civil code, which provides that a marit had entirely escaped his
riage may be annulled where ‘the former but this morning
is too truthmemory, and our correspondent
husband or wife is liviug’ at the time of the
ful to invent an account of what passed. lie
second marriage. But, as under the second
a very
Oades
he found
says however, that
subdivision of the eighty-third section of the
and that they only seprreuial
companion,
of
annulment
for
the
•civil code an action
o’clock in the morning, after the
ttucli a marriage can ue brought only by oue araied at 3
consumption of three bottles of whiskey be•<jt the parties to the second marriage, or by
The latter part of his letter is
tween them.
the husband’s wife of the first marriage, it
not
Oades nor either
iudecd, a little incoherent, and were it
was evident that as neither
for the well-knowu steadiness ot h!* character
the suit, the
oi his wives are willing to bring
as ever.
might give rise to a suspicion that be has
difficulty remained as great
himself been converted by the sight of Oades,
taken is at presWhat further steps will he
connubial felicity—for lie says that Oades
the people are very much
ent unsettled. But
is
a good fellow, and that in his opinion, tbe
not to let the matexcited and determined
whole affair has grown out of the jealousy of
Eminent counsel in ban * rancisco the
ter drop.
people of San Bernardino, which is an old
one of the Code
ami Sacramento, including
Mormon settlement; aad that they are mail
but as
in the enjoyment
Commissioners, have been written to,
with
envy at seeing Oades
been received.
vet no answer has
of a priveiege of which the laws have deprived
is
the
subject
information
upon
The latest
them.”
dis_____________
The readers of the Press are already somewhat familiar with the leading circumstauces

CLAPP’S BLOCK, CONGRESS ST.

Dog Lost.

A

IN

person or persons having any business transactions with Moses
Stevens, of Boston (Printa ,nnn^1 or any
personal friends of his
will please commumcate with the
undersigned.
Anv information in regard to the above will he
greatly appreciated and any expense attending the
same will he cheerfully and willingly naid
i. K. WESTOATE & SON,
mcl2*lw
68 Devonshh-o St., Boston.

Me.

MARCH 23d) to continue
For particulars address

and

A. K.McCQV A
CO., 3S 8prln_ Street.

PERSONAL.

School!

Norridgewock,

Call at 75 Middle
mcl3tf

Exchange.

London

mow wobkino
lOOt.N, BELTING A OllPPLIEO.
d8w

O. L.
oclOtf

CHISAM’S

must

apply.

Wanted.
writes a good hand

C0.<

A Kelley,
other leading makers.
ALSO DEALERS

EatoiTFamiiy

HUNTER.

JOHN

Congress Street.

desires

AAMES MILLEB.Ko.S1 Federal Street.

Special Agents of

President.

STREET,

Engines, Etc.,
CLARKE &

Milk St. (Corner of Oliver), Boston,

00
00

Subscribed and sworn to before
LORIN M. COOK, Justice of the Peace.
January 20, 1874.

J.

In Board of Health, March 13,18'4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
the dump at the foot of Hanhereby
over street (City Stable lot) and the dump at the foot
of Franklin and Smith streets as the places lor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cmders, soot, hair, shreds, manure, oyster or
lobster shells, or any other matterjof any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
house, cellar, yard, or other place within the city
limits.
Approved April 21, 1873.
I hereby give notice that the *‘City
relating to the deposit ot rubbish in any Street,
Lane. Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing_order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
ml)14
d3m

ORDERED,designate

eod3w

Fred.

HOLYOKE’S WHARF,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Neely. D. D., Visitor.
Send for Circular.

Bookkeeper

oirejt,

A

Cash on hand and in Bank,.—$ 20,915.14
Loans on Bond and Mortgage, (property
worth double the amount loaned,). 153,650.00
Loans on Call.(secured by ample collateral) 87,600.00
Real Estate, cost,.
38,979.80
Interest due and accrued,.
5,786.82
Outstanding Premiums.
25,062.16
Office Furniture and Fixtures,.
2,000.00

A.

—

our

new

THE

Henry

FOSTER’S Rye House, 24 Union Street.*

Sale.

We offer for sale

mh7eod2w

THOMAS G.

Masts and Spurs. Deck Plank and
all kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order
COMMERCIAL STREET.

ANtrimmer.
aays at 335

Laving

Provision

or

lie

Address

JOSEPH G. HARMON,
Limerick. Me.

marl3dtd

Active and reliable men will find cmp.ojinent with this old and popular Company by addressing A. G. DEWEY, as

W, H, SIMONTOX,
—DEAUKR IN—

capacity where

Wanted.
experienced MILLINER,

(with
[two

A. G. DEWEY, General Agent,
EXCHANGE

House,”

The auo.'Criber offers for sale his Hotel
proi trty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
shed and two large stables adjoining:
wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,

of the previous year.
J. L. ENGLISH, Sec’y.

Aggregate amount of Liabilities... .$293,924 93

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber.

any other

himself useful.
mcl4*1"

FOB SALE, at Auction March 26, 1874.

Surplus (Mass, standard),_• •.$1,012,249.38
Surplus (New York standard).2,658,789.35
The Policies issued during the year 1873 number
10,659, insuring $17,333,108.00. being a material inT. O.

side

a

mar28

uupaid premiums,....

on

Sts.
about 194
feet deep, and plans have b*en drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

Less value

of Policies of
Re-Ins.,
276,628.86
Loading on deferred and

SALE.

the west
land, situated
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth,
A let
has front of about 61 feet and is

This

fe25

of the

ATTORNIES

or

Grocery

a

Net Assets Jan. 1, 1874. $18,937,025.36
Add Market Value of Securities over cost, Accrued Interest, &c.,.
214,561.66

oct5-*69TT&Stl

AND

me5MW&F3w&wlw

--

THE SPRING TERM
School for Boys will commence

Wanted.

pleasantly
Lower
THEBuxton

—-

quent to Jan. 1,1874,....

Furniture

FARNSWORTH,

C.

mclOdlut

ill Lt X XT

adjourned

Agent, Portland.

476,978.69
39,962,69

285,184,91
Loans on Existing Policies, 5,186,672.25
Interest due Dec. 31,1873..
464,447.41
Furniture of Office, includ13,711.77
ing Agencies, (cost).
Obligations for Captal Stock 46,944.00
<1

store

near

mar21tf

MOTLEY & BLETHEN,

hereby notified that by

Portland, March 9,1874.

Spring

Lonn|;ei) En-

Bed

Patent

Notice,
are
at

6,379,453.05

Beds, Mattresses,

nqnire
stockholders of the

2,693,571.35

Value, $732,655.00.
Loans on Personal Security
Premiums on Existing Policies in hands of Agents
in course of transmission,

Pn uiluiira

^ODNGMAN from Newfoundland,
\ five
years experience in a general store,
^
a situation as
CLERK in a

one

In New Gloucester, only half mile
from the Corner, 50 acres good land,
1000 bushels apples and pears gather
A 2-story
ed the last fruit season.
__house barn and wood-house. One
Pi ice only $2,5(0, easy paymile to two depots.
ments.
Apply to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

thought that she, being the party principally
injured by the second marriage, might easily
be persuaded to do so. After considerable
MONDAY MORNING, MARCH. 16, 1871. difficulty and some danger—haring on one
occasion been run off by Oades with a shotI
gun—Hewlett, on Thursday morning, manThe Man With Two Wives.
aged to secure a private interview with Mrs.
(fades No. I, while (fades was out riding
with his second wile. She appeared to Ire a
REMARKABLE predicament under the
mild, timid woman, but it was impossible to
NEW CODES OF CALIFORNIA.
induce her to move in the matt
r—although
Ilowlett

Danforth Street, Portland, Me.

Lillmgs, Pnnciital.

tlT

THE PRESS.

of the Eaton

A Good Farm for Sale.

(cost). 1,023,172.04

Loans to States, Counties,
Cities and Towns* (cost)
Bonds and Mortgages secured by Real Estate appraised at $20,882,267.00,
Loans onCollateral?. Market

45

WORK~WANTED!

356,850.63

580,657.43

$333,993.92

Lounges.

Suits,

Parlor

EDWIN CLEMENT & CO.,
Commeicial Street.

^r_

LIABILITIES.

prices,

THE
Company
the stockholders

(cost).

Invested in Railroad and
other Stocks, (cost).
Invested in Bank Stocks,

MANUFACTURER OF

Pine and Hemlock Dimension Lumber,
Pine Shipping Hoards, Deck Plank, &c,

272

renders it

The well known McIntosh Farm,
situated in tha town of Windham,
head of Duck Pond, and about
ten miles from Portland. This farm
ox,uyo.io j
contains about one hundred acres
DISBURSEMENTS.
conveniently divided into mowing,tillage and pasturLosses by Death,.$1,556,465.04
age; sixty acres under cultivation, cutting from 50 to
Purchased Policies.
944,507.10
7u tons ot hay per year, and with small outlay can be
Matured Endowments.
107,572.00
to cut 150 ions. Connected with it is one hunmade
Dividends, and returned
dred acres, of wood and timber land. There is an
Premiums, on canceled
orchard of 150 apple-tiees, old and young on the
policies.
1,456,576.20
place. The buildings are nearly new, the honse havAmount paid for Re-Insuring been built in 1866, at a cost of nearly $4,000: it
ance,. 102,751.64
is a large two story house with addition, in perfect
Commissions, Agency, and
order and condition, with convenient outbuildings,
all other Expenses,.
504,684.46
excellent cellar, a well of good water, and a spring
Physicians’ Fees.
29,216.19
of living water near the house. Barn 40 x 60 far in
Taxes,.
122,295.79 4,824,068.42 good
rejiair. One side of the entire farm is fenced by
the Duck Pond and most of the remainder by perNet Assets January 1st, 1874,
$18,937,025.36 manent fence. Every rod of field can be mowed by
Add Market Value ot Securities over^
machine. This is one of the best and most desirable
cost. Accrued Interest, &c„
214,561.66
farms in Cumberland County, aud thera is none more
valuable farm in Maine for stockraising purposes.
$19,151,587.02
This farm will be sold for one half its value, about
--T~:
ASSET8.
the cost of the building will buy it.
Real Estate,.$
For particulars term of sale, Ac., apply to COBB
7,737.55
Cash on haDd & in Banks, 1,182,116.03
& RAY, Attys. at Law, No. 42J Exchange Street,
Invested in U. S. Bonds,
fe9d&wtf7
Portland, Maine,

AUSTIN.

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

febl7d6m

delivered at
at short notice and at very low
or Portland.
any place in the vicinity of Deenng
.Any orders left at our office, 272Commercial St reet,
Portland, (where may be found a large assortment of
all kinds of Building and Finishing Lumber,) or with
JAMBS LUCAS, at the mill, will be promptly attended to.

building,

Yaluable Farm for Sale !

6,228,534.51

1,410,021,G1

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

of first class ability to sell my
One of
on salary or commission.
my agents reports the sale $250 worth last week; annothcr of $150 in two
A new agent soli $235
days.
In five days. Will
give the best chance offered to
men who can
bring first class references. Address,
stating age, salary wanted, and particulars of exw. J. HOLLAND,
mcl4<13t
Springfield, Mass.

For Sale

UPHO LSTERER

tel9dtf

$17,532,559.27

cost

its beautitnl grove and

of the most desirable places among all the Islands
for picnics and parties.
For further information apply to WM. SENTER,
mc9eodtf
No. 54 Exchange St., Portland.

1873,.$4,818,512.90

Received for Interest and
ft om other sources,.

attended to.

C. M. LANE.

Having erected a Steam Saw Mill at Frost’s Woods
(so called), East Deenng, we are prepared to furnish

ing,

RECEIPTS.

Order slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
All orders
corner Exchange and Federal Streets.

St.,

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

Co.,

AUSTIN,

X

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper flanging.

promptly

randall & McAllister,

Sunny Side Hotel,
a large, new house, completely finished and furnished throughout; large barn and farm-house, bowling
alleys, ic« house, and a dancing floor in the grove;
The location of
never failing well of good water.
this Island, with its advantages for fishing and boat-

January 1,1874.

PETTENGILL,

J. C.

New and Second Hand Furniture, Crockery, Glass Ware, Ac.

and

ty acres of land, thirty of which is
covered with a beautiful Grove.
The balance Is the very best of tillage land. The buildings consist of
The

above.

DEALER IN

The celebrated JOHNS

Lillie Chcbea«uc— The Mont Beautiful
of all the Islandh of Caseo Bay.
It contains one hundred and for-

I_

Insurance

PORTLAND.

de!6dtfC. F. Libby.

M. M. Butler.

CLFIFORD.
3m

Life

NO. 30

Building)

ST.,

MIDDLE

PORTLAND, ME.
CHARLES EDW. CLIFFORD.

Law,

Attorneys & Counsellors at

80 MIDDLE STREET,

KNIuHT.

S. S.

IN SLR AN CE.

crease over

BUTLER &

copartnership
practice of law.

formed

havo

30| High St.,

$17,400,517.70.

__

CLIFFORD Si CLIFFORD.

/

At

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ARYAN

Wanted.
FEW MEN
A large
books

SALE.

FOR

York Standard, $15,753,977.73) Actuaries four per
cent. Mass.
Standard,

W. C. CLARK,

J. M. PLUMMER.

mi

nolOeodtf

Gross Assets January 1, 1874,

Book, Card & Job Printer

line of

and all goods wanted in the Fancy Grocery trade.
The patronage which the lirm has so long enjoyed
is respectfully solicited.

LJET !

TO

MARKS

WM. M.

103

Foreign Frnits, Nuts, Relishes,

mc4

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

TWOsingle

|
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 hors,
And Amount due from othpower, built to order.
“
er Companies for loss on
ap!4 __
Policies of Re-Insurance,

continue business at

where may be found at all times

A

Booms To Let.

Semi-Annual &

ULE STEAM ENGINES.

undersigned
NO. 3 EXCHANGE STREET.

Tbi

OF

Every Description of

copartnership heretofore existing between
the subset ibers is thi- day dissolved by mutual
consent. The lirm name will he used in closing up
FENDERSON & PLUMMER.
our aliairs.
will

MANUFACTURERS

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

copartner-

style of
WEship under thethefirmbusinessand
of
at 41 Market

moderate
may 20

MACHINEWORKS

Copartnership Notice.

name

at

PORTLAND

subscribers heretofore doing business under
name ot M. HOVEY & CO., Carriage,
Sleigh and Sign Painters, 45 Preble Street, has been
this day dissolved by mutual consent.
M. HOVEY,
W. S. HOVEY
Ui

have

Street.
TIE.

work
t^rlTlotto—Good
Price*. Aim to Please.

THE
the him

undersigned

unsox,

.9. ii.

Dissolution of Copartnership.

Copartnership

LANE.

SPUING

PORTLAND,

COPARTNERSHIP.

For Sale.
SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half House
with ell, good barn with sheds attached, together
with ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in
good condition as to wood work. The above desirable property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars inquire at 21 Merrill, corner of Turner stieet,
J. A. WELCH,
Portland.
eodlm*ttf
nihil

__

19

Ro. 152 Middle

authorized to contract for advertising

fe25d3w

Warehouse,

American Printers’

BOSTON.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Builders

To Let.
tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
Street.fe4dtf

Bal. per Statement Jan. 1, 1873,
(Market value $17,749,887.13)

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

ADVERTISING. AGENCY,
WASHINGTON

THE

For Bent.
Tenements on Green Street, contain
iug six rooms each Sebago water and gas. Enquire of J. C. WOODMAN, 119$ Exchange Street.

TWO

Exchange.

well known Broad Farm, adjoining the Reform School grounds, consisting of 27 acres, two
good orchards, &c., a two story House on the premises, 8 rooms, and a large new barn. Price $4000.
Terms £ cash, balance on time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block, or on the premises.
eod2w
mhl2

HARTFORD, CONN-.,

tebio

Bates

HOOD S

or

1874.
EDUCATIONAL,

Farm ill Cape Elizabeth for Sale,

uo4dtf

Received for Premiums in

C.

Newspaper Advertising Agcuta,

Gray.

genteel

MAIN K.

PORTLAND,

etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York. Messrs. Rowell & Co. are authorized to contract lor advertising
In the Press.

of

E. L. GOOLD.
Post Office address, Portland.

racl3dlw

HTNA

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

Osgood, to carry

corner

removed to

has

ADVERTISING AGENTS

Type, Presses,

Co.

Room to Let with Board.
front ROOM with board, at 38 State

FURNISHED
Stieet,

O’DONNELL,

GEOKGE P. KOWELE & CO.,

the

House,

STATEMENT

NO. 84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,

T Mr. Dodd is
in the Press.

Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
Rcnj $550. Apply to
BENJ. FOGG.
Corner of Fore & Exchange Streets.

16.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

Union Street.

on

MARCH

con-

A

rooms.

LOWER

tf

inces. Messrs. Pettenglil & Co. are authorized to
contract lor advertising in the Press.

Dealer, in Printing Materials of every description,

ten

Cedar street,

LOT of land 34x50 feet, will be leased for a
teim of years, with a brick building, to be erectr
ed by the owner of the land; suitable for the busiThe lot is on the
ness for which it may be leased.
easterly side of Union Street, next above and adjoinin
W. Simonton <x
G.
part by
ing building occupied

Portland, JfKe.

COUNSELLOR

Estimates furnished grails for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov-

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.

To Lease

Pleasant Rooms With Board,

&. CO.’S

PErTEMGILL

ADVBRTI91KG

121

HOUSE
Gas,
iSfcc.

House to Let.
Street, containing

Office, No. 29 Middle Street,

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

A

on

sixteen rooms,

WITH

57 Park

STORY HOUSE

THREE

taining
arranged for three fa*11"
ilies.
Sebago Water, &c. Price $4200. Terms of
time.
balance
Apply to
payment $800 cash,
F. G. PATTERSON ,
13 Fluent Block.
inb6-2w

To Let.
BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
for families or single gentlemen.
At 52 Free Street.
jn24*lw then tf

STREET.

Vice Consul of Sweden &

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,
is authorized to contract lor advertising in the Press.

Real Estate tor .Sale.

LOWER

Washington Building,

No. 5

tf

TENEMENT in house 17 Parris Street,
Six rooms, Sebago water. For
corner Portland,
mclOdtf
particulars apply to 33 Parris Street.

MAGNUS A. R. L1NDBERG,

WHEELER,

Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
oc4dtf
Fluent Block.

fe23tf_

SO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
lowest prices. Send for estimates. Mr. Evans is authorized to contract for advertising in the Press.

Street.
mclO

For all of which no
perfection* of the 8kin.
?xtra chnree will be made. All work warranted to

W.

ON

To Let,

Furnished Roc ms at 326 Congress

de4dtf

CONGRESS STREET,

i* prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Bembrant, Medallion, Arc., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
Gel rid of Freckle*, Mole* and other im-

please.

Money to Loan.
first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland*
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

jal&l&w.'lm

1874.

AGENCY & PRINT-

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds of

No. 10

Street.

Exchange

GEO. E. COLLINS,

WAREHOUSE,

106

S. M.

Law,

Patterson’s Real 'Estate

G.

BULLETIN.

To Let.

REMOVED TO

1-2
Jan.

at

P.

STORE and Boarding House, corner of Comand C'ark Streets.
Convenient to
Railroads, Steamboats &c. Apply to
THOMAS BARKER.
mcll*lw
No. 52 Pine Street.

BAY,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

all cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. C Tremont Street, Boston. Mr. Niles is
authorized to contract lor advertising in the Press

C. J.

&

Attorneys

316

ERS’

PAINTER,

COBB

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

ADVERTISING

JOST,

All Orders left there will be promptly attended to.

tion.

Contracts for Advertisements in all

To Lei,

me9____<l3m

inch of apace,
Kates of advertising : One
ength of column, constitutes a “square.t5 cents
first week;
per
50
daby
§i
per square
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continu50 cents.
ing every other day after first week,
n-.if sliuare, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Specia Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Stale) for §1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

ADVERTISING

D.

MORNING

MONDAY

REAL ESTATE.

4 mercial

Office at F. P. Hale’s, Cor. Cross
and Free Streets.

PRESS

at
every Thursday Morning
in advance, at $2 00 a year.

§. If.

TO LEI.

REMOVAL.

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
at 109

PORTLAND

re-

*■

furnished by a special correspondent,
atched by ns several days since to ban

r

Ber-

Our correspondent interviewed
ewned
Cokeman last night, from whom beI.seems
some details not hitherto divulged.
of ban
that last Wednesday, John Howiett.
dis
Bernardino, was by advice ofcnunsel
Danes
Mrs.
an interview with
sec
seek
m
to
notched
patched
of offering her inducethe mart,age
ments to bring a suit
So. t. It was
ot Oades with Mrs. Oades
nardino.

«ojnnul

Fob Sale on favorable terms, a valuable
slate property, partially developed, with most
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of
the State. Owners refer to S. T. Pullen, Bag
Press office.
i«14-dtf
Job

Printing.—Every

description of Job

Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, ICtf
Wx M.M arks.
Exchange St.

Current Notes.

THE PRESS.

Governor Washburn asks the people of
Massachusetts on Fast Day to beseech Him
from whom cometh all our mercies “to re-

MONDAY MORNING, MARCH. 16. 1874.

buke fraud and

wherever they are
found, and overthrow the devices of those
who work corruption.” Ten to one he had
the Essex statesman in view when he wrote
the above.
The Boston Post appeals to the Democratic
members in the Legislature to unite with

attache of tlie Press s furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley
hotel
Psllou. Editor. All railway, steamboat and
deman mg
managers will confer a favor upon us by
ur
eseb
•radeutials of every person claiming to repi
urn
setera
journal, as we have information that name of
the
in the
mers” are sooting courtesies
to be, even pasPress, and wc have no disposition
sively, a party to snch frauds.
Every

regular

■

good Republicans

reserve

or

worthy

a

suc-

Hospital has no officers
The old law continues in effect

ment that the Insane
is incorrect.

until Apiil 4tli, and the old officers co.itiuue
until that time.

com-

commenting

on

the

Powers-Cary

libel

“The Aroostook
the Advertiser says:
Pioneer have argued
papers, the Sunrise and
during its pendency
the case lor the

suit,

He Mortals.
It was a little girl who asked, as she
walked through the church-yard and read the
epitaphs on the tomb stones, “'Where do all
the wicked people go when they die ?” Old"
er and wiser persons when they read the
obituary orations of the ordinary Congress-

plaintiff

interpolating in
with
their reports a running commentary wholly
one sided, ami in some cases actually suppressing and perverting the the evidence.
This interference with the right of every citizen to a fair and unprejudiced hearing in the
court ought not to be permitted.”
more

pronounced by his surviving peers,

as

electing

to Mr. Sumner.
The Lewiston Journal says that the state-

In

matt

in

cessor

W<? do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not ueee.ssarily for publication
bat as % guaranty ot good faith.
¥e cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

dishonesty

might auk the same question respecting our
public servants. That the greater portion of
them are worthy of favorable mention we
have no doubt, but the Congressional orator
who is set apart to speak upon the life and
oharacter of a public man who has passed

zeal than candor,

“A verdict in favor of the Democratic
par-

ty*’ is what the World calls the result ia New
Hampshire. A verdict in tavor of the Mohammedan religion or the Darwinian hypothesis just as mueb.—Sprinnfield Republican.
The Boston Advertiser expresses a preferfront life makes no distinction between the
good and bad, the worthy and the unworthy. ence tor Judge Hoar as Senator Sumner's
All are perfect men. The Essex statesman
It speaks a good word for Messrs.
successor.
and Jeff Davis will, we have no doubt, stand Dawes and Adams. The Transcript also adforth at the close of life's fitful dream, spotvocates Mr. Hoar's qualifications.
less and patriotic.
Our attention has been called to this subMunicipal Elections.
ject by the remarks of Mr. Maynard in the
Poalnd.—Selectmen, A. J. NVeston, L. D.
House of Representatives on the death of Cobb and J. T. Waterman: Town Clerk and
Collector of
S.
Z.
Lane, Jr.;
Treasurer,
L. Littlefield;
School

ex-President

Fillmore as published in the
Congressional Record:
Mr. Maynard of Tennessee said that he regarded Mr. Fillmore as more than a citizen of
New York. Lfe regarded him as having been
adopted by the country at large. When the
clash of arms resounded at the opeuiugof the
rebellion, and through the continuance of the
struggle his voice had been heard with no un-

Dunn.

Taxes,
Supervisor, David

Leeds,—Clerk, John Turner;Selectmen,&c.,
L 1!. Additou, T. S. Carver, A. J. Foss;Treasurer, B. Francis; Constable and Collector, C.
F. Cobb.
Bremen.—Moderator,

Hardy;
Benjamin
Clerk. Daniel Keene; Selectmen, Frederick
Kent, Thomas Martin. Simon Foster; Town
Agent, Frederick Kent; Treasurer,John Gentii
ner; School Supervisor, J. A. Johnston; Collector, W. B. Hilton.

ceriaiu sound to indicate the character of the
contest; and from that time to the day of his
death all the excitement of public affairs had
not drawn from him a single utterance calculated to embarrass his successors in office.
His character has been singularly pure and his
conduct singularly forbearing.

Jefferson.—Moderator, John S. Ajnes;
Clerk, Samuel J. Bond; Selectmen and Assessors, Henry W. Clary, A. D. Kennedy and Da-

vid S. Weeks; S. S. Committee, Miss Luella
We make no objection to the senseless Weeks: Treasurer, E. F. Weeks; Collector,
Charles Dow; Auditor, L. M. ICenuedy.
the
idle
twaddle about Mr. Fillmore
gush,
C. Hill; Clerk, E. J.
having been adopted by the country at large, I Foxcroft.—Moderator,
Hale; Selectmen, &c., E, J. Hale, B. F. Hamwe
cannot
remember
the
time
or
octhough
i inoud and A. W. Gilman; Agent, A. G. Lecasion ; but we do object to Mr. Maynard's | broke;
Collector
and
B. B,
Constable,

j

falsification of history when he states that at | Vaughan.
Berwick.—Moderator, Geo. S. Goodwin;
the opening of the rebellion and through the
Town Clerk, John H. Stillings, Selectmen,
continuance of the struggle, “his voice hal
Moses E. Clark, Edward R Mclntire, Daniel
teen heard with no uncertain sound to indi- W. Spencer; Treasurer, Geo. Moore; Town
Agent, Geo. Ratikiu; Overseers of the Poor,
cate the character cf the contest.” Now, it
Moses E. Clark; S. S. Committee, Dr. C. P.
is asserted that Mr. Fillmore's voice was heard
Gerrish, Auditor, A. K. Downs.
West Waterville.—Moderator,
on the wrong side at. the
George
beginning of the W.
Ayer; Selectmen and Overseers of the
war; but be tbit as it may, he failed to give
Charles
E.
M.
Poor,
Mitchell,John
Libby,Wm.
his influence positively and publicly' for
Blake; Clerk, Wm. Macartney; Collector and
Treasurer, B. H. Mitchell; Auditor, A. P. Benthe Union as did Dix, Stanton, Douglas and
jamin; S. S. Committee, Chas. Howell, S. A.
scores of patriotic men who
opposed the elecAllen, It. M. Gage.
tion of Mr. Lincoln. He was content to put
himself in a

position

of

the rebellion as did his

Court Business

friendly neutrality to
unworthy successors,

Fierce and Buchanan.
It also occurs to Mr.

Maynard that it is a
retiring president not to embarhis successor,” which leaves ons to infer

virtue in
ass

a

that in this country
and

Hayti,

arms

a

the

retiring president

band of conspirators

recruits and

tippling shop;

Daniel B. Labroke,
Waterfordi
seller and tippling shop; James T.
North
common
Farnum,
seller and
Lovell,
tippling shop; John M. Bennett and Galon
Cole, Gilead, larceny of pork from G. T. K. R,;
Inhabitants of Newry, for defective highway;
Moses Tenney, wife murder in Grafton.
This is the first session under George D. Bisbee, the new County Attorney.
He iscompli"
mented for the woikmanlike manner and the
despatch with which he disposes of matters before his jury.
The beginuing indicates that he
*
will be a successful and faithful oflicer.

to make the life

common

of the incoming official a burden to him or,
like James Buchanan, bankrupts the treasury,
dismantles the forts, tells rebellious states that
he had no power or right to coerce them and
turns

to

over

his

successor

nothing

Oxford Countv.—The

E. T. Cotton, Brownfield, common seller; John
F. Bice, North Waterford, common seller and

in South America

as

in

grand jury of Oxford county closed their labors
Saturday morning, finding the following indictments.* Albion D. Wilson, Buckfield. common
seller and tippling shop; Barnard L. Marble,
Dixfiekl, common seller and gambling bouse;

but

anarchy.
If we are to

and the remaining parts were by Revs. L
Goodrich of West Auburn, .1. .1. Bullfinch of
Freeport, and J. S. Burgess of the Pine Street
F. B. Church of Lewiston.
•Joshua Taft of Weld, who committed suicide
in Lewiston last Thursday, was very deliberate
in the business. According to the Journal he
had his will made and executed on Wednesday,
by which, with the exception of 85 to each of
his three brothers and 8800 to his sister, he
The suicide
leaves his property to his wife.
seems to have been the result of. hereditary inThe annual session of the Grand Ltdge of
Good Templars of Maire will be held at Lewiston on Wednesday and Thursday, April 8th
and 9th, commencing on the 8th at 2 o’clock,
p.

m.

but

Miss J. E. Ingallsof Waterville, met with a
sericus accident while passing down Main
street last Thursday, at a place where the sidewalk had not been properly cleaned. She fell
and broke her thigh bone near the bip joint.
The new Waterville Railroad bridge will be
finished in about two weeks.
At
ney,

COUNTY.

Sheepscot Falls, Newcastle, F.
Esq., has commenced building in

L. Carhis ship
yard a white oak bark of about 000 tons. Her
dimensions are 130 feet keel; 32 teet beam; 12
feet hold; between decks 5 feet. She is to be
built of the best materials, fastened with locust
treenails, and under advisement of t rench
Lloyd’s agent.
OXFORD COUNTY.

The Register says that J. H. Hall, a farmer
in Buekfield, recently came near losing several
of his cattle in consequence of a defect in the
construction of his barn. The timbers spread
apart, letting the lean-to floor through, and
cattle fell about six feet, haugiug by
seven
tbeir heads to the stanchions. It was Iu the
day time, and Mr. Hall being near at hand,
succeeded in getting them all out without any
serious injury to them.
The News learus that iu the case of Miss
Clara Nevers of .Sweden, whose sudden deatb
occurred last week, there was sucb a degree of
doubt of her actual decease that her remains
not interred for several days after the
were
time set for the burial.
The Register says that Sheriff Stacey of Oxford county is once more on the “war path.”
He has given notice that innholders, victuallers, etc. will be proceeded against unless they
are duly licensed as required by statute.

The Observer says that Mr. James Thompson, an old aud respected citizen of Piscataquis
county, died at his residence in Dover village
ou Sunday 'ast, at the age of 73.
He was born
in Buekfield, Oxford county, in 1801, and settled in Saogerville in 1825, where he lived until
1850. He was a man of wealth and influence,
and at one time an energetic business man. Iu
1850 he removed to Dover where he has since
resided.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

A

serious

accident

happened

to

Frank

Adams, son of Capt. Samuel Adams of Bowdoin, while at work in an ice house at Bowdoiubam, Monday, the 9th instant. He fell
from the slip about eight feet on the ice aud

picked up senseless. Dr. Smith was called
and his opinion was the injuries were on the
back of the head aud neck. For quite a length
of time the first day he was convulsed with
spasms; since then we understand he is considered better and Dr. Smith has hopes of his
recovery.
was

for Congress.

If Congress could fully appreciate the feel-

ing of uneasiness which prevails in business
circles, resulting tiom the uncertainty of the
action of that
we

are sure

sible

body on the currency question,
that it would, as speedily as pos-

take such action

which would be

leave no
the policy
Just now the

would

as

doubt in the public mind

as

adopted.

to

country is ready to engage in the business of
the year, and it is of great importance to'
know whether Congress is to issue fifty millions of paper promises to pay and call them
money, or whether it will conclude to let the
currency a,lone as it is,or take some measures
to contract the circulating medium and
bring
it nearer to the money of civilization.
Even
the adoption of the ideas of the inflationists
would afford present relief. To be sure, it
would doubtless result in
an

occasional
the

as

scare

paralysis

comes

from

uncer-

tainty.
Outside of Congress, the sentiment of intelligent men all over the country, is unusually strong against the policy of the inflationists.

Indeed,

the

only

class that

is

said

to

demand the use of the printing press in the
extension of the currency, is the farmers of
the West and South. But there has been no

public expression of such a sentiment, lor
even the Granges in their
large meetings
have beeu onmiously silent on this subject or
discreetly indefinite in their resolutions.
But if Congress insists on this policy let u3
have it at once.

What the country wants is

certainty. The postal bill, the centennial
scheme, the Louisiana muddle, the appropriation bills, even, can be placed aside for this
most important snbject.
The country fuily
understands the subject, so that the House
need not spend several weeks in
speech making as has the Senate and arrive at no result. If Congress can do
nothing more let
it pass a joint resolution declaring to the
country what it will and what it will not do
on the currency question.
It is quite probable that Virginia has an
honest and independent executive in Gov.
Kemper. As a matter of principle he vetoed
a bill to place the
municipal government of
Petersburg in the hands of the State authorities because the Conservatives objeet to the
present radical and negro rule. The F. F.
V.’s of the “Cockade
City” are very indignant at this action of the
Governor, and to
show their disgust have burned him
in effigy,
and labelled him
traitor and radical.
Gov.
Kemper's reported to have
expressed himself as
whom

b.ghly pleased with President
Grant,
he recently visited.

TfifcRE is

every

reason

to

believe tbat
things are getting mixed when the well
known initials “T. W,” are affixed to correspondence in the New York Tribune. Thur-low Weed’s name has appeared in that
paper
many times the past score of years, but not
in a connection to flatter the ordinary human

being.
An exchange says that “Buffalo Bill” has
bought a house in Rochester, N. Y., and will
We hope that he won’t
“settle” there.
change his mind about “settling.”
■‘Saloonists” is tbe last Western coinage.
Won’t Richard Grant While wax wroth at
the temperance crusaders for being even the
innocent, cause of such a word ?
1 he next
cil will

,,

meeting of

the

Executive CounMarch 31st.

beheld on Tuesday,
Railroad has fallen
U.n'°I1

into

^-s,»tSs^obrins
t’h gambit
The New York

Times

8100,000.

_

New Hampsrire.—It is now certain that
the Democrats will have the State Government
next year. The majority in the House of Representatives will be eight, parties being divided
as follows:
Democrats 177, Republicans 169.
As the vacancies are filled by the Legislature,
the opposition will have four out of the five
councillois aud either seven or eight of the
twelve Senators, so that every department of
the Go7ernment will be in their possession.
The Democratic candidate for Governor will be
chosen by the Legislature. The Concord Monitor says that if the Republican papers had defended the San born and Jayne contracts and
the Simmons appointment, the Democratic
majority in the State would have been 10,000.

panic in time, but

is not so fatal to business

that

j

says that
,
.s putting on the screws to
declare a dividend
of 4 per cent, on the stock.
It also
says that
the Tribune is the organ of Mr.
Gould.

Business Changes. The following are re
business changes in this State.
Bangor.—I. S. Ingraham, drugs, sold out to
Warren & Robinson—AsaWarren, A. M. Robinson.
Hartland.—Hunt & Cook, spool mfrs., di.».
Lewiston.—Andrews, Merrill & Co., furniture; Geo. Low retires.
Saco.—H. P. Cobb, dry and fancy goods:
now Cobb & Duaell,
Waterville.—S. M. Newhall & Co., harness,
sold out to VV. T..& S. B. Page.
J. Paul, grocer, sold out.
W. Waterville.—Pierce & Ccrrier, gen. store,
dis; now C. E. Currier.
Williamsburg.—Bradford & Clary, grist mill,
dis; now H. L. Bradford.

cent

News and Other Items.
Mr. Sumner worshipped at King’s
Chapel
while he lived in Boston.
The emigration from Great Britain was

greater last year than any year since 1854.
.The Ohio moral-suasionist temperance wo
men decline all aid from the
agencies of pro
hibition.

descriptions of spring by the English
entirely inapplicable to the season in New
England.
“Wo r-uk’’ exclaimed a North Carolinian,
when offered a job; “do you s’pose I’d wor-uk,

portion of which fell over, striking Mr. Charles
Porter on the right foot, jamming off the toe
nails and injuring one tfle so badly that it had
to he amputated.
The iron railroad bridge between Saco and
Biddeford was completed Saturday.
Joha Curtis, a jail bird, just from Alfred
broke into the store of Catharine Chadwick in
Biddeford, Friday night. He was discovered,
inside by an officer hut effected his escape.
Dr, Larrahee of Saco was thrown from his
vehicle at Old Orchard last Thursday and badly
bruised. His horse shied at the barking of a

flog.

The Sinking Saved.
combination of tonic, alterative and stimulating properties In Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, especially adapts that famous specific to the cure of
chronic forms of disease, when the strong influerce
ot a long protracted morbid habit is to be surmounted. In chronic dyspepsia, and liver
complaint, and
in chronic constipation and other obstiuate
diseases,
it Is beyond all comparison the best
remedy that can
be taken. Ab a means of restoring the strength and
vital energy of persons who are sinking under the debilitating effects of painful disorders, this standard
vegetable invigorant is confessedly unequalled. The
permanent tonics included in the preparation are associated with a diffusible stimulant absolutely pure,
and the tendeucy of these elements is modified by the
presence of alterative ingredients slower in their operation and capable of producing more
lasting local
and general effects. For feeble convalescents and in
all phases of debility, it is the best as well as the
most agreeable of restoratives.
The

mister, when

coon

tracks are

as

blades?’’
Governor Allen of Ohio has

thick as grass

appointed two
Republicans, ex-Governors Hayes and Noyes,
on the Centennial
Committee, and his Democratic backers don’t like it.
Sir Samuel Baker’s African

expedition

the Khedive of
results were

Egypt over £400,000, while
comparatively meagre, and

Highness grumbles.
The negro exodus from Alabama and Geogia
continues. The Montgomery Advertiser learns
that fifteen thousand tickets for negro emi-

grants have been taken up

on the roads
leading
seuthward and westward from that city.
The French Government is seriously con-

templating the flooding of the desert of Sahara
behind Algiers, by letting in the waters of the
Mediterranean from the Lesser Syrtis.
It is
said the desert is below the level of the Med-

iterranean.
One more item about the
Arapiles, Spanish
frigate. She has sailed from Havana for Martinique to go into the dry dock for icpairs. It
is to be hoped
there are no
belligerent canal
boats iu that vicinity.

The ex-gran.l chief of the brotherhood of
locomotive engineers, Charles
Wilson, of Cleveland, Ohio, lias applied for a withdrawal to his
division and publishes a letter in which he declares the brotherhood to be now in the
hands
of persons who intend to use it to
foster strikes
and general dissension and evil. He
advocates
a general
withdrawal and re-establishment on
a basis of the
early declarations.

STATE NEWS.

Schlotterbeck’s Motb and Freckle Lotion
safe and sure remedy for removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
a

MARBLE PUBlTf.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared ouly by A. G. SCH LOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26sntf

Renders the

POWDER^

TOILET

AZOLUTO

Face. Neck and Arms soft,
smooth and fair.

Warranted free from poisionous ingredients and
harmless to tlie skin or complexion by Prof. Hayes,
State Assaver, and Prof. Babcock, both well known
Chemists of Mass. Azoluto is put up in square
packages, white tor children, and all skin irritations.
25 cts by mail 30 cts. Also pink or flesh color for
the complexion or lace, 35 cts., by mail 40 cts.
Sol l
by all Druggists, or address M. S. BURR & CO., 10
Oak St.. Boston, Mass., Agents for U. S. fel6sn3m

Awnings. Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, Ac.,
49 1-2

F.

EXCHANGE

A

STREET.,

LEAVITT.

roc3

codsu
THE MOST

Wonderful Discovery
the 19th Century.

of

DR. S. D. HOWE’S

ARABIAN

MILK-CURE
FOR

—

—

CONSUMPTIOII,
all diseases of the THROAT, CHEST and
LUNGS. (The only Medecine of the kind in the
world.)
A Substitute for Cod Elver Oil.
Permanently cures Asthma, Bronchitis, Loss of
Voice, Shortness of Breath, Catarrh, Croup, Coughs,
Colds, &c., in a few days, like magic. Price $1 per
bottle.
ALSO
And

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best In the world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
OKAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. T,
Id**ivrs n

COUNTY RONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.
All carefully selected in the
west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

Caucus.
Tlie Republicans of North Yarmoutn

Parties having good Ice, well
housed, tor sale on reasonable
terms will please address, slating
locality, quantity and lowest price,
F’ A

EC

Care ot Portland Daily Press.
mcl6

sn3t*

Dr. Schenck’s Standard Remedies !
The standard remedies

Executive Department, )
Augusta, March 11,1874. J
An adjourned session of the Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
TUESDAY, the 31st day of March inst., at 10 o’clock
a. m.

GEO. G. STACY, Sec’y of State.

sn2t

EXHAUSTED VITALITt'.
“SCTENCE 0F LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted
Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, 1 inpotency. Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions cr excesses of mature
years. Ilns is indeed a book for e%rery man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true
way to
health and happiness. It is the
cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and the
one on
only
this class ot ills worth reading. 190th
edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, hound in beautiful
French cloth. Price only $1.
Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bullincli street, Boston,
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as all diseases requiring skill and experience,
nr a r3 Isneod& w 1y

Tonic,

L,ET\

Pills,

free.

mel2eod&wlysnll

To the Public.
Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty to Anirespectfully gives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the
Society.
The public are therefore lequested to give prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that
may come to their knowledge, and he will see to it
that the offenders are brought to speedy and strict
The
mals

justice.
ap29

Per order.
sntf

—

PEOPLE’S

HISTORY

OF
FOR

—

MAINE

—

SCHOOL AND FAMILY USE,
READY

TO-DAYS

$1.25.

PRICE

JANUARY 1st,

OEO.

felsneodtf

W.

E

DDT,

91 Middle Street. Room T.

^OBSTACLES

TO

MARRIAoiT

Rnppy Relief far Young Men from
of
fects ol Eriors and Abuses in
early life. Manhood
Resiored. Impediments to

Marriage

dies.

removed. New

FIJ¥E

to

on

fire.

saved.

HE.
en3t&wtf

MABBIED.
Id this city, March 12, by Rev. F. Sonthw .rth. Jos.
H. Lewis and Miss Mary F, Pettengill, both of Portland.
In Windham, March 14, at the residence of the
bride’s father, John G. Senter and Miss Albina C„
daughter of Wm. F. Hall, Esq.
In Waldoboro, Feb. 28, Thos. J. Fitzgerald of Rockport and Miss Hattie E. Svlvester of W.
In Lewiston. March 4, Balston C.
Kenway of Auburn and Miss Nellie L. Emerson ot L.
In Anson, Feb. 28, Simeon W. Morse and Mrs.
Amanda I. Leonard.
In Pittsfield, March 5, Harrison W. Maines and

DIED.
In this city, March 13, Mrs. Martha
K., widow of
the late Samuel Freeman, formerly ol Gorham amul
*
64 vears 5 months.
Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 2 p. m. from her w.
residence No. 62 Green street.
Relatives and friemG
“““
are invited to attend.
In this city, March 14, Willie H., son of Nelli.
Ue and
M. H. Cunningham, aged 2 years.
[Funeral services tliiB (Monday) afternoon
no
°°n at
at 3.09
at No. 9
street.

o’clock,

South

In Bristol, March 12, Lizzie, infant danvi.t...
gltcr of
Rev. Wm. A. Spaulding, aged 8 weeks
In Hebron. Feb. 23, Mr. E. B.
s
aged bl
fit
aeeu
11
months.
years
*’ ^

Hod'gsden,

51I?eama,d°b0r0'
ye‘anr8Sanr°rd’ Feb'23’
HJU
at

Hahn-

»ff>d

^ An<ir®w Hayes,
aged 55
0enver’ Colorado, March 6, Miss Nellio F. L.

[Finerai

services Tuesday afternoon
at 24
Walnut Hill Church, North Yarmouth. * o’olock

DEPARTCBE OF OCEAN STIlMEBl

.28n

.:;
d

York!. Liverpool!.

DUCTION
Prices.

Allen &

...

.Mch 28

Ulioiatnre Almanac.iflarch 16.

FOREIGN FORTH.
Sid fm Calcutta 12th inst, ship Anna Decatur, Pat-

and remarkable reme,Newsent
Books and Circulars
free in sealed en-

news.

PORT OF PORTLAND.
Nam relay,

arrived.

March 14,

Steamer Chesapeake. Johnson, New
gers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
via Eastport.
U S steamer Woodbury. Evans, from a cruise.
Biig Carrie Winslow, Welch, Boston.

York—passen-

Sch lanthe, Johns, Gouldsboro.

OPEN

ol our Men if we

BE

Monday

March

We sell

16th,

IN

NEW

GEO.
N

and will

shall

any

FURNI-

—

FOB OUR

than can be obtained at any
State of Maine.

Department!
—

IN ALL

THE

—

New and Latest Styles.

C.

II. T.
iuhl6

Farms for

inspection

of the

Farm of 130 acres within 2$ miles
of Portland. Oue half heavily covered with timber and wood, balance
under good cultivation with sufficiWell adapted for
__ent pasturage.

milk or market g irdening. Good soil and southern
exposure. Good house and barn. About three acres
of Salt marsh goes with the farm.
A iso, farm of 140 acres witbiu three miles of Saco
Post Office, two miles from Old Orchard Beach, borders on the P. S. & P. R. R., and a station is to be
built within hall a mile of the house. Large amOne of the best brick
ount of timber and wood.
houses in the city of Saco, two-stories, modem built,
Large bam and outbuildings.
in thorough repair.
Drv and healthy location. For price and terms enJOSEPH HOBSOhi,
quire of
Saco, Maine.
mcl6eod&wlml2
March 13, 1874.

For

mOne

Sale.

of the best residences

on

Free Street,

containing

14 rooms in splendid order, heated
bv Steam, hot and cold water, bath room,
water closet3, good drainage. A large proportion of
the purchase money can remain on a mortgage with
easy payments.

GEO. R. DAVIS,

Real Estate and mortgage Rroker.
whl6
eod3w

Any Han with $2000
half interest in
purchase
lacturinsr business in the citv of

flAN
J

one

a safe
Rnatm.

manui>v0f_

in

store

Street.

mc6U2w

PURE WHITE LEAD
in
to be

practical use, this
lead is now conceded
all that is claimed
lor it, and is guaranteed fully equal to any in the

AFTER

ALLEN &

market.
It is strictly pure, containing nothing but fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is Of EXTRAORDINARY FINENESS.
State Assayer’s Office, \
20 Slate St., Boston.
Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined tbe
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with results as follows:—This white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very aense, has good covering power,
and is in every respect of standard quality.
S. DANA HAYES,
Respectfully,
State A8sayer and Chemist, Mass.
Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R. Re-

CO.,

(

87

MIDDLE

STREET,

pair Shops.
Hartford. Conn., Feb.
ireto Britain White i^nA c®..
Gentlemen—Wc have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied that it is equal to
Your Trulv,
any now manufactured.

OPPOSITE CANAL BANK.
niciA—______isidfcg

Fire, Fire, Fire

!

Master Car

tel?__ eod6m
II. M. PAYSOY &LO.,

Bankers & Brokers
Have

constantly on hand
large line of Invest-

$30,000

WORTH

ie23

Sole Agents, 91 market Square,

PORTLAND,

ME.

eodly

Securities
suitable for

SAVINGS BANKS.
—

AND

—

TRUST FUNDS.
33EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND,

ocl

and Civil

Architects

AUBURN

MAINE.

We are prepared to make Designs, Drawing g uid
Estimates, for every description of Architectural i«d
Engineering Work.
Having over thirteen years’ experience in the bent
European and American practice, we are in a po»i^
tion to put through work in a satisfactory and reli-

able manner.
Our engineering

surveys

...

Banaor

of the finest line of

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“

_

Toledo

•

Cincinnati

Men’s, Youths’ and Boys’

Chicago
Cook County

(S’g
g>s
g)8
8>g
7’s
8’«
7 8-10

»

7’s
7’s
8’s
7>a
6’s

Louisville Ky.,

SPRING & SUMMER

Marion County, Ind.,
Maine Central R. R.
E. & N. American K. R. Gold
FOR SALE

CLOTHING
ever

exhibited under

one

SWAS A

can fit

anything, from

at

Figures Lower

cod feblST

FOB A SHORT TURK ONLY,

a

than was ever

c.

No Ancient Shopworn

Counters.

onr

Every

Garment made within the last 00
days, of the best Material and
most Modern

k.

Style.

—

AMD

mc!2

eodlm

prices to

for cash,

politely and

Garment marked

PLAIN FIGURES.

they’ll trust,

or

see

satisfactory

will promptly exchange

mhl2_dtl
GET VOll!

FOOT

MEASURED

At the OILY Place in this City where
yea can depend an gelling n good
BOOT made, at

Mitchell Bros., 115 Federal St.
We do not blow to deceive the
able to show our customers what we

BE 71 EMBER

THE

people. We are
able to do.

are

PEACE.

115 FEDERAL STREET.

JHITCHEXL BROS.

SAGUA MOLASSES.
] Choice
fSagua
now

mi

Tierces]

“Isidora

Molasses

landing from

Biouda,”

by

Crop

new

and

for

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.
mhl2__dlw

Arrived for I $74
AT THE

A. $.

—AL80—

E7IPOBIV7I

OF

FERNALB,

MERCHANT

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

L.

TAYLOR,

*178 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, HE.

re-open with a new stock and “Old Man”
Colby will "go abroad.”
de4tt

wc

goo>d

!

will

received this day.
FOK SALE BY

& CO.

lw2p
mchl°_
Butter and Cheese.

SO Tubs Choice Vermont Butter,
100 Boxes Choice Factory Cheese,
SALE BY

ICB

J

GAGE Jk Co.
SmiTH,
mcblO

CO.,

233 Middle St.,
MUSSEY’S
ROW.
mh!6
J3t

F

PURE

and M hipped

by

"•w “»«■

dMdi.,r

f.

BAM

The Portland Band is prepared to turnis mi
»ny number pieces—Brass and String—on all o
sions where music is required.
By applying t
COLE, Leader and Business Manager, No. 16 Br
Street, and at Band Headquarters, No. 19$ Ma
Square, all orders will be promptly attended to.

o

mc5__

tf

__

eo<ll»

isle
cea-

J.

own

rket

CAPE COB BUCK

f

Exery bolt

ler-

warranted

satisfactory. Prices

mo

Orders may be addressed to

PARKER, WILDER « TO. MoM*

n

OR TO

F. J. PARK EH, Trea*

Boston.

WANTED I
one

BAKER’S,

RICHARDSON’S WHARF.
me3

OF

I C E
Famished

COAL,

well picked and screened, at the market price,
of the best place, to purchase is at

“BRO.”

CARGOES

w3m11

YOU WISH

GOOD

ICE.

ate.

lw2p

C. D. B. FISK &

91 Middle St.

PORTLAND

100 Hhds New Cienfregos Molasses

SMITH, GAGE

Stairs.
Up
mch7-lmo

TAILOR.

dtl

till sometime In May. Nathan Dresser
Colby and James Albert Colby will then

or

REFUND THE MONEY

do yon

A good collection oi Green Honse and
Hardy Plants,
Shrubs, ike., may always be found at the above Garden. Alt orders for PlantB or Flowers
promptly attended to.
C. F. HhYAlVr.

SPRING GOODS

them first.

MEW mOLASSES.

of us and

BOB ALL Ol'CkMIOHM F CRN IMBED
AT MHORT NOTICE.

sale

Colby’s Book Store at 119 Exchange
Street, will be closed from March 20th

in

Buy

and

Cut Flowers

100.000 best Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed If bite Oak do.
90,000 best quality Canada Knees.

mhl2

viation.

we

PORTLAND, ME.
Wreaths, Crosses, Boqnets

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

One Price and No De-

not

Entrance 248 Congress St (nearly op. the
U. 8. Hotel) aud 109 Cumberland 8t.,

Locust Treenails.

AT

Any Garment

FLORAL GARDEN,

by “Mose,”
But one who knows.
eodtf

mcblO

snit the times and

and every,.

BRYANT'S

43
Brig

FURNITURE of any kind.
The BEST assortment you will find

sell

G. R. BA VIS,
Estate and Loan Agency
Brown’s Bio ok.

It’s not

people.

alike,

Real

ao

For

Now go my friends and

—

All classes treated

Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per'
cent, inetrest free ot Tmw. Investments in Real
Estate IN Portland and vicinity, ir judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employ ing capital. First class securities always on hand, interest
and principal collected without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security in e I its Seal Estate loans.
Heal Estate investmenIs and
Improvements made on commission and on share*.
Banknote paper bought and sold.

395 Hllds.

Bat take my word for’t in this case,
Through all the city yon may race

They’ll

to suit.

sums

NEW

You can’t most always sometimes tell
Where GOODS the best and cheapest sell,

EXTRA FINE GOODS
at

$30,000
To loan on fiat class mortgages in
Portland and 'Vicinity iu

STREET.

At DEAN’S, EXCHANGE ST., FIFTY-ONE,
Determined they won’t be outdone.

COMMON GOODS,
FINE GOODS,

mch4is3m

__

hawks,

77 MIDDLE

be surpassed

mhudlw

A EACT WORTH KNOWING.

Garments
on

Large Stock, consisting of

Organs, Violins. Accordeons, Concertinas, Flutes, Harmonicas,
Piano Stools, Banjos, Bows,
Trimmings, Flagolets,
Strings, Piccolos, Guitars,
Claronets,
Music Folios,
Cornets,
Fifes,
And everything pertaining to Musical Goods.

heard of.

found

BARRETT,

musical Goods marked Down !

PORTLAND.
We

BY*

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

roof in

not to

are

We take pleasure in showing to gentlemen who
may flavor us with a call, SPECIMENS ot our work,
embracing Designs for Churches, Public Buildings,
Schools and Private Residences, on which we have
been engaged.
Communications by mail promptly attended to.
References permitted to Patterson & Edwards.
Lewiston; Little, Smith & Co., Auburn; B. F. Sturgis, M. D.. Auburn; Robinson & Beede, Auburn;
fSelson Dingley, Esq., Auburr.

6’r

•

«...

Belfast

Engineers,

No. 6 Plicpiiix Block,

__2d d eodly

•

Bath

MR_dtt_

KENWAY BROTHERS,

BONDS
Portland

a

ment

W. WHIPPLE Sc CO.,

W.

Fire yonr Guns in honor of the
arrival of over

V. D. PERRY,
H. P. & F. R. R.

Builder,

CO.,

35 India St., Boston, Mass.

for accuracy and despatch.

ample experience

Oils.

Lubricating

J. PORTER &

the

NEW BRITAIN
public is invited.

LIBBY,

Sale.

other

SHAW,

gress

To which the

BOSTON,

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE

China Tea Store, 136 Hiddlie St ,
Forest City Tea Store, 384 Con-

SALE.

NO. t PORTLAND PIER.
eodtapl

d2m

GOODS IN GENERAL:
Prime Raisins, 14 cts. lb.
English Currants, lO cts. lb.
Best Citron, 35 cts. lb.
Best Horse .Radish, lO cts. bottle.
Best Canada Oat meal, 5 cts. lb.
Best Rangoon Rice, 9 cts. lb.
Best Carolina Rice, lO cts. lb.
INDUCEMENTS TO BUY BY THE (1.00 WORTH.
7 1-2 lbs. Prime Raisins,
Sl.OO
12 lbs. Currants,
LOO
3 lbs, Citron,
1.00
12 lbs. Rice,
1.00
24 lbs. Oat meal,
1.00
11 Bottles Horse Radish,
1.00
Sir Lancelot Oolong Tea 40 cts lb

a.

RAMROD TO HOGSHEAD,

This Iioupc is Id tbe very heart of the
city,
K.. close by the City Hall, Post Office.
High School,
JJXChirches, Portland & Rochester R. R. Depot,
Marginal Way, &c. You don’t have to walk a mile
or two or depend on the Horse Cars to get to these
places or to the busiuess part of the city iu blusteriv£ wiater weather. The House contains nine pleasant rooms, and has gas, Sebago. furnace, &c. &c.
Will bo vacated and ready to examine first of April.
For particulars call on

St.

14 cents.
Tomatoes,
**
it

cans

es

Custom

35 INDIA ST..

CO.,

Ship Paints, Colors,

gg
Peaches
20
35
Best
30
15
Strawbery
'•
PineApple 20
Green Corn 25
Together with a large line of select family stores', all
of the very best quality which will be sold at lees pric-

—

J. PORTER &

CO.,

AU of tbe Best Quality at ExtremeLow Prices.

A

The Desirable and Conveniently Located
House No. 26 Chestnut Street.

Unfading Greens,

Tarnishes and Japans,

Exchange

M

mau

and so great has been the demand, that
they hare
twice been compelled to enlarge their Works.
Dealer* and consumers will have no other alter once
using
this make.
For % ile by dealers generally and at wholesale
by
the sole Agents for New England.

Warrant

CANNED GOODS !
2 lb.
3
2
3
3
2
3
2

and dur-

It is only after years of experiments that the
nfactnrers have succeeded in producing these

GREAT SALE

FINE WOOLENS

color, covering

«t.

uneness

Kerosene and

46

o.

—OF—

SPOKEN.
Nov 30. lat 3 47 S, Ion 32 20 W, ship St Lncie, from
Baltimore lor San Francisco.
March 11, off* Five Fathom Light, barque Sandy
Hook, from Cardenas for New York.

FOR

They have no Equal

ben-

ENGLAND.

A. WHITNEY &

fe5

St Jago 25th ult, sch Nellie C Paine, Pierce,
Boston; 27th, narque Carlton, Trecartin, Baltimore.
Sid fm Trinidad 25th, sch Charlie Morton, Davis,

130 EXCHANGE MTBEET, you will find,
That LORD in Furniture is not behind,
For sell he will, and sell he must,
He’ll sell for cash or he will trust.
His goods are new and nice and bright,
His Store it is a splendid sight;
His dealings fair, his prices low,
So call and see him as you go.
His Chairs and Tables and Whatnots,
With Sofas, Lounges and Spring Cots,
Black Walnut suits of every hue,
Crimsons, Terries and true Blue;
There’s Brackets, too, of every kind
To please the most iastidious mind;
Black Walnut Setts of every grade,
That throw all others in the shade.
Dollar Tables, Monareh Chairs,
And warranted, too, to be all Hair;
Center Tables and Writing Desks,
Smoking Chairs with patent rests;
The “NOVELTY,” a soft bed
To rest the weary limbs and head—
It leaves all others far behind
In price and quality you will find.
So come and see him as you go,
At 1 and 3 and a single O.
mh!6
dlw

and medium Imperial French Green.

TURE, nearly all ol Our Own

An Entire New Stock

Ar at

D !

Light

ability.

every piece.

Thomas, ready.

lTr

GREEN,

most Brilliant in the

properties,

we

FIRST-CLASS

Manufacture,

Passed throuflh Gibralter Straits 19th, brig Prentiss Hobbs, Dodge, from New York for Smyrna.
At Montevideo Jan 25, barque Adeline C Adams.
Callum, disg; Joseph Baker, Ryder, for Barbadoes
4 days; and others.
At Rio Grande Jan 16, sch Juliet, Small, for St

Cld 19th, sch D Talbot, Ames, Ouba.
Ar at St John, NB, 12th inst, schs Laura
Bridgman, Clark, Darien; Annie B, Secord, Portland;
L A Johnson, Mahlinan, Lubec.

Lightest and

For brilliancy

UNDERSOLD by

DEALE it

Orleans.

Havana; 27th, Liberty, Devereux, St Thomas.
Sid 27th ult, brig Shasta. Biown, North of Hatteras; sch Arianna. (Br) Aubrey, Portland ; 3d, brig
Mechanic, Nichols, do.
Ar at Nassau NP, 17th ult, schs M L Davis, Chase,
Hayti, and cld 19th for Jacksonville); 21st, Annie
Lee. Look, New York; Allen Lewis, Lewis, Balti-

SWINS

can

customers the

our

Please remember that
NOT

Ar at Antwerp llth inst, ship Jas A Wright, Morrisou, San Francisco via Queenstown.
Ar at Havre 12th inst, barque Amity, Baker, New

In port 3d inst, brig Aroostook, Bryant,for Boston;
schs Alpha, Salisbury, tor Philadelphia; Edie Waters, Barnes, from Boston, to load for do.
Ar at Caibarien 3d, barque Eva H Fisk, Nicbols,
Havana.
Sid fm Havana 4th, brigs Faustina, Blanchard,
Cardenas; 6th, Eudoius. Mlnott. do.
In port 7tb, barque Mary E Libby, Stone, for New
York; brigs Martha A Berry, Berry, tor Portland;
GeO Gjlpl'rigt Tlrnmnann fnr TMill
irrcnoTs. Peters, for New York; Torrent, Wilder, for
Balrimore; Lena Thurlow, Corbett, and Geo Wheelwright, Howard. for North of Hatteras; schs Mary
B Harris. Mitchell, for do; Veto.Henderson, for Baltimore; Jas Crooker, Brown, for Charleston.
Ar at Matanzas 4th. barque Orchilla, Havener, fm
Boston; 5th, Casco, Penny, Portland; sch B J Willard, Woodbury, Philadelphia; 6th. brig Onalaska,
Wheeler. Baltimore; sch Geo Walker, Cole, do.
Sid 3d, brigs John Swan. Rumbal), for New York;
Concord. Pratt, for Baltimore; 4th, Amelia Emma,
Carlon. North of Hatteras; Winfield, Bibber, for do;
5th, sch E H Potter, Shearer, Cardeuas; May McFarland, McFarland, tor North ot Hatteras; 6th. brigs
Josie. Pettigrew, New York; Iza, Walls, Portland;
Edw H Williams, Tucker, North of Hatteras.
Sid tm Cardenas 3d inst. barque L T Stocker, Tyler, North of Hatteras; brig9 Hiram Abitit. Perkins,
and Five Brothers, Thurlow, do; 5th, barque Continental, Pillsbury,North of Hatteras; schs May Munroe, Hall, do; Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, for
Havana.
Ar at Sagua 1st. brig T Remick, Rose. St Thomas;
2d, schs David Collins. Townsend, Mobile; 3d, Hattie E Sampson, Davis. New York.
Ar at do 23d, brigs Clara M Goodrich. Look. Baltimore; 26th. Antilles, Skinner, fm Portland; Silas N
Martin, from Mayaguez; Abbie Clifford, Clifford, fm

Co., Boston,

Sole Agents for N. E.

efit.
WILL

terson, Boston.

Philadelphia.

PAINT !

Porter &

Regular

our

and prefer to sell our

and give

timore for Boston.
Ar 12th. schs Maud Mullocb, Lowe, Hoboken for
Boston; Frances Hatch, Fales. and Charlie Cobb,
Ames, New York for Rockland; Lyndon. Cassidy,
Weehawken for Calais; Fleetwing, Kennisten, New
York tor Fox Island.
BOSTON—Cld 13th, brigs Perces Hinckley, Small,
for Cienfucgos; Alton, Coop. St John, NB.
Cld 14th, schs Mabel F Staples, Cole, tor Portland;
Edw Kidder, Chase, Boothbav, to load for NYork.
PORTSMOUTH—Be'ow 13th, sch John Balch,
Lunt, from Salem for Portland; Huntress, Roberts,

Mood rises. 9.40 AM
High water.9.30 AM

M^lRII^E

shall

We do not want to Dis-

help it,

Boston.

Below 12th, sch Addle M Bird, Merrill, from Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 12th, sch Wm Deming,
*
Charleston.
Passed down 12th, sch Nellie Shaw, for Caibarien.
NEW YORK—Ar 12 b, sebs Tfott King, Bradford,
Charleston; Ada Ames. Walker, New Haven; Ocean
Belle, Mills, Charleston.
Cld 13tli, ship Alice Buck, Snow, San
Francisco;
barques Clara, Nicbols, Buenos Ayres; Rebecca Goddard, Pettigrew, Boston; brig Caprera, Blanchard,
Port au Prince ; sch R T Clark, Fellows, Jacksonville.
Sid 12th, brig P M Tinker, for
Havana; sch Ralph
Carlton, for Havana.
Passed througn Hell Gate 12th. sebs America, Ingraham, Baltimore tor New Bedford; T S McLellan,
Farr, Hoboken for Portland.
NEWPORT-Ar 12th. Fch J C Haynes, Hallock,
Long Island for Providence.
In port 12th, sebs Pushaw, Hart, St George for Maryland ; Wm Arthur, McDuffie, Boothbay for Philadelphia; Odell, Winslow, Portland for Bridgeport;
Speedwell, Spaulding, Rockland for New York; G E
Prescott, McGee. Rockland for do; Mary. McGee,
Belfast for Norfolk ; Gem, Thomas, and Indiana,
Spaulding, Rockland for New York; J V Wellington.
Rich, Kennebep for do; Kate Walker, Rich, from Fall
River for do; E Arcularius, Lord, and R Leach, Pendleton, Rockland for do.
VINE YARD-HAVEN—Ar llth, schs Sedona.Wall,
Bath tor Norfolk; Carrie Walker, Dunn. Boston for
Virginia; Mary B Reeves, Williams. Portland tor
Providence- P L Whiton, Allen, do for New York;
Nathan Cleaves. Atwood, do for Virginia; Sammy
Ford, Allen, Lubec for New York; Lulu, Snow, Bal-

ffiria4®0114

I

Company,

ne

FURNITURE CHEAP

Eastport.
Ar llth, sch Eagle, Cobb, Norfolk.
Cld 13th, brigs Lizzie H Kimball, Lunt, Cardenas;
Romance. Duncan, Navass; sch Danl Webster. Has-

kell,

GREEN
J.

—

GREAT RE-

a

from

charge any

New York.
NORFOLK—Ar llth, sch Irene E Meservey, Meservey, Rockport.
BALTIMORE—Cld 12th, sch Lucy, Colwell, for

.Mch 17

York .Havana.Mch 19
‘vV Portland..• Liverpool.. .Mch 21
*Jew York- -Liverimol... Mch 21
Heels
.Sew York Glasgow.Mch 21
.Boston.... Liverpool.... Mcl) 21
New York.. Havre.Mch 21
;,®r®lre.
-Sr*.New York. .Havana.Mch 21
..New York. Jamaica
Mch 24
York Havana.Mch 24
/Yu.1.1,.®8.New
Utyfof Havana.... New York. Havana.Mch 25
Algeria.New York- Liverpool
Mch 25
Italia..New York. .Glasgow.Mch 25
Polynesian.Portland.. .Liverpool....Mch 28
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall....Mch 28
City ot Paris.New York. Liverpool... .Mch 28

Sun rises...6.10
Sun sets.6.08

CAS BE FOU5D AT

self for CASH at

Eldridgo, London; Bombay. Work, Liverpool.

••

Marathon.Boston.Liverpool...

IN MAINE

FURNITURE

Market,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4tb, ship Eastern Light,
Perry. Sydney, NSW.
Ar 5tli, ship Vermont.Richardson, Newcastle NSW
Sid 4th, barque Rainier, for Port Gamble.
GALVESTON—Ar 12th, barque T J Southard, Anderson. Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 8th. ships 0 H Southard,

School Committees an*
with a view to introduc-

PORTLAND,

CELEBRATED

For the next Sixty Days

She had 1200 bbls lime and 550
The sail9 and rigging may be

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 5th inst, sch Constitution,
Smith, Charleston.
Cld 5th, schs Kolon. McKown, for Stonington, Ct;
Mattie Holmes. Oox, Philadelphia.
Cld 6th, sch Gamma, Guptill, Fall River.
KEY WEST—Inpoit 9th, sch Benj B Church,
Kelley, from Philadelphia.
SATILLA MILLS—Sid 6th, sch N A Farwell. Farnum. Rockland; Carrie Belle. Seavy. Bath.
SAVANNAH—Ar 12th, sch John Wentworth, fin
Bucksport.
Cld 10th, ship Freedom, Norton, Charleston.
Ar 13th, barque Neversink, Barstow,Valencia, (and
cld for New York.)
Sid 13tli, schs Kate C Rankin, Hall, for New York;
Geo Washington. Rolf, Baracoa.
CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, sch A L McICeen, McKeen, New York.
Sid 13th. sebs Laura E Messe”, Gregory, for Weymouth, Mass; Flora M Condon, Condon, for a Northern pert.
GEORGETOWN, SC-Cld 8th, sch E V Glover, In-

—OF-

Mo. 46 Exchange St.

Sch Kitty Stevens, Anderson, from Philadelphia
tor Port Spain, put into St Thomas leaky.

1874.

a3

WOOLENS!

MEMORANDA
Brig Nimwaukee, of Bangor, from Leghorn for
before
reported ashore at Pasque Island reBoston,
mained in same position on the 12th, and her cargo
was being discharged into lighters.
Sch Hardscrabble, of Rockland, ashore at Cape
Boge. has bilged and will probably be a total loss, as
bushels of potatoes.

JOHJV LUCAS & CO’s

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.’s,

SAILED—Barque Daring.

copies
^Sample
teachers for examination,
ing the work into Schools, for $1.00.
sent

GOODS,

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Largest Stock

—

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

...

One store suitable for Grocery or other
light business, with dock privilege.
Apply to

SPRING

Monday, March 15.
ARRIVED.
Sch Charley Buck!, (of Belfast) Orcutt, Jacksonville. with hard pine. Has had heavy weather and
lost jibboom, jib. and foretopmast.
Sch John Balcli, Lunt, Salem.
Sch John H Kennedy, Webber, Bremen.

her cargo is

MISCELLANEOUS.

York—Berlin

more.

YOUNG

Cusni/u

One large Store House on Cnstom
House Wharf, suitable lor heavy3 storaire
s
or Fish packing.
ALSO

Sea-

and if taken before the lungs are
destroyed, a speedy
cure is effected.
To these three medicines Dr. J. H.
Schenck, of
Philadelphia, ewes his unrivalled success in the
treatment of pulmonary' diseases.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs; nature throws it off by an
easy expectoration. for when the phlegm or matter is ripe a slight
cough will throw it oft, the patient has rest and the
to
heal.
lungs begin
To enable the Pulmonic Svrup to do this, Schenck’s
Mandmho PiUo ami ctotjuueiv SSea-weed Tonic
must
be freely used* to cleanse the stomach and liver*
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, removing
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile starts
freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with the food, and prevents soming. It assists
the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a healthy
condition, so that the food and Pulmonic Syrup will
make gcod blood; then the lungs heal, and the patient will surely get well il care is taken to prevent
tresh cold.
Dr. Schenck can be consulted at the Quincy House.
Boston, oo Wednesday, March 25th, April 8th ana
22nd, May 13th and 27th.
.Advice will be given tree,but for a thorough examination with the Respirometer, the charge is $5.00.
Schenek’s Medicines are sold by all Druggists
tl roughout the country.
Schenck’s Almanac can be had of all Druggists,

~~

—

for all diseases of the lungs

are Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup. Schenck’s
weed
and Sohenck’s Mandrake

Dorabel M. Rogers.

STATE OF HAINE.

TO

requested

to meet at the Town
House, in said town, on Thursday, March lbth at 3 o’clock P. M. to nominate a
board ot town officers, for the ensuing
year.
mclltd
Per Order Rep. Towu Com,

The Monthly Meetingof the Mutual Belief Association of the I. O. O. F., will be bolden at Odd
Fellows Hall on TUESDAY EVENING, March 17th,
at 74 o'clock.
Per Order.
mcl6su2t
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.

Attest:
mhl6

are

New

SAILED—Barque Jane Maria; brig Mattie B Russell, Victoria Amelia, Qui Vive ; schs C F Young, R
E Pecker. Wm Mason, Mahaska, Kate Foster. Delmont Locke, Maine, Wm Thomas, Etta May, Grace
Cushing, Senator Grimes, Nellie Grant, Fred Fish,
James Wall, E G Willard, Terrapin, and others.

MIDDLE STREET.

jails___gntf

PUBLISHERS,

I O E I

Mills.

Hamilton,

I

2ST E W

Pliilbrook, New York-Bunk-

Vinalhaven for Boston.

CHARLES in. HAWKES,
90

ADVERTISEMENTS.

gersoll,

DRESSER, McLELLAN Ac CO.,

ASSOCIATION, No.
2 Smth
st-> Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
Androscoggin countv.
bar log a h'eli reputation for
honorable conduct and
Thursday evening. Kev G s
professional skill.
fe6sn3m
was installed as pastor „r the Pine
conchurch
of
Lewiston,
bv
TO
gregational
an Ecele«.
THE romstJ.MPTIVE.
iastical Council called lor that purpose. ti.~
Wilbor’s Compound of Cod Livf.r Oil and
sermon was by Rev. Edward Hawes of New
without
possessing the very nauseating flavor
oi me article as heretofore
Haven, Conn., from II Cor. V; 11; the Distal
used, is endowed by the
of lime with a healing property which ren1 at ion Prayer, by Rev. J. T, Hawes, of Litch<>11 doubly efficacious.
Remarkable test!field; the charge to the Pastor, by Rev. Owen
'f™
efflca<,y can be exhibited to those who
Street of Lowell, Mass.; Right Haud of Feld*?»SS1rofit# them,
I
for sale by A. B. Wilbor,
Tinker
of
AusouP.
Auburn, Vhemist, Boston.
low,'ship, by Rev.
marlleodlwsn

S?reet

-A/N'DKRSOTST STREET,

BICE & € ALDER WOOD.
Jr30sntf

I. O. O. F.

cost

the
His

22

SPECIAL NOTICES.

The

are

tried and is said to be fully equal to the
Be«t Home iHatlc £5read.
Ask your Grocer
for it. For sale from our Carts and from
Bakery,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Reporter says that Mrs. W. P. Bailey of
Skowliegan village and a Mrs. Bailey of Dexter. were thrown out of a sleigh last
Friday
afternoon
The

1

Question

BREAD!

Has been

large.

1

The

FAMILY

& Pox.
Sch Senator Grimes,
©r Bros.
Sch Grace Cushing,

NEW

son

he held iu City Ilall at 10 1-2 o’clock, a. m.
The Bangor Fire Department has during the
year ending March 1st, been called out 28
times—12 times to tires in that city, 4 times to
T>R. S. D. HOWE’S
fires in Brewer. 11 times by alarms with cause
Arabian Tonic Blood Purifier,
and once on a false alarm. The total loss by
fires during the year was $15,717, on which
which DIFFERS from all other preparations in its
IMMEDIATE ACTION Upon the
there was $13,124 insurance, leaving a total loss
above insurance of $2,393.
LIVER, KIDNEYS AND BLOOD.
1
It is purely vegetable, cleanses the system of all imA crew at work on the East Branch came out
purities, builds it ight square up, and makes Pure
of the woods on Friday. They report a good
Rich Blood. It cures Scrofulous Diseases of allkinds,
winter’s work, but at the present time the
removes Constipation and regulates the Bowels For
scarcity of snow has made the roads bad. The
“GENERAL DEBILITY,” “LOST VITALITY,”
crew have been in the woods five mouths.
and “BROKEN
DOWN CONSTITUTIONS,” I
“challenge the 19th century” to find its equal.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Every Bottle i« Worth its Weight in <»old.
Dover is going to have a Savings Bauk.
Price $1 per bottle. Sold at retail by all druggists.
Merrill, of the Browuville shooting case, has
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Wholesale Agents, Porthad his bonds reduced from $4090 to $1500.
land.
Dit. 8. D, HOWE, Sole Proprietor,
The spring term of the Foxcroft
Academy
161 Chambers 8t., New York.
opens in a manner highly satisfactory to all
concerned. The number of pupils is very
raar7snWS&M3m& weowl l

*

the income to be jpplied to the purchase of
books. Franeis B. Batch of Boston, formerly
clerk to the Senate Committee of Foreign Re
lotions when Mr. Sumner was chairman of
that committee, is designated as solo
executor
of the will. Mr. Sumner’s estate is valued at

EUREKA

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

During the past year the Hibernian Mutual
Benevolent Association of Bangor have expended over $800 for relief, and their invested
fund now amounts to not less than $2,300.
The public temperance meeting called in
Bangor for Tuesday forenoon next, has been
postponed to Wednesday, on which day it will

_

colors.

THE

CLEARED.
Steamship Seauainavian, (Br) Smith, Liverpool
*
& A Allan.
Barque Daring, McDonald, Sagua—Phinney, Jack-

—

A

KENNEBEC COUNTV.

L.1JMCOLN

NOTICES.
H

sauity.

by the horse suddenly turuiug a
adopt the old motto, “Speak
corner, aud Mrs. Bailey of Dexter was very
good of the dead,” let us at the
severely injured. At first when taken up she
same time remember that we are not
was thought to be dead, but she is now
obliged
doing
well aud is considered out of danger. Mrs. W.
to speak ot them at all and there is no
possiP. Bailey was badly jarred but otherwise unble excuse for lying about them. The
presinjured.
ent is not a good time to inculcate loose noWASHINGTON COUNTY.
Senator Sumner’s Will.—Senator SumMiss Isabel Smith of Steuben,
tions about right atd wrong. It is not a ner’s will gives all his
and
recently ran
papers, manuscripts
time to say that Congressmen who take and letter books to Henry W. Longfellow, Francis down a deer and held it until her father came
up and killed it. If any sixteea-year old miss
give bribes and public men who have not | E. Balch and Edward L. Pierce as trustees, all can beat this feat we shall be glad to hear of it.
been patriotic in perilous times are honora- his bcXrks aud autographs to the library otHar
They have been catching tront and landlocked salmon in the
vard College, his brouzes to Hcury W. Longble men and worthy examples for the
open water just below the
young.
dam at Vanceboro the past week. Brook trout
fellow and Dr. S. G. Howe, the most of his picIt may not be k'.nd to say they were bad and
over eigliteeu
inches iu length have been
tures and engravings to the city of Boston for
caught.
corrupt but it is pernicious to the last degree
the Art Museum, and numerous bequests to
Lysander Hume died at Calais last Wednesto accord them virtues that
they never pos- daughters of particular friends. The residue day. His death resulted from a paralytic
sessed. The public speaker and the public
shock received several weeks ago, and from
of his estate is to be distributed in two equal
which he failed to recover.
journal owe something to the present gener- moieties; one moiety to his sister, Mrs. Julia
YOKE COUNTY.
ation. They must at least say that black is
Hastings of San Francisco, Cal., the other
At the quarry of Ira Andrews in Biddeford,
moiety to the President and fellows of Harvard,
black if they undertake to speak of moral ! in
trust for the beuefit of the college library,
Saturday, workmen split a large stone, one

nothing

SPECIAL

d3w*

A

FEW SMART men of good cliarm-ter and hab-its to sell nursery products. I o m, n of Integri-

t.v and temperate habits (ami none others need apply)
good salary, and expen «es, will be paid anti constant
employment given.
Apply at once in person at 8 Fluent Block, or bv
T
* letter to P. O. Drawer 1362, Portland, Me.
w3wlo

—

--

THE PRESS.
MONDAY MORNING, MARCH. 16. 1874.

CITY AND VICINITY.
TUG PRICftS
be obtained at the Periodical

Depots of FesMay
senden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Brunell & Co.,
Andrews, Wentworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros., on all traius that run out of
the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Wateivillc, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.
At Kennebunk, of C. E. Miller.
New

Advertisement* To-Day.

IMnnicipnl

Brief Jottiugs.
The Allan mail steamer Scandinavian, Capt.
Simitb, sailed Saturday night for Liverpool
with 31 cabin and 27 steerage passengers.
“*"There were six funerals in this city yester-

day.
Chapin’s lecture

opens at Stockbridge’s to-day.
The lilacs are budding.
One-eighth of the barque Mary E. Libby has
been purchased by Yeatou & Boyd for the sum
of 51,450
Mr. T. H. Walcott of the Faliyan House,
takes charge of the United States Hotel to-

day.
The Littleton (X. H.) Republic chronicles
the arrival, in advance of the railroad, of the
first representative of Portland trade—Mr. H.
W. Ripley, representing Smith, Morgan &
Butler. ‘‘It is undoubtedly true,” says the Republic; “that the wholesale dealers of Portland
are able to give our merchants
better bargains
than they now get in Boston, and they will not
be long in discovering the sact.”
There will be a special meeting of the Board
of Trade at 11 a. m., to-day.
The siuging as well as the, speaking is of the
at the weekly temperance meetings
holden at the Alien Mission Chapel. The public are earnestly and cordially inviied to be
present this evening.
The meetings will bs continued at the Con-

Tight kind

gress street M. E. church this week as usual.
The interest is as great as ever.
See advertisement of house for sale on Chestnut street.
did

a

good

work

Saturday, clearing off

the crossings.
let up in the cold yesterday, and

There was a
it was quite spring-like.

Custom House Whakf Lease.—The United
States lias leased of the Custom House Wharf
Corporation the dock in fronted the Custom
House to a depth of 100 feet, with covenants
that the dock shall always be kept open to the
harbor line, and that it may be used by the
lessee; also, a lot on the easterly side of the
wharf about 70 by 150 feet, which will be used
for the present for coal sheds and a barge office.
The leases are for three years with the right to
two renewals for three years each on the terms
stipulated in the present contracts, with the
right to purchase within the nine years, the first
mentioned dock lot and all the eastern side of
the wharf below the store of J. W. Perkins &
Co., being some 60 to 70 feet in width, by over
600 feet in length, or either parcel, at sums stated, or upon appraisement. Should Congress decide to purchase these lots, the government
will probably dredge the dock, keep it always
open and construct a suitable and convenient
landing for United States vessels, barges,
etc., visitiug this port, and will occupy the
wharf with warehouses and offices for the accommodation of the Lighthouse service, the
Coast Survey service, the Fortification service,
the River and Harbor service, and in part for
the storage of goods in bond.
The purpose it is presumed is to secure stations and conveniences for all the government
offices at this port, and for the storage of all
supplies and outfits pertaining to them in the
same neighborhood, thus promoting the accommodation of the officers and facilitating their
work, and ultimately effecting a saving to the
purchaser by terminating the payment of rents
in different places, and by the earnings of the
warehouses.
81. Patrick’s

Way.

To-morrow is St. Patrick’s Day, and the following is the programme settled upon by the
Irish societies iu the city:
The line must be formed and ready to move
at 10 a. m. The line will form in front of Irish
American Relief Association Hall on Middle
street, right resting on Plumb street, with the

following assignments:
Platoon of Police.
Chandler’s Band.
Marshal and Aids.
Montgomery Guards.
Sheridan Cadets.
Irish American Relief Association.
Portland Band.
Wolf Tone Association.
The line thus formed will move through the
following streets, viz: Down Middle to India,
down India to Fore, over Fore t o Waterville.
Monument to
up Waterville to Monument, up
St. Lawrence, over St. Lawrence to Congress,
where
the Drocesto
Hall,
City
down Congress
sion will bit reviewed by His Honor,the Mayor,
thence up Congress to State, State to Danforth
to School, and countermarch and pass in review before the Marshal and Aids, dowu Danforth to Park, Park to York, York to Centre,
Centre to Congress, through the Square to Federal street to Advertiser Office, where a serenade will be given it, theuce to Exchange street
to Argus and Press Offices, where a serenade
will he also tendered them, thence down Exchange to Middle, up Middle to Irish American
Relief Association Hall, where the procession
Per order,
will be dismissed.
Chief Marshal.

Accident.—Saturday afternoon, about half,
past six o’clock, a staging loaded with ice at
the ice house of ilessr3. Leavitt & Burnham, at
Cape Elizabeth, gave way and precipitated six
men a distance of twenty-five feet.
George
Lord had his head badly eut and leg injured
quite severely, but last night he was quite easy
and it is thought he will be about in a few
The other five were not seriously inweeks
and are able to work. It was
escape from death for them all.

jured
row

a

very

nar-

Important Referee Case.—An important
has been on hearing for several days in the
Library room of the City Building before H. J.
Swasey of Standish, referee It is a hill in
equity by J. E. Leighton el al., of Gray, vs.

case

D. O. Martin et. al., of Auburn, to settle partnership account involving a business of over

fifty

thousand dollars.
Winters for plaintiffs; Morrill &

WTing

for

defendants.
D. S, D.—Dou’l forget the D. S. D’s.
They
give their last entertainment for the season this
evening, rich in sly humor, side splitting

laughter jollity and mirth.

It is not saying
too much that those are the best amateur entertainments of their kiud ever holden in Port
land. Let us give our young friends all the encouragement in our power, and make this the
most successful, of all their entertainments.
John Murray.—This evening John Murray
Hall in the role of “Philip
appears at Music
Nolan” in tlie dramatization of Rev. E. E.
Hale’s well-known story of “The Man Without
a Country.”
Mr. Murray is a finished artist,
and his personation cannot fail to he pleasing.
He is
a
strong company, and the

supported by

play is put
Severe

on

the boards in

good shape.

Accident.—Benjamin

F.

1866 the

Libby,

builder, on Fore street, met with a severe
accidcut Friday night, He was runuiug a planing machine and was brushing the shavings
away when the plane came in contact with his
Dr. Gordon was
hand, tearing it severely
called and amputated it just below the thumb.
He is now doing well.

that the second coming
personal coming; that Christ will appear
in the flesh as before, and that of necessity the
He
coming must be restricted to one place.
deprecated the prevalent idea that the second
He took the

ered to-morrow evening.
'The Havdn Association.
At the rehearsal of the Haydn Asseciation
a few weeks since, the President,
Mr. Coyle,
announced to the Society a plan, at onoe original and practical, by means of which its im-

portant work may be successfully carried |on,
the coming year, in spice of some pecuniary difficulties. He proposes, as we understand, that, instead of giving performances in
City Hall, at large expense for rent, orchestra
aud soloists, with uncertainty as to profit or
rather with certainty of loss—the Haydn Association give concerts in Congress Hall without
assistance from other musicians; and in order

during

tc secure

Portland Fraternity.—At the last meet-

ing of the Portland Fraternity it was voted to
give a scries of first-class concerts and lectures
in City Hall next winter, and the following
Lewis Pierce, Wm. L.
committee appointed:
Bradley, M. N. Rich, Wm. Allen, Jr.. Benj.
Frank Noyes
Kingsbury, Jr., L. G. Jordan,
Rev. C. W. Buck.

Ihe year

Personal.—Rev. Dr. Robins, President of
at the Preble.
Dr. A. Garcclou of Lewiston is at the Fal-

subject unconscious influences,and deprecating
those iuflneuces for ill which so many thoughtlessly exert by example upon those with whom

juouth.

they

are

brought into contact.

to the

sublime compositions
Handel, Haydn and others. These works to
be fully enjoyed, need to be heard repeatedly;
each hearing bringing into recognition fresh
most

of

beauties. Constant attendance at the rehearsals is the best preparation for enjoyment of
the final concert performance.
Thus tha present plan offers great and mutual advantages to
the public and the Haydns.
We are confident
that our citizens will be prompt to recognizejthe
claim of the Haydns to most generous and cordial support, thus ensuring the financial success, upon which their musical triumphs must,
to a great extent, depend.
Our city owes a

large debt of gratitude for the prestige given it
by such a performance as that of Mr. J. K.
Paine’s “St. Peter,” which received the sincere
and unqualified praise of critics from all parts
of the country, and elicited from the composer
himself the gratifying remark that the Haydn
Association surpassed, in beauty of tous and
precision and expression in siuging. any chorus
that he bad heard in America or Europe. Choral societies, far less accomplished than the
Haydns, are the boast of other cities, and receive liberal means of support. The reputation
of Portland for appreciation of art, as well as
for^clear perceptions of its own interests, moral
and educational, will, we are sure, be fully sustained ill the present case; and the Haydns
will be ‘assured of the interest aud pride taken
in them by their fellow citizens.
Season tickets for the rehearsals and concerts
of the year 1874-5 may be had of any of the
members of the Association.
A

Romantic

Affair.—According to the
Advertiser a marriage, the result of a romantic
acquaintance, took place in this city last week.
The circumstances are these:
W. A. Van Arle, a New York gentleman,
went into the volunteer service at the opening
of the war of the rebellion, and lost a leg in
one of the battles.
While in hospital he be-

acquainted with Miss Mabel Vernon, a
beautiful and well educated girl who had gone
into the hospital service. The two became attached, but the lady was called away before
Van Arle was able to leave the hospital.
He
lost all trace of her. About a month ago while
standing on the steps of the Falmouth he saw
her pass. On inquiry he found that the lady
came

was living with her sister, who had married a
citizen of Portland. The seqnel is to be found
in the marriage column of Thursday.
The
story is well told,but it detracts somewhat from
its interest when we learn that the high contracting parties were dolls, and that the romantic circumstances exist only in the fertile brains
of certain little Misses who, without donbt,will
some day make their mark in imaginative litIt i3 intimated that the true circumerature.
stances came to light through the efforts made
by the City Clerk to secure a fee for recording

the intention of marriage.
Decision at Law.—The following is the defull court in a Cumberland
cision of the

county

case:

Daniel F. Emery vs.
“defendant defaulted.’’

FrankO. L.

Hobson;

Rescript—The

action for money paid and expended is maintainable when there has been
of
payment
money by the plaintiff to a’ third
party at the request of the defendant whether
expressed or im; lied to repay the amount, and
It is immaterial whether the defendant is relieved from a liability by the payment or net.
When the making and indorsement of a note
are at one time and part of one and the
same
transaciton, the loan of money to the maker for
which the note is given, is a good and valid
consideration for the signature of all the parties thereto.
When an endorser waives demand and notice
in writing, it is not necessary to make a demand on the maker or give him notice of
non-payment.—Appleton. C. J.
Police Notes.—A soldier from Fort Preble,
Broade, assaulted an old man
named McLaughlin, on the corner of Fore and
Cross streets yesterday afternoon.
Officers
Horr and York arrested Broade, and were taking him to the station when a young man
named Feeban interfered and attempted to res.
cue the prisoner, but officer Horr knocked him
He afterwards attempted to arrest
down.
Feehan and the man took to his heels and the
officer after him. He soon succeeded in catching him, and with the aid of officer Gribben he
named Walter A.

was locked up.
Officer Rich deserves praise
for the way iu which he dispersed the crowd
that attempted to follow the officers to the sta-

derstood.—Evening Telegraph, Philadelphia.

The above work may be procured of George
232 Arch street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lord,

All my Black Silks, Mohairs, Brilliantines
and Alpacas, will be sold at prices that defy
P. M. Frost.
competition.
mhlleod3t
122 Middle stre3t.
Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for tbe ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.
Harper’s

publication is
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The Reed Murder Trial.

Bangor, March 14.—The first witness in the
Reed murder trial to-day was Margaret Fisk,
who testified to Reed coming to the house
where she lived to get a bunch of shingles to
carry to Parson’s between four and five o’clock
the murder was
on the afternoon of the day
committed, Fillian Fiak, daughter of the last
witness, corroborated her testimony and stated
that she saw the prisoner before and after he
got to the bars with the shingles on his back.
Thinks she saw him pass the bars and is sure
did cot see him fall. In tho former trial
the defence claimed that Reed’s baud, which
was hurt that night, was bruised by his falling
over these bars with *lie shingles ou his shouldMrs. Ira Parsons testified that Reed
er.
brought the shingles to her bonse and put them
down with both hands near the door, between
5 and 6 p. m; knew nothing of his hand being
hurt. Park Parsons, husband of last witness,
corroborated her testimony. John R Boynton,
sue

a

boy, testified that after school that day he

Ray’s

went

up to

stove

whittling.

house and saw Reed near the
Eva Emma Ray, daughter of
the murdered man. testified that on the day of
the murder her father came home at sunset,and
after eating supper went out after the cow,
which she and her brother failed to find. NevWilber
ersawher father alive after that.
Theodore Ray, son of the murdered man, corroberated his sister’s testimony. Mrs. Augusta
Fisk testified that as she was going home
through the w.iods at twilight that evening,
when about thirty rods from the island where
Ray’s body was found, she heard a smothered
shriek. Mrs. Martha Jane Sevennce, the widof the murdered man, who has since marthe stand and testified that Ray
came home to supper about 5 p. m. Tuesday,
Sept. 20,1870, and soon after went out to look
ow

ried, next took

for the missing cow,

About an hour and a half
two hours after, the children being abed and
asleep, she went out to see if her husband was

or

saw Reed
standing about
three feet from her door, his coat and hat gone
ana Ins sleeves rolled up.
He had a rope iu
his hand, He said to her, I have done a horrible deed. 1 met John and got into a quarrel
with him and 1 have killed him. Told witness
not to tell of it or he would place the body so
it would appear that she cointni tted the murdur. Witness then went into the bouse and
Reed left towards the river. Witness next saw
Reed the next Sunday night at the ferry when

coming, when she

going to church. He said something to one of
his sisters about Ray but don’t know what it
was.
Witness was at home Monday and Monday night, and Tuesday moved down to a
house she formerly lived In. Wednesday went
back to the old place for some hens.
Ray’s
body was found the next day, After some unimportant details, witness said she next saw
Reed in December 1870, at Wm. Boynton’s, and
asked about her husband and why he killed
him. Reed said he was driving Ray’s cow out
of his field down the bill, and on the flat he
met Ray.
He got mad and they got into a
fight, and he struck Ray with a club and killed

light and was crazy and
didu’t kuow what be was about.
Should not
have killed Ray if he (Ray) hadn’t struck him.
Said he hurt his hand in the fight.
Said Ray
hallowed. Then some one came into the room,
and witness and Reed did not converse further.
Reed said he did not want witness to tell about
it. Said it would be as bad for her as for him
if she did. Said he burned his hat on the island under a stump. Didn't tell witness where
him.

Had

a smart

he buried Ray’s body.
Wituess was subjected
to a searching cross examination bv Mr. M c'
Orillia, counsel for the defence, but she did not
vary from her testimony in the direct examination.
In the two former trials this witness has denied on oath all knowledge of how the murder
was committed or who committed it, and her

testimony to-day

created

a

sensation.

Larceny—Coart.
Rockland,March 14.—The hardware store of
J. P. Wise & Son was broken into last night
and about $30 worth of goods stolen.;
The grand jury finished its session yesterday

Among the

indictments

found

are

three

for

breaking and entering, ono for larceny, and
several in liquor eases, only two of the latter
against persons in this city.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Independent Grangers.
Boston, March 15.—The Executive Commitof the National Council of Independent
Grangers appointed at the Springfield Conventee

tion on the 6th instant were in session at the
Tremont House yesterday, perfecting the secret work of the order. Suhoidinate Counsels
will be established the coming week iu New
York and Massachusetts and probably in sev-.
eral other States.
Fire.
The wooden building, corner Kingston and
Bedford streets, known as Garcelon’s stable,
occupied for storage by Jordan, Marsh & Co
and other purposes, burned last night. Loss
aboat $7,000.
The Churches.
The weather to-day is pleasant and the
churches generally fully attended. The death
of Senator Sumner was alluded to in all of the
Boston pulpits am in several of them it was
The telegraph
the chief subject dwelt upon.
reports similar action on the part of the clergy
New
Englai.d.
throughout
Letter from Br. Sumner.

Springfield, March 15.—The Springfield
of to morrow morning will print, a
letter from Mr. Sumner to a personal friend in
this city, dated March 20,1873, in which, after
alluding to his sickness, which he says “goes
back in its origin to injuries of seventeen years
ago,” lie speaks as follows of his battle flag

Republican

bill: “It seems to me unjust and hard to
understand that my bill can be called hostile to
the soldier or the President When it was introduced by me May 8th, 1862, and then again
on February 27tli, 1865, aud wheu it lias been
commended by Gen. Scott, Gen. Robertson,
and Gen. Thomas, all good and true soldiers.
If persons would only consider candidly my
original convictions on this question they
would see how natural and inevitable has been
my conduct. As if in such a matter I could
have ‘hostility’ or ‘spite’ to anybody. I am a
public servaut and never was I moved by a
poorer sense of duty than this bill, all of which
will be seen at last.
Meanwhile men will
flounder iu conception and misrepresentation
to be regretted in the day of light.
Sincerely yours,

Charles Somneb.”

tion.
Accident cn the Central Pacific.
Central Wharf Steam Towboat ComSan Francisco, March 14.
A dispatch
pany.—This company, chartered by an act of
from Slko gives the particulars of the accithe last Legislature, with a capital of $50,000,
deut this morning on the Central Pacific Bailorganized Saturday wijh the cho ice of David road, ten miles west cf Toanto.
The westward bound train was one hour beTorrev, J. T. Winslow, Jonathan Fogg, H. B.
hind time but was running at the usual rate of
Cleaves, W. H. Scott, N. K. Sawyer, and C.
speed when a rail broke, precipitating the rear
A. Vickery, directors; David Torrey. president; coach and the emigrant car down an embankment a distance of 30 feet.
i
treasurer
and
The coach, which
Charles Sawyer,
general agent.
: was filled with passengers, turned completely
Woodford’s Corner.—The last lecture of over, but the emigrant car was not overturned,
i
The following is the list of injured: Janies
the “Oak Lodge course” will be given to-morDick of Colorado
Springs, slightly; Benjamin
of
the
row evening
by E. H. Elwell, Esq.,
Cawson of Providence, B, I., cut in the forePortland Transcript. Subject—“The Poetry and
head, not dangerously; Mrs. W. M. Boe of
Humor of Dialect.” Cars leave the city at 7 Dundo, Canada, seriously injured,—her condition is regarded as critical. Several other
o’clock and return at the close of the lecture.
sustained slighl injuries, but the wouned, with the exception of Mrs. Boe, will be
able
to proceed to their destination.
Fisk & Co., 223 Middle street, have just put
in an extensive stock of clothing and furnishing
Great Freshet in Nevada.
goods in the latest Spring styles, which they
San Francisco, March 13.—A despatch from
are selling at prices as low as the lowest,
Palisades states that there was a great freshet
Those in want of anything in their line are yesterday east of Battle Mountain, Nevada,
and about a mile and a half of the Pacific Bailearnestly requested to call.
road had sunk, besides some forty-five yards
Allen
being washed away. Portions of the road and
were washed away east of Gola large
stock of woolens for gentlemen’s wear, a culvert also
conda. Trains have been held until wrecking
which they are
prepared to make up into the trains have repaired the track. There is a heavy
ateat Spring
styles. These goods are offered at thaw in the mountains, causing the flood which
prices to suit, and the firm
has washed away culverts and covered the
solicit a continuto two feet with water.
ance o tie
patronage with which they have tracks from one
been favored
The dead and mangled body of Neil McLeod,
Colby’s book slora will he
a Nova Scotian, aged 34, was found lying on the
closed fiom March
20 until some time iu May.
railroad track in Woburu, Mass., Friday, aud a
It will then be recoroner’s jury reudered a verdict of suicide. A
opened with a new stock. There is a fine op
letter found on the deceased indicated that desportunity this week to buy books cheap.
love was the cause.
—
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^How

Colby University, is

as

ly surpassed—the
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XREE STREET BAPTIST.

as

well

position

of associate
member of the Haydn Association, and are
placed at the very moderate price of $5 each.
We cannot too often or too emphatically repeat our conviction that the Haydn Association
is doing a very great work for the education,
as well as the refined
pleasure of the public.
It preseuts—with every advan age of careful
stmly under the leadership of a most admirable
musician, whose appreciation and understanding of the works of the great, masters are hard-

been

Rev. Mr. Aldenof Portsmouth preached in
the morning from Acts v—IS, taking as his

certain sum, sufficient to meet tbs

will entitle the holder to admittance to all the
rehearsals and concerts which take place during

°f ^

be such whfle
a
be forced to
they may
Stl*"*1
able grief the bitter
lamentation,
sharper than a serpent s tooth is it to have a
or
thankless child,
you to mourn in unmitigated sorrow over a broken-hearted parent’s
dead body.
As you would have peace here or kuow happiness hereafter, ever cherish towards those
who have poured out such treasures of heartlove on you, anil spent all the euergies of a
whole life for your good; who have thrown over
you the the shield of godlv counsel, and hedged
you all around witli prayer and benedictions
ever cberisli
towards them the profoundest
love, the most religious veneration and respect.

a

yearly expenses, that the audience be made up
wholly of holders of season tickets.These tickets

commanGdmentdtoThe dStiWlf1***
C',
aT“g
never

waut

Catechism High Presure Steam Emgine.
—This work is intended as a.bandbook for engineers, and it gives in a compact shape exactly
the kind of information with regard to the principles of the steam engine and steam boiler,
with practical hints with regard to their modelling, construction, and management, that engineers need.
The book is an excellent one, and
has the decided merit of making each point so
that
it
is impossible it should be misunclear,

ground

advent will be coincident with the destruction
of the world. The time is not fixed, being dependent upon the condition of the world to receive another dispensation,but the lecturer contended that it could not be far distant, as all
signs pointed to the fullfilling of the prophecy.
The next lecturs in the course will be deliv-

inanhood|“8

ever

Silk if you

was a

It is further worthy of note as marking the
honor due to father and mother alike
that while in the first promulgation of this law
precedence is given to the lather by naming
him first, in the reiteration of it on other occasions the order is reversed, and she who was
second there stands first here.
What is the foundation of this principle of
filial piety as embracing all those particulars
included iu that comprehensive word, to honor? It lies iu this, because your parents are
the very symbol or image of God Himself to
you their children. They are the representative Image of His creative power, in that to
them, after God, you owe your very being.
They are tc you the image of God’s providence
and beueficence, for to them you owe nurture
and protection, support and guidance To these
ends they spend days of patient toil and nights
of anxious thought.
How easy the transition of a reverent, respectful child towards an earthly parent to a reverent man toward the greater father in heaven of
whom the earthly parent is only the image and
type. This veneration and respect for father
and mother, beginning in the affectionate heart
of the child, fiuds expression in outward acts.
There will be no exhibition of temper at paren
tal reproof—no manifestation of contempt at
the discovery of parent’s weaknesses—no bitter
words at bis faults—no exposing to public view
even a parents vices. God has placed in the
human breast an instinct of veneratiou fora
parent, and it should be our highest care to
cherish and not to destroy it. “My father said
is the final argument of a little child.
so
In the family we find the type of all government, civil and ecclesiastical. The child in
whom has been cultivated proper feelings towards his earthly father as one in whom are
united the ideas of authority and protection
and friendly care, will learn more easily to cherish sentiments of holy fear, veneration and love
towards God the Great Father aud Protector
and Friend of all. Thus will he rise from the
second table of the law to the first. He will
learn almost naturally to venerate that reverend name; never to utter it with irreverence, or
offer any affront to His governing authority or
undue fami.iarity. The reverent, dutiful, loving child is very near the kingdom of heaven,
The transition is easy and natural. The transfer of the affections from an earthly to a heavenly parent, of loyalty from an earthly ruler to
a lieaveuly, is less difficult.
It is easy to mark the steps of this gradual
progress from filial duty up to the higher level
of the first table, of piety to God, iu a child
who is religiously brought up. Every duty of
life, however humble, is converted into an act
of piety to God by performing it promptly and
faithfully because be has commanded it.
A child’s affection to a loviug parent is a natural feeling. Sometimes, however, the temptation to parental disobedience is stronger than
natural affection, and may break through that
strong barrier.
But when the command of God comes iu, as
explained by the apostle—“children obey your
parents in the Lord, for this is right”—and the
fear and the shame to offend Him iuterpose
the weight of his authority and the dread of incurring his displeasure and thus overpower the
influence of strong temptation and of corrupt
nature and prompt to filial obedience, the act
then rises into a higher sphere and becomes in
the highest sense an act of Christian obedience.
The word “honor”, as used iu the fifth commandment, inclades the duty of maintenance
and tender care in age and decay. This is evident from St. Paul’s counsel to Timothy (1.
Tim. v, 4): “If any widow have children * * *
let them learn first to show piety at home, and
to requite the parents, for that is good and acceptable before God.” The bindiug obligation
of this duty was clearly taught by our Divine
Lord.
But the spirit of this command goes beyond
the mere giving of pecuniary aid to parents.
It includes all those kind and delicate attentions which the truly filial heart will prompt,
and which are so graceful in the young towards
the aged and infirm—cheering them with your
presence aud conversation; or if absent, frequent and cheerful correspondence; patient
aud forbearing indulgence to their infirmities;
gentle care and tenderness in sickness and pain
aud in prayers to the Great Father iu Heaven
that He would shower down his richest blessings on their heads,thus smoothing aud lighting
up their way down into the Dark Valley.
The blessing attached to this command to filial piety as a motive to its observance, is supplemented in other parts of Holy Scripture by a
“Cursed be he
heavy penalty to its breach.
that selteth light by his father or mother; and
the people shall say amen.”
Deut. xxvii, 10.
In the Jewish code, obstinate rebellion against
parental authority was punished (like Idas
phemy against God) with death. St. Paul
“the affinity between the
seems to recognize
two vices by the arrangement of the offenders—
‘blasphemers, disobedient to parents.’ Though
the severity of the puuishment, and the necessity of the united testimony of both father and
mother, to the conviction of the offender,
seems to have prevented the commission of the
crime, or the proof of the guilt, (for I do not
recollect of a single instance in the whole sacred history, where the law was executed).
Yet the wise man has given us the fate of
parental uisooemence anu uisrespect, as brought
about by tbe divine interposition, where the
penalty has not been inflicted by the judgment
of a'human tribunal. “The eye that inocketh
at his father, aud despiseth to obey bis mother;
the ravens of tbe valley shall pick it out, aud
the young eagles shall eat it” Prov. xxx. 17.
The tragical deatli of the sons of Eli the
High Priest is a terrible example of the infliction of tbe penalty of this law by the Uirect
interference of Him who ordained it. and verifies the words of tbe wise man.
The miserable fate of Absalom is another
example. The accursed memory of tile wouldbe parricide is still perpetuated. That lofty,
cone-sliapeu monument, tbe pillar of Absalom,
still stands on one of the slopes of Mount
Olives. Against it tbe J»ws still throw stones
whenever they pass it. “How awful and last
ing a monument to the eyes of men is tlie
grave of this undutiful son” which has been
mnrkeu by a custom that has probably been
continued through tbe centuries all along since
his burial there.
There ire also many beautiful instances of
fi I ial honor recorded on tbe sacred page. Solomon rose up from bis throne to receive.his
unto
her
mother, and bowed himself
her
with
honor
and
highest
placed
What
a
noble
exat liis right band.
ample to all the sous among the twelve nations
of his kingdom w as this reverence of the King
in tbe sou to tbe subject iu the mother.
Nor has classical literature failed to immortalize its pages with honored names in instance
of filial piety, and glorious art too with her immortal pencil has perpetuated the memory of
that noble woman in whom filial duty took the
place of parental love; nourishing from her
own breasts her aged father, condemned to die
ia prison by famine.
There is an added beauty to all the effects of
art in this grand
picture, in the tradition that
tins same old
man, so lovingly cared for by his
had himself been a voluntary pris“Jj1*r. fatber
in tbe da.Y« of liis young

never
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Death by Consumption will become less and
less freauent as it becomes more and more
widely known that Hale’s Honey of Horehound
and Tar is an infallible cure for coughs and
eolds.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
mchl6eod-wlt

ing.
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Call for the Eureka
the best.
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earth.”
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burned, and the

The Rev. Johu S. Davenport of Boston, delivered the first of three lectures on the second
coming of Christ, at Congress Hall last even-

the position of
woman
among the Israelites. The Hebrew
matron was (at least according to the principle
of the Mosaic law) an honored woman.
She was looked upon as oue whom God might
have chosen as the future mother of their Messiah; and thus the legal obligation,under which
the Hebrew rested, to honor his mother as well
as his father, was one, and not the least, of
those many distinguishing |>oints which marked him out as a member of a “chosen generation a peculiar people among the nations of the

■

was

faltering or complaint.
During his pastorate Dr. Shailer has not been
kept from his pnlpit by sickness a siugle day.

was

PUSlyoJr°toSttTn,dnlb^bfr‘a',
parents
t'bev

house

Bnt these have
of the members destroyed.
been rebuilt, and the church is gradually discharging the debt incurred on the new house of
The Sabbath School is one of the
worship.
rfest in the State, the church is strong in numbers, united in effort, active in labor and earnhas among its
est iu prayer, aud the society
members men of enterprise and activity, who
can bear burdens and face difficulties without

is the basis of all civil government. It is of the
obligatious aud duties of children to parents
that I shall peak now. Filial duty here is expressed by the word “honor.” It is a term peculiarly significant and comprehensive, embracing under many particulars the whole
range of that duty, as reverence or respect,
love, attention to parental instructijn. obedience, aud parental maintenance.
Easy as it was for the people of that age in
which this precept was given to render honor
to the father, the other part of the precept
claiming equal honor for the mother was hardly possible among any other of the Oriental nations except the Jews.
However natural it was for a son to love his
mother, yet it was hardly possible for him to
cherish honor aud respect for one whom lie saw
degraded to the condition of a slave to her husband—“the instrument of his pleasure, the tool
of his will the victim of his passions—rarely
the bosom friend, the soothiug companion, tho

those nations to whom HU
la law lias
tuihiislie
ml,.

meeting

dwelling houses and places of business of many

eVe"

Btair

anu

aud inferiors, giving, as usual, an inof it in the duties of children to parents.
Various are the relations existing among
men,
of which some are natural ar,d others conven-

equals

stance

gentle counsellor,”
How widely different

years have I been with thee.”

the committee of six who bore to him the invitation to assume the pastorate, but two are living, and one of these is a resident of another
place. Comparatively few of the members of
the church at that time arc alive. In the fire of

filial duty is related as the
example of all
other correlative duties, because parental authority is the first recognized in the world, and

ted.

The Street Commissioner

thy God giveth thee.
at the head of the
This commandment stands
second table, and the honorable place assigned
intended to point out the
to it was doubtless
the duties it enforces.
of
importance
the commandment is inIn its broadest sense
tended to regulate the reciprocal duties of all
classes in their several relaiiaus, as superiors,

piness.

Saturday.—Miclmrl Collins ami Thomas H. Costello. Breaking and entering the Bchoouer Annie
Leeland, and committing larceny therein. Ordered
to recognize in the sum of $300 each for their appearance at May term of Superior Court. Commit-

nntCBLLANCOUR NOTICKK.

CHURCH.

He spoke in feeling terms of his relations
with the church during twenty of the best
years of his manhood, and reviewed the experiences, both sweet and sad, of that time. He
gave no statistics of the membership, thinking
them of little use in this connection, but indulged in some personal reminiscences. Of

intimate connection with social order and hap-

Conn.

The sale of reserved seats for

twenty

The duties resulting from these various relations are all included in this
comprehensive
precept, lu other parts of the sacred record
are
drawn out more at large, and dwelt
they
upon in minute detail, and this because of their

JUDGE MORRIS.

BAPTIST

Yesterday was the twentieth anniversary of
Rev. Dr. Shailer’s settlement over the churcb,
and he preached from Genesis xxxi, 38, “This

PAUL’S CHURCH.
Kev. Dr. Pise preached a sermon yesterday
Exodus XX,
ou “Filial Duty” taking as a text
that thy
12: Honor thy father and thy mother,
which the Lord
days may be long in the land
ST.

tional.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Nitrogenous Phosphate—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Co.
Administrator’s Sale—J. S. Bailey
SPECIAL NOTICES.
1. O. O. F.—Mutual Relief Association.
Si ate of Maine Geo. G. Strey.
Ice—Parties having.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New Spring Goods-Allen & Co.
jrjre—c. I>. B. Fisk & Co.
For Sale—II. T. Libby.
Lord—Furait re.
Fainis for Sale—Joseph Hobson.
Any Man with $2000—J. Elton.
For Sale—Geo. R. Davis.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Call for the Eureka Spool Silk.
( Catechism High Presnre Steam Engine.

BEFORE

FIRST

8IIA DAY SERVICES.

|

paring

Meeting
ARRIVAL of

in

Boston,

the remains in

BOSTON.

Address of Senator Anthony, &c.
The Remains iu Sew York.
New York. March 14—The remains of Senator Sumner were taken from the Fifth Avenue
Hotel this
morning to the Grand Central depot
at'42d street en route for Boston. The removal
created as little stir as characterized their entrance.
Shortly before nine o’clock the Washington
coiored police, who were in
charge ofjthe body
during the night, brought the box containing
the casket from the parlor in the southeast
wing of the building, down to the hall of the
hotel, which was occupied by none but the
guests stopping iu tbelhuilding.and who formed
a line
to the entrance door with uncovered
heads. Outside the hotel were collected a few
residents of the neighborhood. The remains
were borne to the hearse
by the Washington
Coiored men.
The different delegations and
committees then entered carriages and the processiou took its way to the depot.
The route taken was down 5th avenue to 42d
street aud the Grand Central depot. On the
way but littie if any attention was drawn to
the mournful cortege, as it passed
slowly
through the streets, few giving it more than a
casual glance. A few people baited as the procession passed along, standing uncovered as it
passed. Everything was very quiet. The flags
of the depof were half-masted, and the crowd
there opened to allow the mourners to
pass
through to the train.
Had an opportunity
been afforded, the body would have been escorted Jrom the house to tie depot by thousands.
Tribme to Sirnnlor Sumner.
New ark,, March 15.—In the congregation
of the Shiloh Presbyterian Church (colored),
worshiping in Republican Hail, after the Sun
day evening service to-day, took action on the
death of Charles Sumner
A catafolque draped in black velvet crowned with flowers and
word
“Sumner" in
on
the
front
the
having
gilt letters and a gilt cross at each side was
erected on the front of the platform, The
hymns, prayers and pslams were appropriate to
At the close ot the services
the occasion.
Rev. Henry H. Garnet, who presided, commenced an address iu which lie spoke of the
mournful occasion ou which they had assembled. He thin entered into a history of the caThis
reer of Charles Sumner from his youth.
graud statesman, he said, was remarkable for
He
stood up for liberty of
his moral courage.
speech. They were stormy times in which he
lived. You know what the faithful, the true,
Garrisou in the city of Boston
had to endure.
where the first blood of the revolutiou was
shed and that the blood of a negro, in the “cradle of liberty,” because lie declared liberty the
birthright of all men and slavery a wrong, was
dragged through the streets of that city with a
halter around bis neck, and only the strong
arms of a few young mca
saved him from being banged to the nearest tree. Sumner was
not a dull spectator of that scene.
The spirit
of liberty was roused in his whole soul. The
speaker then referred to the passage of the
fugitive slave [aw aud his embarkation for
Euglaud the day after and the indignation
that atrocious law excited in Great Britain.
Millard Fillmore, wheu President, hastened to
Fillmore now rests in liis
sign that law
Yet it was meet to quote the words of
grrve.
Sumner that “There are some Presidents of
the United States, whose names will be forgotten, Shut the name ot the President who
sigueu the fugitive slave hill was never forgotton.” The assault on Sumner in the Senate by
Preston Brooks was next described in burning
languagejandjthe speaker saidjdied after 17years
from tkt effects of that brutal attack, a martyr
The departed
to his love of justice and liberty.
statesman in his studious habits while young,
was held up as au example to the
young meu
of the congregation, and his opposition to the
San Domingo schemes was lauded as an act
worthy of his noble career. Sumner saw the
slaves emancipated and enfranchised and he
died poor like all great defenders of liberty,
while he might have rolled in wealth and enjoy
all the honors Massachusetts could give him.
He was the father of the civil rights bill and
the faltering will remember in the Senate that
his words when dying were that they should
see to it that it failed not
The resolutions recommend that the colored
citizens throughout the Uuited Staees raise
subscriptions for a mouumeut to Mr. Sumner’s
memory.

Rev. Mr. Gannett suggested that contributions would be banded in the next celebration
of the 15th amendment, for which pnrpose the
colored citizens should abstaiu from useless ex
pense in the way of drinking and dancing.
At Plymouth Church this evening Rev. Henry Ward Beecher delivered au eloquent oration
Charles Sumner,
on the life and character of
taking for his text the 26th verse of the 1st
“And
I
will restore thy
chapter of Isiah,
judges as at the first, and thy councillors as at
the beginning, afterwards thou shall be called
the city of righteousness,”
Boston, March 14.—Faneuil Hall has seldom
been the scene of a popular demonstration of
love and respect to departed worth exceeding
the one exhibited ut noon to-day. An hour and
the exercises commenced, ladies
a half before
were admitted to the balconies, which were immediately filled. Soon after the doors were
tliTOwu open to the public and the ball was
filled to its utmost capacity.
The hall was
elaborately hung with emblems of mourning,
and on the platform were Vice-President Wilson and a
large number of distinguished men.
Opposite the platform was a portrait of the late
Senator, with the date of birth and death on
each side.
Mayor Cobb presided. The Vice-Presidents
were Weudell Phillips, Robert C. Wiuthrop.K.
H. Dana, B. R. Curtis,
Sidney Bartlett,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison and others. The services
commenced by reading from the original manuscript, in Sumner’s hand-writing an extract
from his eulogy on President Lincoln, followed
by prayer by Rev. Dr. Lothrop.
Richard H. Dana then addressed the meeting
and offered a series .a resolutions, which were
adopted by the meeting.
Addresses appropriate to the solemntoccasion
made by J. B. Smith, A. H. Rice, exwere
Mayor Gaston, Ralph Waldo Emerson, N. P.
Banks and others.
Rev. E. E. Hale in his address read the following note written immediately preceding the
fifing on Fort Sumter:

Washington, 30 Dec., 1860.
My Dear Hale—I doubt whether auythtng

be done this winter for ancient history.
That of to-day will be too absorbing.
Meanwhile pray keep Massoahusetts noble and true,
head of the
column
at
the
where—
in character and intelligence, she belongs.
Nothing can be gained by subserviency or py
acute argument to find human freedom and its
safeguards unconstitutional. Not in vain have
I studied my duty here, and I know that nothing is more important than for our dear commonwealth to stand as she is precisely, nor
In the catastrophe which is
more, nor less.
emminenl I wish her to hold fast to the old
But I count upon her
her.
help
flag. Pray
Governor. God bless you. Ever your,
Charles Sumner.
•‘I count upon her Governor,” (Andrew) reand
Hale.
Mr.
(Applause
peated
good.)
Young men remember that, and remember
him. In these days when we want to bring
the republic back morally where he left her,
remember that that great man in the darkest
moment counted upon her Governor,
(Good
and applause.)
Vice President Wilson wrote a letter to the
meeting in which he says: “In bis death impattial libertyj has lost a devoted champion,
the country a true patriot, and pure statesman
and republican itstitutions
throughout the
world a sympathizing aud undoubting friend.
He hid lived to see the extirpation of slavery
and the triumph of the Union, but trials, disappointments and sickness came to him. and
noue but intimate friends knew
how bravely
lie bore them
While, however, he greatly
feared he might become incapicitated for labor and further usefulness, he had no dread of
death, Less than one year ago while sitting
alone with him in his loom, giving him that
advice, so easy to give and so hard to take, to
cease from labor and take the much needed
rest; he said to me with (great earnestness, ‘If
my works were completed and my civil rights
bill passed, no visitor could enter that door
that would be more welcome than death.’ The
failure to complete (that alloted task was his
regret in his last moments, and the civil rights
bill he commended to an honored colleague and
friend.” A letter highly cnlogistic of the departed Senator was also received from Charles
Francis Adams.
Arrival in Boston The Remains Transferred to the Authorities fin Rlasaacuuscan

etts.
j-ue remains

or

tne late

senator

oumner,

ac-

companied by the Congressional Committee

and the Massachusetts delegation, arrived here
to night at seven o’clock.
A large assemblage
of people, numbering 10,000, was about the decommittee
The
composed of tthe
ayor and Aldermen of the city, State Legislature, Board of Trade, receiveda the body at
detachment
the depot and were escorted by
of the first battalion of cavalry, State and city
police to the State House and deposited in Doric
Hall, which is draped in mourning. A detail
from the Shaw Guards, a colored battalion,
will do duty as guard of honor over the remains
while in Doric Hall. The body will lie in state
Sunday and till Monday afternoon, when it
will be removed to Kiug’s Chapel, where the
funeral services will take place.

St.

Anthony’s Remarks.
In delivering the remains of Seuator Sumner
to the authorities, Seuator Anthony in behalf
of the Congressional Committee, said:
May it please your Excelleucy:—We are
commanded by the Senate of the United States
to render back to you your illustrious dead.
Nearly a quarter of a century ago you dedicated to the public service a man who was even
theu greatly distinguished. He remained in|it
quickening its patriotism, informing itsj councils and leading its deliberations till having
survived in continuous service all his original
associates, he has closed his earthly career.
With reverent hands we briug to you his mortal part that it may be committed to the soil of
the State already renowned, that gave him
birth. Take it. ‘it is yours. The part which
we do not return
to you is not wholly yours to
receive, uor altogether ours to give. It belongs
to the country, to mankind, to freedom, to civilization, to humanity. We come to you with
emblems of mourning which faintly typify the
soirow that dwells in the breasts upon which
they lie. So much is due the informity of human nature.
But in view of reason aud phil
osophy is it not rather a matter of high exultation that a life so pure in its personal qualities,
so high in its public
aims, so fortunate in the
retuition of noble effort, has closed safely before age had maired its intellectual vigor, before time had dimmed the lustre of its genius.
May it please your Excellency:—Our mission
is completed. We commit to you the body of

Charles Sumner. His undying fame, tie muse
of history lias already taken in her keeping.
Governor Washburn responded in behalf of
the State Committee.
The State House Sunday,
Boston, March 15.—No event since the
death of President Lincoln has so affected the
people. A large throng of people were assembled about the State House during the entire
day. Fully 50,000 people passed through Doric
Hall to view the casket, decorations and floral
tributes, which were most elaborate and beautiful. The prominent embles were a broken
shaft, a six foot cross—the ground composed of
smilax ornamented with calla lillies, each one
containing a bunch of violets ond a crown from
Philadelphia'of great beauty and design The
body had so changed the committee decided that
it was not advisable hi have it seen, which was
a source of
disappointement to the vast concourse of visitors.

NEW YORK.
Thnrlovr Weed uu Fillmore.
New York, March 14.—Thurlow
Weed
writes a letter on Fillmore which begins, “The
curtain has fallen upon the last of the chief
representative actors in the political drama
which for nearly forty years secured the ascendency of the Whig and Republican parties
in western New York. He incloses a letter,
written iu 183H, by Mr. Fillmore to him, deprecating office hoiding.
The Woodhull-Clafllu Case.
The jury in the Woodhull and Claflin case,
have
been out siuce half-past twelve
who
o’clock last Dight, returned into court this
morning with a verdict of not guilty, which
was received with cheers.
The accused received the verdict with tears of joy.
Judge
Sunderland characterized the verdict as oue of
the most outrageous he had ever heard.
The
prisoners and their friends were cheered and
escorted by the crowd for several blocks.
Immediately alter Victoria Woodhull,Tennie
C. Claflin and Col. Blood were released this
morning they were re-arrested on a civil suit.
Mr. Brooks connsel of accused,haviug pledged
his word as surety for the safety of the recused,
they were permitted to go at large.
Cabap Severity.
Nkw York, March 15.—It is reported by
parties who arrived here by the Steamer City
of Merida, from Havana 7th inst., that the two
stowaways who endeavered to escape a draft by
hiding on a steamer bound to this city, and who
were taken back to Havana, were tried bv the
There
authorities and sentenced to be shot.
was much feeiiug on
the snbject among the
Caban sympathisers in Havana.

Bloody Tragedy.
A bloody tragedy was enacted in Brooklyn
this morning between oue and two o’clock. A
vatchman uamed Delaney, without any quarrel whatever, and while, it is stated, perfectly
sober, attacked bis wife with a hatchet and
The asbeat her head into a shapeless mass.
sassin then cut his own throat, almost severing
his head from the body,
His wife lingers on
the point of death without the slightest hopes
of recovery. A son teu years of age states that
there was no quarrel and the first he knew of it
was the blood from bis father’s wound spouting
over him.
Variaus Hatters.

Ex-Sheriff Brennan is so ill with congestion
of the brain that his recovery is deemed ex-

tremely improbable.

WASHINGTON,
I* rONjM-ctM of

an

Indian

War.

Washington, March 14.—Advices received
here from the froutier indicate a general Indian
war as extremely probable.
General Ord, commanding the department of
the Platte, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.,
lias forwarded to the army headquarters a Lirge
number ol petitions from settlers, detailing the
outrages committed and the threats made by
the Indians, and asking for protection.

A letter has also been received from GoverCampbell of Wyoming Territory, urging
that assistance be given to the settlers.and that
the forts of the Indian country be reinforced.
Hostile Indians have made their appearance
at Antelope Station, Nev., on the Union Pacific Railroad, and it is feared they may attack
the trains.
Treanrr Balance*.
The following are the Treasury balances today t—Currency, $3,002,629; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
noi

deposit, $51,970,000; coin, $36,240,743, including
eoiu certificates $40,627,800; outstanding legal
tenders,

$382,000,000.

Seizure of Book* and Paper*.
The Committee of Ways and Means will
probably amend the law of 1867 authorizing
the seizure of books and papers in such a way
that while more circumspection than now shall
be used in the process with less hardship to
suspected merchants, the ends of the government will be better secured.
Varian* Matter*.
Hon. Nathan Sargent,recently Commissioner
of Customs and an old-time correspondent,
died Sunday.
Col. John E. Michener has been restored to
his position in the dead letter office. His restoration is intended as an act of justicu to a
faithful officer unjustly accused of crime.
It having come to the notice of the Secretary
of the Interior that a hundred or more white
men are settling or preparing to settle upon the
Ute reservation ceded to those Indians by treaty. he has applied to the War Department for a
military force to keep such persons off the ter
The

ritory.
Judge Dent, brother of Mrs. Grant, is dangerously ill in this city, with little hopes of his
recovery.
Seuator Boutwell, who has been quite sick
for several days, is much better.

Fort; -Third

Congress—First

Session.

HOUSE.

Washington, Mar. 14.
The session was given up to debate.
•Mr. Kellogg of Connecticut concluded his
speech of Wednesday, on the legislative appropriation bill.
All the other speeches were made on the bill
regulating iuter-State commerce, by Messrs.
Pratt, Steward, Hazeltou of Wisconsin, Burrows and Eden.
A memorial signed by Peter Cooper, A. A.
Low and other prominent firms of New York,

presented, favoring legislation

was

the

success

to

ensure

of the Centenuial Celebration.

Adjourned.
THE TEMPERANCE TIDE.
la

Ohio.

Cleveland,

March 14.—The woman’s temperance movement in this city assumed a practical phase yesterday,
A large number of ladies assembled in the parlors of one of the principal churches, and after some time spent in
prayer and consultation some fifty started out
in pairs,proceeding to different sections of the
city, and canvassed for signatures to a general
pledge, meeting with fair success. An attack
upon the saloons will probably be made next
week. The crusade continues in most of the
neighboring towns, and meets with varying degrees of success, but there seems to be no abatement of zeal and determination on the part of
ladies in any quarter.
In Indiana.
Jeffersonville, March 14.—Fifty crusaders
were out this
aftornoon followed by a large
crowd, but their movements were attended with
less excitement than heretofore.
A number of
saloons were visited but no signatures obtlined.
It is thought the saloonists will apply for an
injunction on Monday to prevent the obstruction in the streets.
In Ohio.
Anti-temperance
Cincinnati, March 15.
meetings were held in Hamilton and'Zanesville last night.
Fifteen ministers in Cincinnati preached temperance sermons to-day.
In New Fork.
New York, March 15.—Temperance prayer
were
held
this afternoon in various
meetings
churches throughout the city, which in general
were not so well attended as at the beginning
of the movement. At the 17th Street Methodist Episcopal Church an address was made by
Rev. Wui. H. Boole, followed by prayer and
—

singing.

The Church of the Strangers was addressed
by Gen. A. McMullen, Mrs. Lawrence and
others.
In the Forsayth street Methodist Episcopal
Church were prayers and singing, acd an address on temperance from the pastor, Rev. Mrs
Barnhart.

Newspaper

Han in

chant in the Police Court for persisting in

re-

fusing to answer questions propounded to him
yesterday. The case before the court was one
in which Thomas Quinn and ex-Judge Hoeffer
were the plaintiffs and .Schonden, eugineer of
the water works, was defeudant. The charge
was a libel in causing a
publication effecting

McLean was asked
the plaintiff’s character.
who gave the information on which the publication was based and refused to answer.
METEOROLOGICAL,
TWKNTY-FOUB

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,

War

Mar. 15, 8.00 (P. V.) )
Pop New England

On Monday a falling barometer, increasing
cloudiuess, will prevail with northeast and

southeast winds aud slight rise in the temperature.

Display cautionary signals
April 1st.

will be

resumed

at Lake Stations

Senator

WO KKIGn
Firing into Cars,
New York, Marck 14.—An Havana letter
states that twenty-seven volunteers were killed
in the train which was taking 400 newly drafted men to Nuevitas, the Cubans firing into the
from Nuevitas.
cars about five miles
Large
numbers of Cubans continue to be arrested in
the interior towns.
Several Spaniards have been sent ta Washington with funds to influence legislation
against the Cuban cause.
The Spanish consuls at New York and New
Orleans have been given crosses of military
Cubans

merit.
The

Spanish

and

sons.

Lisohns

Inn authorities

Carlist Farces Face to
Face.

MADKiD.March 25.—Marshal Serrano,with an
army of £4,000 men and 90 pieces of artillery,
is now face to face with a Carlist force of 35,.000, while Gen. I.omu, with a column 8000
streng, is moving on the enemies rear.
A Bislisp Imprisoned.

London, March 15.—Advices from Rio .Janeiro reports that the Bishop of Pernambuco has
been sentenced to four years imprisonment for
continued resistance to the laws of the State.
General Attack on the Batch Positions.
Penang, March 14—via Loudon, March j5.—
The Acheuese are mustering all their forces lor
a general attack on the Dutch positiods.

will

consider on

Wednesday, charges of unprofessional conduct
made by Hr. Kenuealy.
The Highlanders returning from the Aghan-
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000 bush corn, 21,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye, 8,000
York early next week for repairs.
bush barley.
The steamer Gettysburg is loading at Key
Shipments -6,000 bbls flour, 75.000 bush wheat, 0.000
oils b corn, 10,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 22,006
West for Grcylown, to which place she will |
buflj barley.
take the United States Commission to examine
Cincinnati, March 14.—Fork 1* steady at 13 00.
the routes for the proposed inter-oceanic caual.
Lard steady; steam at 8$ @ 9c; kettle at 9 ® 9$.—
Prof. Mitchell and others are at Key West.
Bulk Meats steady; shoulders at 5$c; clear rib aide*
F. A. Eldied, a prominent bnsiness man of
at 8{c on sjK)t and buyer April; celar sides 8$c, all
Worcester, Mass., committed suicide Saturday loose; sales do at 8$c boxed. Bacon is steady; shoulders at 64c; clear rib sides at 8|c; clear tides at 9c.
night.
Whiskey iu lair demand and luwer at 92c.
The creditors of the Franklin Savings Bank
Milwaukee. March 14.—Flour is steady at 6 00 %
of Philadelphia have taken the institution out
6 50 for double extra Winter. Wheat is weak ; No 1
of bankruptcy.
Spring at 128; No2 at 1 23 on spot; seller April
1 23$; 1 27 seller May. Oats firm and in fair demand ;
Bismprck is improving.
No 2 Mixed fresh at 434c. Corn quiet and weak; No
The merchants of Evansville want more cur2 Mixed fresh at 60c on spot.
Rye strong; Not
rency and ask Congress to issue it freely.
fresh at 85c.
Barley dull and nominal at 1 70 tor No
3
do
1
Pork
at
14 75.
Hams in
No
52.
2
The schooner Ned Sumter of Rockland, arSpring;
pickle at 9$ @ 10$c. Dry salted meats—shoulders at
rived at Newport, R. L, Saturday, leaking 12IJ0
boxed middles 8 & 8$c. Lard—kettle at 9$c ;
loose;
5$c
strokes an hour.
sioam 9c.
The steamship Glasgow has been wrecked off
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 39,000 bush wheat. 0,000
bogs.
Tari.a, Spam, and fourteen persons drowned.
9,000 bbls flour. 52.000 bush wheat.
Shipments
The depot at Deun’son, Texas, with thirty
xoixno, March 14.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
freight cars and much lutnbet, were bur ued Wheat dull and lower; No2 White Wabash
165:
Saturday. loss $10,000.
No 1 While Michigan I CO; Amber Michigan 1 411
The ship Ailsa, at New Orleans, with cargo,
cash; 1 50 seller April; 1 54$seller May; 1 57do Jure;
No 1 Red 1 55: No 2 do 1 44$ cash; 1 46 seller April.
was damaged $100,000 by tire and water SaturCorn quiet; sales high Mixed May 69c; seller June
day.
694c; low Mixed 6G$c; no grade at 654c. Oats quiet.
A very destructive fire occurred at Panama
Clover Seeds sold at 5 60.
ou the
19th of February, being in the Grand
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat. 10,000
oats.
Hotel, and raging three hours, duriug which bush corn, 1,000 bush
Shipments-1.000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 12,property to the value of $300,000 to $1,000,000 0U>
bush corn. 10,000 bush oats.
was destroyed.
Detroit. March 14.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Eliphalet Williams, for many years a promi- Wheat dull and lower at 164 for extra; No 1 White
nent
citizeu of Northampton, Maes., died
1 64; Amber Michigan 1 45$.
Corn la steady at 71c.
Oats are in good demand ut 52c. Clover Seeds sold
Thursday of paralysis, aged 91 years.
at 5 50 <& 5 70.
The Count Du Schuieuhurg, who has been
Receipts— 0,000 bbls flonr, 5,000 bnsh wheat, 0.000
swindling several parties out of money in Chin
hush corn, 0,000 bnsh oats.
cago, turns out to be Dr. Scbcephe, who was
Shipments—1,000 bbls hour, 6,000 bush wheat, 0fpardoned lormurderin Pennsylvania four years 000 bush com, 0,000 bush oats.
ago.
Since the first of January, 1873, $40,000,000
have been added to the gold coiunge, making
The coinage for the
altogether $150,000,000.
next three months will be $3,000,000.
S.
The schooner James K. Polk, was burned at
Westport, Coun., Saturday, with a cargo. Loss
■ V BUQCEST, THE D. B. D.fo
tee

war

O.r’ -Jec^nt,

flrmfand

recYw,i« Vt’fnii
buyer”fa»f,r■

ENTERTAINMENTS.

~D.

D.

$10,000.

Adams’ Express Company’s safe at New
Haveu was robbed of $10,000 Saturday even"

ing.

Buckingham’s furniture factory

port, Conn.,

was

BridgeLoss $50,

at

burned Suoday.

000.
Afiairs are generally tranquil in South America.
The Maryland House of Representatives has
defeated the option bill.
The Missouri Senate Saturday refused to repeal the St. Louis solciai evil ordinance.
President Watson telegraphs from London
that the Erie loan has beeu wholly successful.
All the British troopsexcept the Highlanders
have left the Gold Coast for home. Genera’
Wolesiy embarked the 7th.

FINANCIAL AND COitlitlEItCIAL
Portland Wholraale Markets
Saturday, March 14.—The week closes with a
good bnsiness in the grocery line and an improved
trade among dry goods jobbers. In prices of commodities there are no changes to note. Low grade
Sours have slightly advanced, but on the family
grades there is no change; they are dull and sales
continue to be confined to small lots. Com is very
firm, and there is an upward tendency on oate. Sugars and molasses are very quiet. Co.foe Is hardly at
hrm though there Is no change In quotations.
Receipts by Rnilrwwde and Steaaabaate
Brand Trunk Railroad—S cars sundries, 1 do
1 do empty bbls. 1 do bark, 2 do flour, 26
do lumber, 21 do for St John, NB, 20 do for Liverpool. 3 do for Halifax, NS.
Steamer Chesapeake, from New York.—35
bales p per stock, 11 do wool, 87 rolls leather, 25 do
duck, 10 do carpets, 2300 dry hides, 450 hf chests tea,
200 bbls bone black, 175 do sugar, 30 saltpetre, 15 do
brimstone, 200 bags grass seed, 162 do coflee, 28 do
bone black, 400 bdTs paper, 19 do paper hangings, 63
bars iron, 100 boxes tobacco, 200 do window glass, 50
do saleratus, 30 do starch, 30 do cheese, 50 do raisins,
2 pianos, 1 horse, 100 pks sundries.

ship knees,

Foreign Exports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Scandinavian—6742 bush
wheat, 2080 do peas, 2246 bbls Hour, 7 do pork, 27,612
lbs potash, 78,000 do beef, 109,106 do bacon, 752,000 do
lard, 48,860 do cheese, 34,800 do leather, 49,280 do
iron, 39,000 do pork, 30,000 do tobacco, 3788 do grease,
600 do tongues, 1600 ft lumbei, 50 boxes lobsters anu
clams, 25 do potted sausages, 6 bbls crackers, 168 do
extract hemlock, 30 pkgs merchandise.
SAGUA. Bark Dariug—3170 shooks and heads,
25,888 ft lumber, 25,000 hoops, 61 empty casks.
B AIL Y

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Receipts

of

Floor.

GRAND TRUNK

Bbls.

Consianees.

J O Burbridge.100
E H

R.

Will give another of their pleasing entertainments at

.A.

G.

R.

HALL,

Evening, March

Monday

16th,

They will present the 3 plays,
“HIS LAST LEGS.”
THE BOUGH DIAMOND,
and MY TURN NEXT.
CHANDLER’*

ORCHESTRA.

Tickets 33 cent,. 3 tor gl; at Lowell’,, ScbumMter’,. G. A. Hannon’* and at the door.
Open at 7. commence at 8.
rablZdtt

RETURN !

Metropolitan Theatre.
E. MAURICE,
J. T. FANNING,

Music

Proprietor.

Business Manager.

Hall, March 16 & 17,

Positively last appearance of the favorite Comedian,
MR. JOHN MURRAY,
supported by the Star Dramatic Association of tha
Past.

Tw. New Play.; latr.dacina Hr. Bar.
ray ia great character*.
Price,, time, Ac.,

at the Box Office.
the day.
mhlld3t
H.

The

a, usual.
Reserved seats for sal.
For further particulars see bills ol

PRICE WEBER, Agent.

Second Advent!

The: lectures on the Second Advent
of Christ.

AT CONGRESS HALL.
Evenings of

On the

TUESDAY,

17th.
l»tn.

WEDNESDAY.
—

The Rev. John 8.
Seats free.

All

are

BY

—

Davenport,

of Boston.

Lectures to begin at

invited.

7* o'clock.

mel2*«t

City Hall, Thursday

Eve. Mar.

19.

The management has the honor to annoanee
Lecture by the Rev. E. H.

a

CHAPIN!
Admission 25 cents. A very feir choice seate at BO
cents. Tickets on sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store
on Monday, 16th.
Doors open at 7; Lectnre will
commence at 8.
mclldlw

R

Consianees.
A F Mattice

Bbls.
& Co.. .400

AUCTION SALES.

Phinney.100
Total..COO

Receipts
GRAND

ol

Grain,

W True & Co.

Boston Stock List*
(Sales at the Broker’s Board. March. 14.1
Boston dfr Maine Railroad. 1084
Eastern Railroad...
@ 71*
—

Auction.

Manufacturing Company.1827*
Androscoggin Mills.
128
Boston and Maine Railroad.. 109
Eastern Hailroad. ...72 @ 72*
York

York Manufacturing Company.1825
Eastern
72*
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s.

Railroad..@
1893.7Tl03*

New York Stock and Money Market.
New York, March 14-JWorwii«<7.—The Stock market opened steady with a fair amount of business doing, at about unchanged prices, as compared with
the closing quotations of last night.
The London markets come quoted as dull and unchanged, except for Eries, which are * (g) | higher.
Watson, the President, now in London, telegraphs
that the new loan is a success, but does not say that
the books have yet been closed or mention the extent

of subscriptions.
Money is still a drug and loans have been made

recently as low as 1 per cent, per annum. Gold is
steady at 111* @ 112. Sterling Exchange is dull and

easier at 484* (a 438.
Towards noon stocks were dull and generally a
shade lower, and there is an apparent indisposition
to speculate in the present unsettled condition of the
currency question, either for an advance or a decline,
in the fancy stocks.
The ioiioMing were toe quotations 01 Government
securities:
United States

coupon 6*8,1681,.119*
States5-20’s 1S62.116*
1864..
States 5-20'fl 1865, old..
States 5-20’s I865,newex-int
.118*
States 5-20’s 1867,.
119*
States 5-20’s l?68,._... .119I
States 5’s, new.114f
United States 10-40’s.,ex-interest.
.113#
Currency 6’a...
ue*
The following were the
closing quotations ol
United
United
United
United
United
United
United

States 5-20’s

...

....

Stocks:
Western Union

Telegraph Co. 75*
Pacitic Mail. 42|
N. Y. Centra’ and Hudson River consolidated.... 105

Erie. 44
Erie preferred...
Union Pacitic stock.
341
The following were the quotations tor Pacido
road securities:
Central Paci tic
Union Pacitic
Union Pacidc land grants.
go*
Union Pacitic income

Rai?

bonds....
do."*** gjf
\.

Personal

Property.
the

Hon. Judge
Probate for Cumberland County, 1 shall sell
PURSUANT
at No. 7 Pleasant
in
to

TRUNK R. R.

No. cars. Consignees.
Consianees.
No. cat
W True, corn..1
By water conveyance 1,000 bush commeal to Geo

at

Administrator's Sale ol

6kc.

G

Sales

Jail.

Cincinnati, March 14.—John R. McLean,
one of the proprietors of the Cincinnati Enquirer was sent to jail to-day by Judge Mer-

PROBABILITIES FOR THR NEXT
HOURS

Triable Between the ■•nnpnrte*.
Paris, Mrrcb 15.—The Pays publishes correspendence which shows that the ex Empress
Eugenia and her son have finally broken off relations with Prince Napoleon because he refused to go to Cbiselhurst on
Monday next.
The Caane ef the Prince
Imperial.
London, March 15.—Rsports from Paris exfears
of a demonstration in the
press
change in
the elect onal law and the distress
among the
working classes have a tendency in favor of the
cause of the Imperial Prince.
Various nutters.
A meeting in favor of Fenian
Amnesty in
Hyde Park to-day was attended by 20,000 per-

a

license from

of
at

public auction,

the City
Street,
of Portland, on Wednesday, March 18tb, at 10
o’clock. A. M., the following personal property, be-

longing to the estate of William Baldwin, late ol said
Portland, deceased : viz: 10 Dump Carts, 10 Dtmp
Cart Harnesses, Riding Harness. Sleigh, 2 Wagons.
27 Shovels, 15 Picks, 4 Bars, 15
Hay Cutter,
Ladder, Coal Sifter, 3 Pails, Draw Shave anti Auger.
Also, a Wooden Building standing on land of Patrick Sullivan, on Centre Streeet, in said Portland.
HENRY B. CLEAVES, Administrator.

brills.

J. S. BAILEY, Aectieaeer.
March 10,1874.
nicl6d9t

Portland,

F. O. BAILEY Sc

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS
-A5»-

Commission

Merchants !

Salesroom 176 Fore Street.
(Office IS Exchange Ml reel.)
O. BAILXY.

F.

O. W. ALLBN.

Regular sale af Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at aalearoom, 18 Exchange street,
commencing at 9 o'clock ... M.
Consignments aoUcited.
offidtt

Importers'

and
manufacturers’
Sale of Crockery Ware to tbe
Trade by Auction,
WEDNESDAY. March l»th, at 2} o’clock, at

ON

salesroom, 176 Fore street, we shall sell a large
line of Iron, Stone, P. ti., Yellow, Rockingham end
C. C. Ware. This is a large and well assorted stock.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Aeclleassnmhll

6»

Horses, Jiggers, Harnesses, Ac..
A.T AUCTION.
THURSDAY, Match 19th. at 11 o’olotk corner
Maple and Commercial St*., we shall sell®
able pair of Grey Horses, 0 and 10 years old, souna
*
and kind, free workers or drivers. Also 1
beon ownea

ON

pair double Harnesses.
and

drivcAoy

mar 13

Patrick

This team

gdnn.

has

co>>Anctt
__

Nitrogenous Phosphate
auction.
S»tnrday, March 21st,

bonds....I*.'.*.!*.**.79*

Rank Statement.
New York, March 14.—The
following8 U the week-

On
P. M.» we shall offer at onr
o’clock
1 noo 100
Salesroom, 17# ForeSt., a lot of Nitro159 £00
in legal tenders.2.W0
by
genous Phosphate, manufactured
Decrease in debits.
96o,£00 { Oscar Foote A Co., Boston, Hass. This
Decrease in circulation..
...V... 186.500 Phosphate is very highly recommended
by. those who hate used it. Circulars
Providence Print t'loth Marks**
and particulars e >n he obtained at our
bsinarProvidence. March 14 -Theprinting«*otstanuar
ket closed quiet and steady at 5| (s> 5fc tor
Office, IS Exchange Street.
earlier
little weaker than

bank statement.
ly
Decrease in loans.
Decrease in Specie..“'
Decrease

extra cloths, price being a
in the week; sales 61,000 pieces,
at
good standards 64’s at 5*c; 37,000
30
64#s for April, May and June at 5*c, ail

WW pcs
including
pet
5|e ,25,000
days.

nt 2

F. O. BAILEY d CO. Auctioneer*,
ahlt

«

MEDICAL.

POETRY.

CATARRHf

Worthless Treasure.
BY MBS.

one with a sick, whispering
To its faint ferer. brokenly, and
To furrow some low,
w as
To whose sweet labor be

UK^h Siwa'th "fepS '."™ "h
w

earth,

ra

Furniture,

machinery,

Polishing,

PORTLAND TO BOSTON

Kerosene,

l oom, Harness

VIA

Whale,

and

Neats Foot

Shellac

and

Varnishes

fiercely belt! bv some strange gathering thought,
whose doubtful darkness he could see
A thousand stars with fiery meaning caught,
His weird and restless life should be;
If

\vitbiu

and

Oils.

Japans.

AUG.

year by year, shut from the bud, he tried
To gather riches from the coral mine,
Whose Slave bis soul was, still to be denied
And still to ieel them shine und shine;

illuminating,

LUBRICATING & WOOL OILS,

Let any one suffering from this nasty and foul disease look at the above
picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat tilled
to repletion with the mucous, which quickly passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
thought, auu yet thousands day by day neglect to use
simp.e remedies, which will certainly cure them. A
rihjrt trial of the remedy.

SON’S

Cordial

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,
Prepared from the original formula of the late
DR.

C.

«

PIANOS!

Will soon convince you of its wonderful merits in
curing this vile disorder; a disease which,wheu seated, produces Consumption, from which there is no
escai e; one little box ol the German Snuff' will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:

(Successors to DOANE. VS 1XG & CUSHING.)

REVIEW, (Whig )
LONDON QUARTERLY REVIEW,
(Conservative.)
WESTMINSTER REVIEW, (Liberal)
BRITISH QUARTERLY REVIEW,
(Evangelical.)

EDINBURGH

Invigorating, Strengthening

An

Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF, E.

JOHN D. BUZZELL

K.

374

BY

TODD, M. D.,

ers, who receive

The American Piano.

by all respectable Druggists.

3m*

TOWN

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.

For all four Reviews.12 00
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4 00
For Blackwood and one Review. 7 00
For Blackwood and two Reviews.. 10 00
For Blackwood and three Reviews. .13 00
For Blackwood and the four Reviews 15 00
Postage two cents a number, to be prepaid
quarter at the office ot delivery.

PRINTED

Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

AT THE

—

—

Daily Press Job Office,

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the celebrated I’iauit
“I conscientiously bc’ieve that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnificeut instrument.”
ihe “Independent”

T “The American Piano has deservedly become
very popular iustr iment."

flow great the change: how improved your' nasal
organs have become, There are thousands ot people
who have spent

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

PORTLAND,
in the best

and at

manner

Hundreds ot

Hollars

Quality.

j

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worthless, and in the second place

the

But

wanted lor unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to rt»e public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send 1
circular to

Responsible Agents

Few Physicians
Understand Catarrh.

W1WG & SOU,

Years ago Professor Rseder, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study of
this singular complaint; after years of research he
waB at length rewarded, and presented to the world

417 Broome St., New York
ly

Kerosene Oil Company
Portland Kerosene Oil
The

prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market, at a eh. ap price—many
of which are little better than Naptha itself—and the
existence of false reports in regard to the Portland
Kerosene Oil, renders it a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, ♦hat some no
tice should be taken of these facts. Therefore, we
again present an advertisement, and would call attention to the high standard o :our Oils. The Refined
Petroleum, the tire test of which is 122; The Portland Kerosene, the fire test of which is 125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches considerably higher ;
also, we would say, that we are determined to maintain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF
Which will by its use PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

GERMAN

quote from chap. 39 R. S. 1871, the title of said

save

SNUFF

Will Cure

and sale of Manufactured

Articles.”

A BAD COLD.

Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof to be
so inspected anti marked, by a sworn inspector, And
Sect. 31.

Who is free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this common but severe complaint.

if any person manufactures or sells such oil or burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, he shall pay a fine
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six montlis in ibe county Jail, upon indictments
therefor.
Portland. Me., April 21 1873.
sep20dtf

GERMAN

full

SNUFF

to people, who at times find it so very
So
troublesome that they are unfit for all business purin
reality it is caused by an excess ot mucous,
poses ;
which can be removed.

home, day or evening;

SNUFF

Will Cure

Suuday School Song Book.

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

KEMP’S
Is anything

disgusting; and yet

thousands ot
will allow this disease to continue until at
last they have Consumption, which cannot be cu ed

Old Folk’s Concert Tunes !

more

people

Father Kemp’s “Old Folks” have sung to 900 au
diences, and other organizations to at least as many
more.
These tunes are sure to attract both old and
young. The present edition is enlarged to 96 pages,
and a number ot favorite “old” authems, patriotic

A

capital;

in-

STH If A CURED

! For Circulars and price,
C. UritAM, Phil’a, Pa.

■**.“»-“address 8.

Superfluous HairETc~upfel7t4w

ham, Philadelphia, Pa.
great

American coffee
The
POT distills Coffee
clear
amber; extracts
as

ap

all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma.
The best thing ever offered price $2, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights for sale DE WITT
C. BROWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N. Y.
fel7t4w

get 48 page Book
MU’ I 1\ I Jfree» Flower seeds. Transfer and
Scrap Pictures. Little Chromos,
J. JAY
&e. How to make money at home, etc.
fe!9dlm
GOULD, Boston, Mass.
or

A/^iTThT

Boy

can

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

PUT

Carbolic

Tablets.

UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

ATRIED AND SURE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.
fe24t4w

AGENTS I

PAWS,

that

our new

PAWS J

book is just out

‘EVERYBODY’S FRIEND’

mcll

Providence Tool

Co.

GERMAN

LEWIS OLIVES ItPBILLlPg.

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

road

HEADACHE,

And because, in nine cases out of ten, all headaches
have their origin in a diseased state of the nasal or
gans. Many people keep a supply of the Snuff on
hand simply tor troubles of this nature.

Heavy Hardware and RaU-

Supplies.

GERMAN

NEBRASKA,

NOW EOR SALE VERY CHEAP.
Ten Years Credit, Interest only 6 per cent

SNUFF

THE
a

PIONEER,

Illustrated Paper, containing the Home"
Law, mailed free to all parts of the world,

Address,

SORE and WEAK EYES.

Land

O. F. DAVIS,
Commissioner U. P. R. R.,

Omaha, Neb.

mc5t4w

WRINGER
testimonials might be produced,
showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes
using the German Snuff, but one trial alone
is needed to convince the most doubtful of its merits

I. II- WORK. Agent,

Ju21deow1vr

Bo.ton

Dan.

GERMAN

A. S. LYMAN’S
Patent Pure l)ry Air Refrigerator

SNUFF

Will Cure

The best and Only Reliable Oae in

NOISES IN THE HEAD,

the market.
Butchers, Provision dealers,
ITHotelindispen
Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
than its cost
Summer.
sable to

Butchers

every

Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
Remedy cures by its
mild, soothing and healing -properties, to which
the disease yields, when
Rdtaedy is used warm
and system put in perfectbrdcr by the wonderful alterative
Golden medpower of Dr. Pierce’s
ical Discovery, taken earnestly, to
correct blood and system, which are always at fault, also to act specifically upon
diseased glands and lining membrane of
nose and communicating chambers. Catarrh Remedy should bo applied warm
with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche,
the only instrument with which fluid medicine can be perfectly applied to all parts
of passages and chambcrsin which ulcers
exist and from wlilchdischargo proceeds
So successful has thi3 treatment proven,
that the proprietor offers 8500 Reward for a case of "Cold in Head" or
Catarrh he can not cure. The two medlcineBwithinstniment ja,byaU druggists.

by

44 Broad Street,

in its best form, will soon find their meats
who
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eigh-

|

A mrgt acute and annoying trouble, which many are
now affleted with, but by
the use of the German
Snuft the noises are soon removed, and bj its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

3?A.EE1NJ"TS

For LICENSE, RIGHTS, &c., apply to

BOLLS,

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

The

FOR MAINE,

AGENT

No. 2 Park Street or No. 80 Middle

St.,

to whom all applications should be made, and who
mch4eodtf
has full power to settle infringements.

Old Age, not Disease, should end

onr

Days

LIEBIG’S
!

«

SUPERIOR

CORDIAL !

Composed

bkANDY

of
&

TONICS.

’th*?'

recomended for Ladles.
So*LIQUID Extract. For
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale
Way New York City.

Highest Medical Authorities
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier

BSSfta
, ut 32

Catarrh Causes Croup!

It arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
nervous system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
cleanses vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
Price $1
and acts directly on tbe Liver and Spleen.
a bottle.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt, St New

Deobstruent known to the medical world is

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

&

.

mcllt4w_

Would you not rather prevent this
complaint than
attempt to cure it? Of course you would: then see
that you always have a
supply on hand.
Do not take any other
preparation, but be sure to
obtain the abovj. Price .‘J5 cents.
For sale by all
dealers. Or, send 50 cents to

Curved
CLAMP,
Holds
Firmest'

fF"'

PROVIDENCE
3.

H.

44 Broad street, Boston, Muss.

deouly

DR. BROWN’S COMPOUND

BLOOD

PURIFIER.

(Copy right secured April 30, 1872.)

BOSTON,

ache* Female Weaknen, Siatic and
Chronic Rhenmatism and
Scrofulous Affections.

Week to Agents. Fastest selling,
(Jjwo
(Rio articles out Three valuable samples for
teu cents. J. BRIDE, 767 Broadway, N. Y. mcllt4w

an^jccWe

a

Box

by retumMail

W&s&w6m

Diroc rail route to

Wiscasset,

New

Now being introduced nto this State by L. BARTLETT. It conies w611 recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used it, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier
ever used in this State.

&S82A SK°SgS, } Commissioners.
dlaw3wTh
mhl2
is

hereby given lhat the subscriber has

been duly appointed Executrix of the will of
NOTICE
late of

WILLIAM WALLACE,
Westbrook,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has takas
the
that
law
herself
trust,
directs. All
en upon
persons having demands upon the estate of said deto
exhibit
the
are
required
ceased,
same; and all
persons indebted to said estate are called upon to
make payment, to
SARAH B. WALLACE, Executrix.
Mar
Westb
3,1874.
mc4dlaw3wW

NOTICE.

Shall

wbhou? my

P.

MKIEI.INGS.
mb!2dlw*

give
Frederick I,
THIS
of his
is to

notice that I have given

Leactf, bis time, and
earnings nor pay any debts

tracting after this date.
Lynn, March 9, 1874.

WcSt

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila
delpliia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate
sailing vessels.

LimWdaily.
At Centre
Bonsheld and

mv

son

bis

con-

JOHN LEach
mhHdSw

*•*

AHEAD

NEW
OF

LOE!

YORK,
OTHERS.

ALL

Limerick, Newfleid
OWIpee, Tuesdays,
*

rB liis is tiie only inside route
iii^: Point Juditli.

Avoid!

TURNER, Superintendent.
_____ocStc

EASTERN RAILROAD—

AND

—

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. R.
Commencing Monday,

9,1874.

Feb.

Passenger trains leave Portland
and Dover daily,

msssagagHr

l!:sss:s:s=2r ^*®r**,n®u*l*

excepted,) at C. 13
g^g^^^tSundays
o.lo
m.

a. m. and
p.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4.25 p. m.
A ireiglit train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth

fcfrlttJ. PRESCOTT, Superintendent.

HOTELS.
HOTEL

DIRECTORY,

dlv

GRAND TRUNK RAIIWAT OP CANADA.
ALTERATION

OF

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

afler Monday, Sept. 15th,
*unasfollows:
Mail train for Gorham and accommodation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.

u,tm
""

an,f

Mail train 1.20 P. M.

SEMI-WEEKLY

Norfolk and Baltimore and Waskim,ton
it. C. Steamship Line.
Steamship, of this Lin. .ail from

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which,
Daily Peess may always be found.

end

the

Lawrence," Capt. F. M. Howes.
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold," Capt. Win.low Loveland.
Blactstont" Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
“John Hopkins," Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington

ACRCBN

House, Court.
Proprietors.

St. W. 8. A A.

Young,

(stopping

at

all

stationsu^

Island PoL<l.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train for Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. W.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and wav
m.

unices

jrassenger

Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Term.
Air Line: to all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama ami Georgia-, and over the Seaboard, and Roa-

Steamer

ACGCSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Dak

Proprietor.

Cony House, G. A. & H. Cony. Proprie
tors,

BANGOR.
Harriman House, J.E. Harriman A Co.

Proprietors.

Franklin House, Harlow St., H. Quinby,
with II D HcCaughlin Sc Son., Prop.

noke R. R. to all pointB in North and South Carolina

by the Balt. <& Ohio R. R. to Washington and 11
places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommoeations.
Fare including Berth and Meal* to Norfolk #12 50.
time 48hours; to Baltimore $14, timeG5 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

Clyde’s

Proprietor*.
Bouse,—Andrews
Proprietors

&

Record,

BOLSTER MILLS.
Hancock House,—M. Hancock, Prop.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Dining Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.

*’- *

CAPE ELIZARETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

74 EXCHANGE ST.
-5

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

communication to anu
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia anil beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all pointB reached ay the Penn.
Central and the Phil. &
Reading R. R»s„ and to all
tue principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission tor forwarding.
Pull information given bv WALDO A.
PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE.
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
janll ly
——■=

Proprietor.

D.

and St.
John,
Windsor and Halifax.

Simpson.

CAMDEM.

DIXFIELD.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—N. Jordan & Son, Prop
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sous, Props.
FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange, P. M. Jeffords. Proprietor.

Rates!

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, .Tlilwaabee. Cincinnati, M. Lonii, Omnha,
Saginaw, »», Paul, Salt Labe City,
Denver, San Prnnci.ro,
and all

points In tfce

Northwest, West and Southwest
J

C. FURNIVAL Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendil
is wen equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
E3P*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to ail through
trains.
B-.'ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and

Chicago, and not subject to Custom House

examina-

tion.
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is giveu, and paid for at the rate ol
one passenger tor eveiy $500 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12.1873.

TRAL RAILROAD.
n

ARRANGEMENTS.

On and after Monday March 9th
the Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
>New Brunswick,Capt. E. B. Win'Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at G P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

prietor,

^“Freight received

t9.10 a. M., ||3.15 P. M., t6.00P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Bos*7.00 P. M.
A.
at
M.,
118.00
ton
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portiandatt7.30,
H8.30A. M. tl2.30, 13.15, *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at ||8.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at tlO.00, U10.35
A M.; 112.55 P. M., t5.40 P. M„ *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton.
at *10.05 P. M.
Calais and St. John
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath. Rockland and
A. M.
t7.00
at
Augusta
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Balh, lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter find Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath ami Augusta at 15.20 P. M
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,00 A.
returning at 5.15 P. M
The 6.16, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other ol the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either ronte.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, ail rail, also with the 5.30 P. M
trains for New York via Fall River
Stonington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tbeGreat Falls and
Conway Railroad.
The 7.20 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
p. & O. Railroad.
The 8.39 A. M. train frou Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of CaDada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Haliiax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, Ac.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B. This
train runs Sanday Morning, does not run Monday

mc4dtf

.71 el leu

LITTLE t ON, N. H.
L. Thayer, Proprietor.

Thayers Hotel, H.

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

PRESCOTT,

l L. LINCOLN,
Sunt. First Div. M. C, R. R.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R, R., Portland, Me.
t
de8

copy of the Weekly Press
five new subscribers, with

us

DURING THE NEXT TEAR

No efforts will be spared to make the Maine State
Press more acceptable to its patrons. Indeed, the
Publishers will not relax their efforts to make the
paper a necessity to those who have been accustomed
to read it. We pledge that during the
year 1874 the
Weekly Press shall be more a NEWSPAPEK than
so
that
the
ever,
family that thoroughly reads the
paper will

have all the current events of the day.

NO

We ofter no picture* to make the value oi th
Pbkss up to it* price.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
The
LEW

We intend to make a-paper lor
sensible people, and make it worth
S3 to each subscriber tor tbe year

Steamer
I H T O JN

CAPT. CHAS. DEEDING,
--nnwill leave Railroad Wharf, foot ot State St., everv
THURSDAY Evening, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of
Express train from Boston, commencing March 19th,
1874, for Rockland, (Camden, Belfast, uutil further
notice), Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. So. W. Harbor.

18»4.

(Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returnidg will leave Machiasport every MONDAY
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching as above, arriving in
Portland same night.
For

ALLANS

UNDEE CONTRACT

Proprietor.

etors.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.
Ocean House, B. Seayy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard Honse, E. C. Staples, Propri-

OF

THE

Address

PORTLAND

PUBLISHING CO.

on

SATURDAY, Hatch 14th,
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train ol the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).870 ta 8KO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Catin Passage, appiv to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apnly to
•d
,,
Portland.
Nov. 19, 1873.

Willard Honse, C‘ S. Bailey A Co. Pro-

PORTLAND, ME.

JAMES L. FARMEft,
No. 3 India Street.
nol9dtt

LINE

BAIL

prietors.

THK

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

PHILLIPS.
Honse, Adams A

CARRYING

Seandanavian, rapt. Smith,

^_

tors.

FOB THE

WiU leave this port for Liverpool

etor.

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy House—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie-

iyA loca Agent wanted in every town in th
State

LINE.

Canadian and United State. Hail..
Passengers booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Return Tickets
■granted at Reduced Rates.
The Steamship

NORWAY.

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown A Hilton, Propri

further particulars induire at 179 Commercial

Montreal Ocean
Steamship Co.

Real’s Hotel, O. H« Green, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Wbitmarsb

NORRIDGEWOCH.
Dantortb Honse, D. Danfortb. Proprietor

Now is the time to snbseribe.

Street, or Railroad Wharf, Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Agent.
Portland, March 6, 1874.
mc9dtf

etor.

NAPLES
Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Proprietors.

CHEOMOS.

SPRING! ARRANGEMENT.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stunley, Propri-

DIRECTI

Portland Dailv Press

With cannectiaa. ta Prince Edward i—
land and Cape Breton.

TRIp-pER

ONE

WEEK.

Robbinson,

Proprietors

Screw Steamship ALHAMBRA. Capt. Angrove, will leave
The

PORTLAND.
Honse, Temple St. Charles Adams
Proprietor.
Albion Honse, 117 Federal St. J. G Perry*
Adams

Proprietor.

American Honse, India St. J. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.

Martin, Proprietor.
Fnlmonth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, PropriJ. K.

etor.
Preble

Honse, Congress St. Gibson A Co.,
Proprietors.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress nnd Federal Sts. E. Cram A Co., Proprietor.
Walker Honse, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.
Bridgham Jr., Proprietor.
Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn A Co.,

Propiietore.

PEAR’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

SACCAR^PPA.

SROWHEGAN.
Turner Honse, T. D. Hnssey A Co. Pro
M. H. Hil

on.

Proprieto

Saturday at 4 P.
*2 (weather permitting) (or
———— HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Wind-

sor,Trnro, New Glasgow and Pietou, and steamers
rot Prince Edward Island; also at
NewGlasgow, N.
S.. with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breton.
EfG" RETURNING will leave Haliiax on TUESDAY'S, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other information apply to J. B.
COYLE, Jr., Franklin Wharr, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

jf—.

JafiSsssaZ

THE SUPERIOR NBA GO
ing btbahbrb

BROOKS AND EORENT CITY,
Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

JOHN

FRANKLIN WHARF,

Freight taken at low rates.
•I. B. COYLE JK., General

Agent.mch£)t

Steamship Company

TO CALIFORNIA.
Great Redaction in Freight and Pnuagr
Rale always Lower than by any
other Route. Comfort, Safely
and Economy combined.
Passage Rates: Cabin &IOO,
Steerage $50. These rates inelude SLEEPING ACCOMODATIONS,
#jj
hAND MEALS THEREBY

AVOIDING

MKBRdiH^ANY EXTRA CHARGES.
New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenges accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. For Freight and Passage and full information apply at the Company’s Office, New York,
or to the New England Agents.
C. L. BARTLETT & Co., 10 Broad 8t„ Boston. Rufus
Hatch, Yrice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents
n

Daily Press Printing House

Newspaper

in Maine.
<*

Portland,

A.T 7 O’CLOCK P. M.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, samt
at
5
P M
days
Fare #1.50.
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.

Lyl1

109 EXCHANGE STREET

Best

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)

Pacific Mail

PRINTING

largest and fullest dally paper published in
Maine, and in the future as in the
past, the Publish’
rsfprepose.to make it beyond question the
The

FOR BOSTON.

WILTON.
Wilton Honse, N. H. Green, Proprietor.

Card and Jok

—IS—

Portland every

Central Honse—Alrin Allen, Proprieto

Book,

extra

until 4

For Mt. Desert & Machias.

MECHANIC FALLS.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

(steamboat)

morning.
(A ccommodation train
(Fast Express.

days of sailing

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

House,—Hiram Boston, Pros

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph O. Harmon, Proprietor.

pnetors.
Elm House,

an

sending

$10.
Special club rateB may be obtained by applying to

■■

Passenger trains leave Portland dai-

T5»fgPfff?f?i(ly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sunjg---g/-r"r^3(faV8 excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.

on

o'clock P. M.

Littlefield, Prop.

LEWISTON..
DeWitt House, Waterhouse A
Proprietors.

Barden

We will send
to any person

days.
Connections made at Eastport lor St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John ior Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Haliiax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst.

FALLS, N. H.
Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

HARTLAND.
Honse—R. L. Williams, Prop.

Mt. Cutler

Digby

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

GREAT

Ilnrtlnnd House—I. R.

OFEEK

same

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

Great Falls

authors.
Because it comments with
rigor
and independence on «n eurcen
topics in State and Nation

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eiutport, Calais

NORTH STRATFORD N. II.

Tickets sold at Reduced

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct

SPRING

CALAIS.
W.

plete.
Because it presents all the Telegraphic news of the week ca?e.
lully digested into readable paragraphs and set specially for the
weekly.
Because its literary matter is of
a very
high character, consisting
of stories, poems and other
matter
original or selected from the best

AN

and

etor.

Hotel,

reports are fuller than any other
paper in maine.
Because its Slate News is the
most carefully collected and com-

Iron Line of Steamers!

Tremont House. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley Sc Co. Proprietors.

Chapman

Because its market, marine. Congressional, Legislative and other

PHILADELPHIA.

etor.

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. 8. Chandler & Co.

reading

Because it is thoroughly a NEWS
PAPER.
Because it has a larger editorial
force than any other
paper in
maine.

AJTD

—

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. B. Parker &

Bingham, WrisleyA- Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J.P.H. Stetson, Propri

Because It gives more
matter than any other.

PORTLAND

prietor.

Bath Hotel, C. H. Plummer, Proprietor

**L*e,e Htouse, Bowdoin Square,Bui Anch,

MAINE

53 Central Wharf. Boston.

June2tf

BATH.

Sagadahoc House, John 8. Hilliken, Pro

Internationa1

Wharf, Boston

Steamship.

William

tor.

Klni

of Central

BALTIMOREft>r y(jftF0LK

ALFRED.
County House, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

IN

LINE.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until further notice, run
as follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4
P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear
every Thursday, is
lifted up with line accommodations for passengers,
milking this tne mosi convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New York and Maine
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax. St. John, and all parts of Maine
Sbippe
are re»inested to send their freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Poriiano Franklin Wharf
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R.,New York.
May 9-dtf
oc21dtf

llIHA.tl.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Der>ot daily, except
Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every
Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York always iu advance of all other linen. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

WINTER

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

WILLIAM H.

Park

—

Par
BEST WEEKLY PAPER
Thu^JaTsand Sat- Maine Steamship Co.

for

F.

M.

18 TUX

PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
or
Passage, apply to
IS. B.
ttAMPMON, Agent,
WW_™ Leng Wharf, Berten.

urdays, returning alternate days.
Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, ParsoDsSeld
^At

cr,

—

For Freight

No.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

Supt. Eastern Railroad,

shauVata
of

^rham.Standish,and

WMt
and“°g?„»y.f0r
Waterboro1

The Maine State Pres*

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

p'm'
2o'p

Bay View House, E. H. Demuth, Prop.

J.

Freedom Notice.

none

Boston & Maine, and Eastern leaving
Railroad*.
Leave Portland lor Gorham at 4 00 P V.
Leave Gorhaui for Portland at 4 45
Leave Portland for Saco River at. 6
M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A M
Stages connect as follows:

Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Wharfage.

No

7.2oT JL°ind‘lfM?1
train making direct connection at
?J® fi}?_ with trams
Rochester
from Boston,
Boston

and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,

COMMENCING D1EC. 8, I8»3.

HEREBY caution a'l persons
against trusting
any person or persons on my account m t
^ thi«

A

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

—FOR—

USE

sale by all Druggists.
K. HOYT, Proprietor, New York.
mcllt4w

aug30tr

condition,
stock, and

CO.,

uni

For

,he

TOOL

WORK, Agent,

I
CAMPHORINE!
CAMPHORINE!
bitten orjer/0n,raCte<i
c.
CAMPHORINE t
March 11,1874.
Portland,
SMITH,
CAMPHORINE !

nSE*
Br»*d-

G. CORDON &
LV.

and

JURUBEBA

Especially

Saleh? DrSL7.°,u r?et

^Adjustable

THE

of

HAMILTON, Superintendent,

Portland, Oct. 18,1873,

Workinv;

undersigned, having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge ot Probate for Cumberland Countv
Commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against the estate of Henry S. Jackson, late
of Cape Elizabeth, in said County,
deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six months
from the date of said appointment, w.liicli was on the
third day of March, A, D. 1874, are allowed to said
creditors in which to present and prove their claims,
and that they will be in session at the following place
and times for the purpose of receiving the same, viz:
At the office of A. B. Hdden, No. 229* Congress
Street, Portland, on the first Friday of April, May,
June, July and August and on the third day of September A. I). 1874, from three to five o’clock P. M.
Dated this lltli day of March, A. D. 1874.

Yes, many a lit tie one who. with palid face and
drooping form, complains of being all “stuffed up,*
and day by
day is growing worse, is often troubled
with Catarrh In its first stages, Ileed our warning
before it is too late, for often, very often

York.

hlQPID EXTRACT OF BEEF

Kaaieal

ESTATE OF IIENKY S. JACKSON.

Children have Catarrh

J.

\

AND

Notice ot Commissioners ot Insolvency.

cases.

Uc3dta

Providence Wringer.

J. IV. PERKINS & CO., Wholesale
Agl».
Retailed by F. Sweetser, 17 Market Square; C L.
Gilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hay, Middle St
Sargent Coe, Cor. ot Congress and Temple. del3*gm

Hundreds of

Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
all trains of P. & O. R. B. arrive and

Station, where
depart.

Stations 6.15 p.

Kidney A Elver Complaint*, Sick Head-

handsome

stead

Will Cure

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES

BKW

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R.l.
FOB SALE EVERYWHERE.

Descriptive Pamphlets with Sectional Maps sent free.

Karine Hardware & Ship Chand*
lery.

A

Prepared by Dr. H. S. Flint & Co.

Providence, R. I.

Farming Lands
IN

A BAD

Manufacturers of

teen

Remittent and Intermittent Fevers, Ague, Cold Chills, Rheumatism, Summer Complaints, Piles,
Kidney Diseases, Female Difficulties, Lassitude, Low Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact,
everything caused by an impure
state of the Blood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Diver, or
Kidneys. The aged find in the
Quaker Bitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining years. No one can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an incurable disease) after
taking a few bottles of the Quaker
Bitters.

MILLIONS OF ACRES

Rich

Will Cur©

W. GIFFORD & Cm.,

more
use it,

are com-

posed of choice Boots, Herbs, and
Barks, among which are Gentian, Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry,
Dandelion, Juniper, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to
retain all their medicinal qualities.
They invariably cure or
greatly relieve the follotving comtaints: Dyspepsia,
£ iver Complaint, LossJaundice,
of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

Da. J. P. Fitter. —Being sworn, says, I graduated at tha
UniversityofTenn’a in 1S33.and after 30years*experience,

SNUFF

P. M.
Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Bartlett
for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
Upper
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Portland and 8.15 from North
Conway will have the following Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and
Freedom.
At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid ton.
At Fryeburg for Lovell and North Lovell.

M. and 1.30

FOR

QUAKER BITTERS

These celebrated Bitters

Leave each port every

Co., Proprietors.

to and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice train* will
leave, as follows:
Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.

STONINGTON

DR. FLINT’S

Spinal

BEADING BOLT AND NUT WORKS.

save

i

i
j

COCS,

Caused only by the passages being filled with matter, which ihe Snuff penetrates as if by magic. «jid
in afshort time you feel like a new being.)

d&w'iw

is

j

SNUFF

Dartial Deafness,

Sent, post-paid, on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. D1TSON & CO.
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York,

I-.

....

Kn**?!?K?f9and

Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro’ for North Waldoboro*, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at .ow rates’
C. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.
jv29dtf

Double

perfected Dr. Filler’s Vegetable Rheumatic
S y r up. I guarantee it an infallible cure for Nerve, Kidney and Bhonmatiodiseases. Sworn to, this26th April, 1871F. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Phila.
We Clergymen were Cured by it, and will satisfy any one writing us.Rev.Thos.Murphy,D.D.,FTankford,Phila.Rev.C.H.
Ewing,Media.Pa. Rev..1.8.Buchanan.Clarenre.Iowa.Rev.
G.GTSmith, Pittsford.N.Y. Pev.Jos.Beggs, FallBChnrch,
Phila.,Ac. Affi icted should write Dr.Fitler.Phila..for explanatory Pamphlet A guarantee.gratis. if 50 Reward for an incurable case.No cure no charge,a reality. Sold by druggie*'

CHANGE OF TIHE.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, North port. South Thorcaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for UnioD, Appleton aud Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitetield, Mondays

Moat

Will Cur©

OGDENSBURG R. R.

Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. m., and 1.00

added.

$4.00 per dozen.

Family package Tickets between Portland and
Bouton for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in Boston, Causeway street.
> Accommodation.
♦Fast Express.
£?®BER, Gen. Supt., Boston,
P^-YSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston, Dec. 6.1873*
11

Damari scotta,
Waldoboro,
^l^—^i^^SWarren and Rockland.
No change of cars between Portland

Durable;

GERMAN

M.

J®":ff!??*???^Ca8tle,

BILLINGS’ PEN

ILLUSTRATED BY
THOBAS NAST’S PENCIL.
Of course the book will sell like oysters at a general muster. Everybody’s hungry for it. Send for circular and see what a chance we give to agents.
Address, AMERCAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford
Conn.
mc4t4w

CHEERFUL VOICES, BestCom’n School Song Book

A

no

structions & valuable package ot goods sent free by
mail. Address, with six cent stamp, M. YOUNG &
CO., 173 Greenwich St., New York.
Iel7t4w

And learn

Enlarged Edition of

Price 40 cts.

Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square.

—_—

and

WORKING CLASS^K
ployment at

re-

Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdmsburg R. K. passenger trains arrive at aud depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 P.

140 FULTON ST.. NEW YORK.

particulars address JOHN E. FOTTEU & CO.,
Pa.
fel7d4wt

Use

common

GERMAN

application.
The Leonard Scott Publishing Co.,

Publishers, Philadelphia,

Heaviness in the Head,

$4.50 per dozen.

|

made with our splendid

Complete outfit sent postpaid'TnTeccipt**
enabling you to commence at once. For outfit

JCbU

are

good

New subscribers (applying early) for the year 1874
may have, without charge, the last volume for 1873
of such periodicals as they may subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four ot the above periodicals may have one of the
“Four Reviews” for 1873; subscribers to all five may
have two of the “Four Reviews,” or one set of Blackw’ood’s Magazine for 1873.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can bo allowed unless the money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premium given to Clubs.
Circulars with further particulars may be had on

UnitedStates to make a permnaetit business on these
works. B ALES Sure A PKOHTg LABIlt.

Wells’

Dramatized by Prof. Seager, who has brought out
the Cantata in a large number of cities and rowns,
always to large, enthusiastic and profitable audiencIn it* new form, Esthet presents a spectacle of
es.
uncommon beauty, and even of splendor, with its
Music simple but
brilliant Eastern dresses,
&c,
spirited. Dresse- and decorations easily procured.

pieces, &c.,

All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter lor
freshments at First Class DhJng Rooms.

PORTLAND &

tear

A

Q
^ n
n
w) 9 sj
\J \J

Will Cur©

OF

DRAMATIZED.

FATHER

a

For

Esther,the Beautiful Queen

Best

wanting

Steamship Line.

arrives in Koston at 7.10 P.

by either route.

by the

SNUFF, Rcp^scntl^S^Sifterenl^IoolcsI^ante^nTverylSui^
fly. Agents wanted in every County and Town in the

A Vegetable Compound, which alway has cure
and never in a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a compound that will Sneeze your Head off
but in a mila and gentle wav penetrates the secretions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged j our nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box, costing but 35 cents,
and you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box of

Would intorm the public, that they continue to
Manufacture

men

permanent businf
Special attention Is
called to
Hai* y At.'aa of the World,”
now completed, vKch has taken three years of
time and at a great expense, containing Twenty-four large & beautiful iRaps of all the grand
divisions of the Globe, U. 8. Teritories,
Canada, and information of vast importance.
This oft rs a business chance seldom met with, and
should be improved by all wanting business
sure to make large pay. for it is just what
the people uced an will buy. Best of Commission, exclusive Territory and full description bv addressing D. L GUERNSEY, Publishers, Concord, N. H.
fel7t4w

tram

M., conneccing with trains lor New York via SpringM., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. ;\i.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

*•

comwnuTioinmosrecm.

Raeder’s GERMAN

THE PORTLAND

LIFE,

The *3.10 P. M.

and Norwich Lines

field at 9 OOP.

PBEMIUinS.

Selectmen will find it to their
advantage to call at this Office.

IMPORTANT

River,

Stoningtou

A discount of twenty per cent, will be allowed to
clubs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or of one Review will be sent to one address for $12.80; four copies of the four Reviews and
Rlackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs of ten or more, in aJdition to the above
discount, a copy gratis will be allowed lo the getterup of the club.

TO CURE CATARRH,

RIVER OF

Fall

CLinis.

Lowest Price.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) FEARS

Price 50 cts.

liberal compensation.

TEKnS:
About one third the price of the originals.
For any one Review.$4 00 per annum
For any two Reviews. 7 00
For any three Reviews.10 00

REPORTS

PHILADELPHIA

KrtiSStCoKS

daily,

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.45 A
M., connecting with train for New Fork via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M.
The tO.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston in season
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via
Springfield; also with 5.3j P. A. (steamboat) trains
tor New York via

Leading Periodicals of Great Britain

IFIItST PREMIUMS.

CANTATA

a

—ajtd—

Ijgg^jli

Passenger trains leave Portland
^^—^M^tor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.301 A. M., and 1.30 P.
M„ making
direct connection at Rochester with trains
for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
at
connect
Rococstcr with Dover and WinninisenveA
Railroad for Alton Bay and with
Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
i,°r,land “ud
at

THE

These periodicals constitute a wonderful miscellany ot modern thought, research, and crititism.
The cream of all European books worth reviewing is
found here, and they treat of the leading events of
the world in masterly articles written by men who
have special knowledge of the matters treated. The
American Publishers urge upon all intelligent readers in this country a liberal support of the Reprints
which they have so long ana so cheaply furnished,
eeling sure that no expenditure for literary matter
will yield so rich a return as that required for a subcription to these the

F. SWEETSIEH, Wholesale Agent
lor Maine.
ja!6

BY

SCOTT PUBLISHING CO.
140 FULTON ST., NEWl’OBK,
By art augemenl with the English Publish-

DOLLAR,

ALL POINTS

AND

LEONARD

Directions accompany each bottle.

ONE

Albany, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

Edinburgh Magazine, SOUTH ANfH WEST.

REPRINTED

Tremont

PRICE

For New York,

—AND—

Blackwood’s

—

Street,
BOSTOJST.

For sale

We

Portland, me,

REVIEWS.

“RESURGAM,”

—

chapter being “Inspection

f®r Bo.tan (6.15, tfl.10 A. M.
(Parlor Cars), *n P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)
A. M„ H2.30, t3.30, *6.00 P.M.
Traina from fio.ton are due at Portland
at *12.30. t5,00, t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
For .Tillnrbr„ter and Concord, N. H„ via
C.« P. R. R. Junction, t6.15 A, M., *3.10 P.
M.
For Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains lor Lowell.
Fop niancheMter and Concord via Lawrence
t9.10 A. M.
For Rochester and Alton Ray t6.l5, A. M.,
*3.10 P. M.
For lHilton and Union Village 6.15 A. M.,
*3.10 P.M.
For Old Orchard Rcaeh, Saco and Rid*
deford tlo.25 A. M.
Returning, leave Riddeford at tll.20 A. M.
For Scnrboro, Old Orchnrd, Saco, Riddeford and Kennebunk t2.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kennebunk t7.30 A. M.

The British Quarterly

I know, today, liow bitter it would be
For him to learn bis treasuie was not true.
Because (as even you through love might Bee)
Because—I wear m ck jewels too.
—Christian Lnton.

ap!7

Pawenger Train, leave Port-

CTSSatafaQ

•

BOS TON

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
FALL AEEAN
G-EMENT,

via

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

IN

OEUER

Office 80S Fore Street,
niqr2-6m

H he should have his jewels cut and set
After some beautiful ami worldly rule,
Then find himself, when in liis coronet,
Only a crowned and laugbed-at-Fool;

Prices Low for the

CARS.

1^1

_STEAMERS.

«

PARLOR

FULLER,

P.

AND

II, gray and ghastly, he at last should break,
As from the dead‘ into the dew, and bring
Diamonds enough to light a grave, or make,
Twice told, the glory of a king;

Form

kill and Lawrence.

MANUFACTURER OF TARNISHES AND JAPANS

downward stare;

&

Beach, Snco, Biddcford,
Kennebunk,
Wei In.
Dover,
Oreat FallR, Exeter, Haver-

*3.10

If,

WING

Old Orchard

Wool

If he to that great breathless night which lies
Under the ground descended, dreaming there
To find the fearful cliarm that|gavc his
eyes
ever

MAINE

Sperm.

Behold It As It Is!

>

&

RAILROAD

"W™

P*6,®8®!1^.

Their glittering,

BOSTON
Coach,

CATARRH!!

II

1833.

ESTABLISHED

RAILROADS.

Card,

PIATT.

8. M. B.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS._

=

By making all

its

department! fuller and more

liable.
The

growing importance of Portland as a distributing centre lor Maine, and lta increasing wholesale
trade make a full dally paper
Imperatively necessary
A carefully prepared daily account of tbs
Portia
Wholesale Market will be given.
An extended report of
Sunday services in the city
will be presented each
Monday morning.
Exhaustive reperts of political, educational
and
religious conventions and meetings in the State ar
a prominent feature of
the paper.
" hit a larger Editorial
than
corps

any paper i

Maine, with unexcelled facilities lor
collecting news,
and more space to devote to
details, the Publishers

will make

every exertion to render the Daily Pbes
toiler and more complete paper than It has hithert
been, and in every respect
a

Portland,

W. D. KITTLE & CO..
jal0d3m

A FIRST CLASS

NEWSPAPER

49 1-9 EXCHANGE 8THEET.

Notice ot Foreclosure and Sale ol

Every

description

ol

Work

Mortgage.
TE^HEREAS Rosilla Planted, of Westbrook, in
77 ,,e V?uKy of Cumberland and State of Maine,
0,1 tlle

heJ a'

promptly and carefully executed

^■7.f .a,s!e‘1'

day «f Noyemdeed of that date,
r^nrri;.ii'..IM2,^yhtr,l,or,.gacu
recorded
In the Cumberland H.
gistrv of Deeds Book
w’’ J?ge,4ft}; conTey«-'d to .Join, M. Allen of said
n

"ixth

Westbrook. County and State aloresaid » ™n.ln w
of land with the buildings thereon
situated in said
Westbrook at Saccarappa Village and
follows :-South by land
land of the Cumberland and Oxford Canal
Company
n-irth-west and north by said Canal Company’s
land
and east, by Spring street, so called. It being the lot oi
land and buildings thereon.upon which the grantor at
the time ot this conveyance resided, with authority
in case of breach of the condition ot said mortgage to
sell said premises at public auction and froni the
debt secured
and whereproceeds to pay the
as the condition of said mortgage lias been broken
IhiB la to giye notice that said premises will be sold
at public auction on said premises on the twentvCiglit day of March A. D. 1874, at 9 o’clock in tne
forenoon for the reasons and purposes aforesaid

'of

and at the Loxvcsf Prices.

WE

M.

HARKS,

MANAGER.

lvS-dL.

l

thereby;

fe28dlaw3wM

JOHN M. ALLEN
By his Att’ys, Cobb St Kay.

The Publishers congratulate themselves that tbeir
efforts to make the Press acceptable to its pattens
are appreciated from the conclusive faet
that, without special efforts, its list of subscribers bas increased
and
constantly
largely daring the past year.
As an advertising medium the Daily Prkss stands
first among Maine journals, having the largest rn
best circulation east of Boston.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscr
era Seven Dollars a Year it
paid la advance.
iy Orders sroin News Dealers promptly Oiled.
Address

Portland

PafclfeUng Co

